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March 2, 1984 SECY-84 104

(Information)
MDiORANDUM FOR: The Com=1ssioners

.

FROM: William J. Dircks
.

Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: DOCUMENTATION OF A STAFF INSPECTION OF A NUCLEAR SERVICES
-

CORPORATION AUDIT AT DIABLO CANYON

Purnose: To provide the Co=sissioners with information regarding the
circu= stances surrounding the documentation of a staff
inspection of a 1977 Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) audit
related to the Pull- Power Products Co=pany at Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant.

Backeround: Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report Supplement No. 21
provided a suc=ary assess;:ent of recent NRC staff activities ,

related to an inspection of a NSC audit of Pullman Power
Products Company at Diablo Canyon. The su==ary assessment (pg. 1

'

2-157 of SSER 21) stated that "The details of the staff reviev
are docu=ented in Inspection Report 50-275/83-37". This i

statement is incorrect in that it leads the reader to conclude
that report 50-275/83-37 was a final, issued report. That was
not the case. At the ti=e SSER 21 was written and published,

report 50-275/83-37 was a draft document. The discussion,
which follows, explains the circu= stances surrounding staff
activities in this area.

Discussion: In early November 1983 (prior to receipt of large numbers of
allegations) a Region V canagement decision was made to perform,e

/ a mini-team inspection at Diablo Cany'on. The NSC audit of the
Pullman Power Products Company was selected as the vehicle for

' this inspection effort. Consistent with routine practice the
4 lead inspector obtained a sequential inspection report control

gp% g
O number (no. 50-275/83-37) in advance of the inspection. The

inspection was initiated Nove=ber 14, 1983 and was completed on
December 9, 1983. A draft report of the inspection was
developed as the inspection progressed.

f The draft report of inspection no. 50-275/83-37 is provided as
Attachment 1. This is the draft which existed when SSER 21 was
issued. This document was typed by a NRC staff secretary at ,

the Diablo Canyon site during the week of Dece=ber 4,1983.

fy0390030]h Typing was done in a piece meal fashion, wherein the inspectors-
y vrote report sections in the evenings and turned them in for
A typing the next day. The typist typed the individual items in

) order of receipt. For this reason there are breaks in the pagei

hy / . numbering sequence (pages 47 to 49, 65 to 71 and 74 to 119)
where the typist was typing subject matter other than that \

f,
/' pertaining to ths NSC audit. The majority.cf the handwritten
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annotations on the typed. draft are management review comments.
A few of the handwritten annotations are the inspector's (e.g.
page 72). It can be noted that pages 72 and 73 represent the-

! inspector's first draft of the SSER 21 summary assessment
section pertaining to this subject. The summary assessment
erred in implying that the report was issued. This error was

not detected ,in the review of SSER 21.

It should also be noted that during staff's review of the :
!summary assessment on the NSC audit, sloppy draftsmanship was

found to have resulted.in another potentially misleading.

statement. It is implied in that summary that the staff had
reviewed approximately 70% of the total NSC findings. As is
reflected on page 2 of the attached draft report (Attachment ,

1), the staff's 70% review was of the NSC findings identified
in the Joint Intervenor's supplementary motion. This
distinction was lost when editing the draft sunnary assessment
(see p. 72 and 73 of Attachment 1).

The final report on this subject was issued on February 29,
1984 and is provided as Attachment 2. The issuance of the
final report was delayed in part due to the continued and heavy
influx of allegations which were received in December 1983 and
January 1984 requiring the inspection staff to perform
inspections, in lieu of smoothing final documentation. The
report was also delayed due to the need to improve the

- organization and presentation of the original draft. The major
conclusions contained in the final report are consistent with
those in the draft report.

Conclusions: The statement in SSER 21 referring to report 50-275/83-37 is
misleading. However, the inspection had been, in fact,
completed and a draft report prepared. That inspection and the
results thereof, together with the draft report was the staff's
basis for the statements contained SSER 21. The report had not
been finalized and was issued February 29, 1984. The major
conclusions drawn in the final report 're consistent with thosea
presented or implied in the original draft.
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ms-
Willi U
Executive Director for Operations

Attachment 1:
Draft of Report 50-275/83-37
Entitled: " Concern No. 68"

*

Attachment 2: .

NRC Inspection Report 50-275/83-37
,
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MEMORANDUM FOR: The Commissioners

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

SUBJECT: DOCUMENTATION OF A STAFF INSPECTION OF A NUCLEAR SERVICES
CORPORATION AUDIT AT DIABLO CANYON

Purpose: To provide the Commissioners with information regarding tne
circumstances surrounding the documentation of a staff
inspection of a 1977 Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) audit
related to the Pullman Power Products Company at Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant.

Background: Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report Supplement No. 21
provided a summary assessment of recent NRC staff activities
related to an inspection of a NSC audit of Pullman Power
Products Company at Diablo Canyon. The summary assessment (pg.
2-157 of SSER 21) stated that "The details of the staff review
are documented in Inspection Report 50-275/83-37". This
statement is incorrect in that it leads the reader to conclude

( that report 50-275/83-37 was a final, issued report. That was
not the case. At the time SSER 21 was written and published,
report 50-275/83-37 was a draft document. The discussion,
which follows, explains the circumstances surrounding staff
activities in this area.

Discussion: In early November 1983 (prior to receipt of large numbers of
allegations) a Region V management decision was made to perform
a mini-team inspection at Diablo Canyon. The NSC audit of the
Pullman Power Products Company was selected as the vehicle for
this inspection effort. Consistent with routine practice the
lead inspector obtained a sequential inspection report control
number (no. 50-275/83-37) in advance of the inspection. The
inspection was initiated November 14, 19B3 and was completed on
December 9, 1983. A draft report of the inspection was
developed as the inspection progressed.

The draft report of inspection no. 50-275/83-37 is provided as
Attachment 1. This is the draft which existed when SSER 21 was
issued. This document was typed by a NRC staff secretary at j

the Diablo Canyon site during the week of December 4, 1983. '

Typing was done in a piece meal fashion, wherein the inspectors
wrote report sections in the evenings and turned them in for
typing the next day. The typist typed the individual items in
order of receipt. For this reason there are breaks in the page |

| ( numbering sequence (pages 47 to 49, 65 to 71 and 74 to 119) !

where the typist was typing subject matter other-than that ;
| g ~ pertaining to the NSC audit. The' majority of the handwritten|
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annotations on the typed draft are management review comments.
A few of the handwritten annotations are the inspector's (e.g.
page 72). It can be noted that pages 72 and 73 represent the
inspector's first draft of the SSER 21 summary assessment
section pertaining to this subject. The su= mary assessment
erred in implying that the report was issued. This error was
not detected in the review of SSER 21.

It should also be noted that during staff's review of the
summary assessment on the NSC audit, sloppy draftsmanship was
found to have resulted in another potentially misleading
statement. It is implied in that summary that the staff had
reviewed approximately 70% of the total NSC findings. As is
reflected on page 2 of the attached draft report (Attachment
1), the staff's 70% review was of the NSC findings identified
in the Joint Intervenor's supplementary motion. This
distinction was lost when editing the draft summary assessment
(see p. 72 and 73 of Attachment 1).

The final' report on this subject was issued on February 29,
1984 and is previded as Attachment 2. The issuance of the
final report was delayed in part due to the continued and heavy
influx of allegations which were received in December 1983 and
January 1984 requiring the inspection staff to perform
inspections, in lieu of smoothing final documentation. The
report was,also delayed due to the need to improve the

/, organization and presentation of the original draf t. The major
conclusions contained in the final report are consistent with
those in the draft report.

Conclusions: The statement in SSER 21 referring to report 50-275/83-37 is
misleading. However, the inspection had been, in fact,
completed and a draft report prepared. That inspection and the
results thereof, together with the draft report was the staff's
basis for the statements contained SSER 21. The report had not
been finalized and was issued February 29, 1984. The major
conclusions drawn in the final report are consistent with those
presented or implied in the original draft.

William Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

Attachment 1:
Draft of Report 50-275/83-37
Entitled: " Concern No. 68"

Attachment 2:
NRC Inspection Report 50-275/83-37
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' Concern No. 68 '

- .a
ATTACHMENT (1)

Introduction:
.

Region V of the Nuclear Regulatory Camission (NPC) has performed an unannounced

inspection to evaluate the Joint Intervenor's concern of a major breakdown in

the Pullran Power Products (PPP) onsite QA program during a significant period

of construction at Diablo Canyon Station. This issue, brought forth by the
| the record on construction quality assurance isJoint Intervenors, to reopen

the results of a Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) audit ca.pletedbased upo7.

in SEpteiber,1977.
.

. .
,

-

.

~
jultose:

1

Tne goal of this inspection effort is threefold:

. -

To develop a basis of confidence by which the NRC can verify previous(a)

conclusions that the NSC audit was prirarily programTatic in nature and did~

not represent any findings which wm21d show a significant deficiency in

plant construction quality.
..

.

. _

'Ib establish a level of assurance that the PPP and PGEE Q.A. program's(b)
,

responses to the NSC audit findings were accurate, appropriate, and

effective in resolving all issues pertinent to cmpliance with codes and
.

zugulations.

'

I
-

To provide reasonable assurance in resolving the question of whether PPP(c)

O.A. program onsite, during construction prior to the NSC audit, wasx.y

u
,

d
. .: .
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. .

adequate in ensuring work perforned in the field can be considered

acceptable and conforming to existing requirements.

Scope of Insoection Plan:

First, the NRC inspection effort involved review of all NSC audit findings

listed in the report issued October 24, 1977. In conjunction, a face value
-

assessrent was perforred on the accuracy and cenpleteness of PPP and PG&E's-

'

responses (dated April 11, 1978 and June 16, 1978 respectively) to each of the

NSC findings. A selection cf significant NSC audit findings was generated by

the NRC for an indepth onsite review of documentation and interview of

. __

respansible personnel.

.

~

Those findings selected as the subject of an NRC audit were based on the

following rationale:

(a) Audit findings which appeared to have the greatest potential for

ranifestation of poor quality work in the field.
.

(b) Audit findings which specifically reference characteristics of poor field
work practice.

.

(c) A reasonable sample of the principal deficiencies alluded to in the Joint
L

Intervenors Supp. A 70% sanple selection was rnade giving priority to those
,

\ -

|

, ..
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findings not fundarentally piga.matic but which could reasonably inpact
'

upon construction gaality.
J

'
.

/(d) Any findings that appear to be in nonempliance with accepted standards, .

fcodes and regulations. ; ,,
,

of
'on there occurred an examination, by k fIn parallel with the NBC in

1*7*f* field work and records to verify empl.h
\ f t[

iance \., indeperdent censultant, of
- / 1 /3 . i.

/A sa7i le of twenty five stainless steel welds wered :s
-

- with code requircrents. 1

i-

examined for delta ferrite. ,one hundred radiographs were selected to verify p
'

field weld and inspecti review adequacy. Also, four specific elds frtxn a g

| |
'' those identified in the|~I'SC, findings were examined, to establish existence of|

surface preparation acceptability for nondestructive examinatio/
1

n and to
. \ /

. __

reperform liquid penetrant testing of field welds in ascertaining degree of
.

actual ccepliance.

fne NBC has reviewed the non-con.o rep and minor variaticn reports_

_
issued by the licensee as a result of an audit conducted by the PG&E Q.A.

department of the PPP Q.A. program, issued June 13, 1978. Corrective actions

identified by these NCRs and MVRs was evaluated for adequacy and implesnentation.

Criterion I, NSC Finding No. 3:

-

.

*

- q ..

.
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"The field Ocality Assurance Organizaticn has perforned functions other t anoutside the quality
those described in hTP-1 and KFPS-1; and scrne functions were

ifications,

responsibility, i.e., writing and a; proving Engineering Spec
,

ese
i hanges.-

performing welding engineering functions, approving engineer ng c
surance

activitiesTaise the question of the qualification of-Ouality
ii the Field

personnel to perform these functions and the problem of requ r ng
k

Qaality Assurance organization to audit its own perfornance."
-

Tb resolve this issue the inspector's approach was to establ s
ih.

NRC Find.ing:
d hanges, the review

who in Pullran was allowed to write procedures or proce ure c
t control was

and ap;.roval process for such accuments and whether sufficien
.

In addition,
exercised by Pullran in the writing, review and approval process.

the validity of the Pullman respcase was assessed.
. - -

.

dure

The gality assurance program prescribed by the Pullman ASME QA Manual proce
llows anyone to*

~ KFP-1, as inplenented in part by procedure ESD269, apparently a,

_ However, the point of control in
" be assigned the task of writing procedures.

i genent is
_ this procedure writing process is that the cognizant discipl ne rana

for use. For
required to review and approve the procedure prior to issuance

i d approve
exanple, the Pullman Chief Field Engineer is required to rev ew an

ith. code,
engineering and construction procedures to assure coupliance w

i ed to review
specification and contract requirements; the QA Manager is requ r

In addition, engineering specifications
and approve QA inplementing procedures.

,

d by theg

'0 covering QA functions are required to be reviewed and approve ,
-

._. .
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| contractor's OA Manager and.PG&E. Engineering specifications may provide

instructions to field QA insprs, field engineers and foremen. One exception

to this is that welding procedures to be used onsite were and are required to be

qualified by the Welding Engineer at the Pullman hcrie office, are approved and
>

issued by that office, and are approved by PG&E engineering. Engineering

Specifications must also be approved by PG&E.

'

- ' ihe inspector examined he work history and qualifications of the Mr. R. Fink
,

referred to in the Pullman response to the above NSC finding and finds that Mr.-

Fink's work history appeared to qualify him to perform welding procedure

- revisions and prepare additional procedures. His educational history and work

experience cocuments femal course work in welding applications, significant
. _

applications in preparing and implementing ASME OA programs, and fonral
- coursework and experience in all phases of NDE, including qualification as a

level II radiographer and interpreter.

~

Criterion IC, NSC Finding 10.a: " Records of welder qualification prior to 1972- -

_

are not available."

i

i NFC Finding: The inspeir's approach to resolving this issue was.to determine
;

if welder qualification docu entation was available prior to 1972 and to assess

the validity of the Pullman response to the NSC finding.
.

G

-

q ..,

|-

l

. . - . - -
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r.w inspetor examined welder galification doctrrentation, including weld coupon

i
test results, for titled "Fanufacturer's Record of Welder Performance

/
Oz.alification 'Nsts on Groove Welds." The inspector found that 20 welders

(welder sta:rp letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, N, O, Q, R, S, T, U,

and V) were ified during the period beginning August 4,1971 and ending

Decarber 23, 1971. The inspec+wr did not corroborate the NSC finding.
/

/

-

- 7ne 90 day qualified welders log as started at the beginning of 1972 and was
..

,_

/*
centa a Q.ough the greseri . , except for the labor between June and-

Neveser, 1974.

.

Tae inspector was able to de{termine when the first production welding wa_s
. -

perforced or on what system the first weld was accmplished. Thus, the

- inspector was not able to verify the validity of the Pul". man response to the NSC

- audit finding.
.

No iteks of noncmpliance or deviations were identified.-

l
_

s

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.b: "The Ninety-Day Welders' Icg was not maintained
.

frtm August, 1972 to Dece s er, 1972. There is no Weekly Qualified-Welders List

for that time period to substantiate that the welders were actually qualified."

;

_

The inspectors * approach to resolving this issue was to examineNBC Findings:

( the 90 day welders logs to determine whether the gap exists, determine the basis~

i

|
r

-- -.....,_..m, . . . ,
____
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.

for establishing the weekly qualified welders list, detemine whether the weekly
N

list is available for the above time period and, if not, the reasons for the

unavailability.- -

.

The inspector examined the 90 day welder's log and found that no void existed

between 8/72 and 12/72. While it is tnae that no weekly qualified welders list

exists for that time period, the basis for esh.'ablishing the weekly list is the
''~

_
- 90 day qualified welder's log. The weekly qualified welder's list-is not a

r
doctraent requiring retention by the Pullman-QA program.

,

- ,

7 The 90 day welder's log provides documentary evidence of welder qualification in

that the bases for the establishement of the 90 day qualified welders log are

' he record of weld filler metal withdrawal sheets and the welder qualification- ~

t

. records.

,

'

- ' No itens of nonempliance or deviations were identified.
/ .

..,.

- ,

- Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.c: "The Ninety-Day Welders' Icg is not
'

sufficiently detailed to detemine if the weldehis qualified to perfom certain
'

i ~ , -,

procedures. The Ninety-Day Welders' Icg has been revised a number of times, and

the detail has improved with each revision. Previous to the latest revision
mI ,. ,,

Obveder,1974), the log was very poor in giving precise information relative
- to procedur'e Ex1 thickness ranges to which the welder was qualified." %e l

- ..

- -f insp e wr's ' approach to resolving this'. issue was to examine a representative
.

\ #
; - / .

,~
% ,

N ., [

'i

. .
A /'

*
. - .- ;

- _ . . (~~'---.. _ .
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sanple of the early 90 day qualified welder's logs and detemine if the

information contained was sufficient to conclude that a welder was qualified to

perfem certain welding procedures.

NRC Findines:

The 90 day qualified welder's logs for the perior frcm 1972 through 1978 were
_

.. .

- examined. - The log identifies the welder, weld stanp identifier, the procedures
'

which the welder was qualified to perfom, and the welding process (i.e.,

netal-arc, insert, Gas Tungsten Arc for $th carbon and stainless steel, and Gas

f Metal Arc for carbon steel) qualified to perfom. Process use in the 90 day log

. __ was and still is detemined frm a review of weld filler retal withdrawal

sheets. The inspector discussed the Pullman nethod of tracking welder
.

qualifications with the Code Authorized Inspector who was onsite during the
'

early construction years. The authorized inspector stated that he reviewed the

Pullran methodology for documenting Welder qualifications and was satisfied that
'

_

the Pullman method had been acceptably inplemented. The inspector observed that

the 90 day qualified ut:16ers log had been frequently revised to provide nere

information, including qualification coupon wall thickness, and specific (versus

general) identification of procedure and process as the nunber of welding

procedure specifications in use expanded. In the early days of construction the

number of specific welding procedures was small with these procedures being,

refined and narrowed in applicability as construction progressed and experience
L dictated.

-
.

5
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fne inspector finds that the 90 day qualified welder's log was sufficiently
idetailed to detemine whether a welder was qualified to perfom certain

procedures. Weldment thickness qualified to perfom was added to the 90 day log

as a result of an NRC cc''cern during the later phases of construction during

about 1977.

Ib ites of nonempliance or deviations were identified.

_
.. -

,
.

_

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.d: "Ib procedure states what the Field Quality,

Assurance Inspector uses as the primary means to detemine welder qualification,

the Ninety-Day Welders' Iog, the Weekly Qualified-Welders List, or the Welder's
'

'/ Qualification Card."
. _.

.

hTC Findings:
,

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to evaluate the validity of

y the NSC finding and Pullman response.

_

The ASME QA Manual, procedure KFP-15 (Welding Qualifications, dated 8/22/72)

| generally describes the responsibility and nethodology used by Pullman in

assuring that welders are tested, qualified and issued a stanp. .ESD-216
.

| (Welding Performance Qualification) is the inplementing procedure 'for the welder
l

-

qualification process. Neithgr procedure describes precisely what the assigned

( QA. Inspector uses to detmina whether'a welder has used a specific process ands

, , .
i.,

..u_
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is thus qualified; however,. discussions, with the Authorized Inspector and

Pullmn personnel who have been onsite since the early 1970s, indicate that weld

filler mtal withdrawal sheets had always been used to detemine whether a

particular welder had used the specific process during the previous 90 days or

whether he had used another process during the extended 6 nonth period,

specified by the ADE (bde, immdiately prior to the point in tire under

consideration.
.

,
..

_

The inspector finds that no Pulbran procedure identifies stat the field QA-

inspector uses as a prirrary mans to determine welder qualification, however,

the practice utilized by Pullran was generally well known by both personnel and
i

mnagerent assigned prirary responsibility for tracking welder qualification.
-

Further:cre the inspector considers that the nethod historically used by Pullran
- (i.e., wld filler retal withdrawal sheets and welder qualification records) was

sufficient and adequate to document and verify welder qualification, as required

by the A9E B&PV Code Section IX.
.,. .

.

.

_

No iter.s of nonecrpliance cr deviations were identified.

.

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.e: "No procedure specifies who is responsible for

the Ninety-Day Welders' Iog, the Weekly Qualified-Welers List, or the Welder's

Qualification Card; how the information is obtained; how the logs are used; to
.

whcm they are distributed; etc."
'

; - ( . .

'
-

, ,

.-'

s ~ * "'.H- _ _ _ _
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NFC Findings:

ne inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to assess the validity of

the NSC finding and Pullran response, examine the applicable procedural

requirsents and practices erqployed and assess the adequacy of the findings for

empliance to code require:ents.i

-
As described in finding 10.e, above, the inspector examined (1) precedures

KFP-15 and ESD-216, and (2) the 90 day qualified welder's logs frm 1972 through
,

1978. The inspector found that the 90 day log was continuously raintained,

except for the strike during June-Novernber,1974. All welders who returned

I folicwing the strike were requalified by perfornance of test welds to

reestablish a basis for the 90 day log. Both procedures (KFP-15 and ESD-216)' ~

,

inply that the assigned CA inspector is to keep and maintain the 90 day.

qualified welders log, the weekly qualified welders list, and the welder's

qualification records. This was apparently the understanding of both the QA

inspectors and QA ranagement and was consistently inplemented. W at the~

.

- procedures do not specifically assign such responsibility for the raintenance of

the above documents is of rinimal significance. %e inspector finds that the

Pullman practice and procedures for documenting and maintaining welder

qualification status was and is adequate.

No items of nonempliance or deviations were identified.~

. ..

,

.

L.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .-

. _ . . .

. ,,...
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Criterion IX, NSC Finding l'O.f t " Procedure KFPS-13 differs frczn KFP-15 in that

i- does not permit a six-nonth extention of welder qualifications if the welderi

1.s.s been actively welding on scre other welding process. Procedure KFPS-13

re uires the welder to use the specific welding process within a three-nonth

period or be requalified. There is no evidence of adherence to this resuirenant

fcr pipe support welding"

.

,
' $ !C Findines:

-

Tae inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the NSC

/ referenced pxcedures, assess the validity of the NSC finding and Pullman

response, and evaluate the findings for compliance with the ASME Code.
. __

.
. .

Tne inspector reviewed procedure KFPS-13 (Pipe Support Field Procedure - Welding-

Oaalifications - dated 12/3/73) and notes that paragraph 13.2.3 was revised on.-

11/30/77 to reflect the provision of the ASME Code, Section IX, paragraph CW322
~

which provide that " Renewal of qualification of a performance specification is-

_

required when a welder has not used the specific process, i.e., metal-arc, gas,

sulrerged arc, etc., for a period of 3 months or nore except when enployed on
.

scrne other welding process the period may be extended to six nonths."

The ASME Code prescribes that the nest current edition of Section IX be
.

inglerented at all tines. Discussion with the Pullman m Manager, the Welding
' Oaalification m Inspector, and the Authorized Inspector during the early

s. -
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,

1
I

.

construction phase, indicated that the current revision of Section IX was

consistently inplenented and that the apparent cmission of the time extension

provision of the Code in FIPS-13 was an cmission of the relaxed require.ents

provided in Section IX. Examination of the 90 day Welder Qualification Icgs for

the years of 1972 throu @ 1979 indicate that adequate welder qualification

documentation was maintained. Further, discussions with the above individual

indicates that verification of a welders use of another process, as provided by

Section IS, was acccuplished by review of the weld filler netal withdrawal
.

sheets which issued weld filler metal to the welder. These sheets document the,

procedure to be employed by the welder in perforrance of welding with the filler

retal issued. The ASME QA manual for code piping (KFP procedures) provided for

use of the referenced ASME Section IX option; however, the Pipe Support QA

nanual (ITPS procedures) were subordinate to the ASME QA ranual and, therefore,~ ~

'

welder cpalifications were accmplished using the option provided by the ASME QA
.

ranual and Secticn IX. The inspector finds that the Pullman practice for welder

qualification tracking was consistent with the ASME B&PV Code'

- -

.

No items of nonempliance or deviations were identified.-

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.h: " Procedure ESD-219 requires randcm sanpling of

in-process welding, with the sampling to be noted on the Field Process Sheets.

In examining Field Process Sheets, it is obvious that the sanpling by the area

inspectors was not performed."-

, ..' -- .

| 4
i

| V ,

!
-

!
!

-
.,
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MC Findings: 'Ihe inspector.'s appraoch to resolving this issue, was to assess

the validity of the NSC finding and Pullman response and evaluate the NIC

findings for safety significance and/or ccTpliance with the Pulbran program.

The inspector examined the revision / change records of procedure ESD-219 (Weld

Procedure Fcnitoring) and observed that paragraph 4.4 was revised on 12/30/77 to

prescribe that sampling checks of in process welding mja be noted on the process
'

- sheet or inspectors daily work sheet. ESD-219 required that welder audits were-

to be parforced on each welder every six weeks and recorded on the welder audit''

sheet. These audits were done on a sampling basis. The welder audit sheet was

upgraded on 12/10/73, 2/4/74, 12/6/74, 6/27/74 and 6/17/76 as experience in the
( use of the audit sheets identified an upgrading need. The inspector considers

. --

that the performance of welder audits of each welder every six weeks was an
- apprcpriate nethod for recording in process welding observations. The fact that

the procedure did not require that such observations be recorded on the process

sheet is viewed as a finding of no safety significance.
.

.

No items of noncaipliance or deviations were identified.

.

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.i: " Procedure ESD-219 requires periodic auditing

by the Welding Auditor. These audits were not performed until Novenber 5, 19737

and Pulbran Power Products was not in ompliance with this procedure for
_

'

approximately 23 months.''
*

( ._-

.

%, e

"- N
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The inspector's apprcach to resolving this issue was tn asse" t%-validity of

the NSC finding and Pu11ran response, and evaluM' the NBC findings for-

confonran with the specified PullIran Program.

The records
The inspector examined the records of change / revision to ESD-219.

_

shcw that the procedure was written on 2/14/73; hwever, the records of the 9/73
As observed above,

revision and 11/73 irplemented prcx.edure are not available.
,

the record shcus that ESD-219 was revised in late 1973, inplying that
Examination of the 1973, 1974 and

implenentation occurred scuetime earlier.

1975 mlder audit sheets indicate that the required wider

.-

.

audits were perforned

beginning Nove:rber 1,1973. Discrepant findir.gs appear to have been adequately

dealt with and resclved..--
_

The welder audit sheets examined indicate that ferrite control neasurements were

perfonred on welds by the auditors.

t

The inspector concurs with the NSC finding that these audits were not perforned

~ until early Nove:rber,1973, and concurs with the Pullrran response that ESD-219

was not written until February,1973. 'The procedure inple entat. ion appears to. .' '

!
.

. .

2 'd'" M1 w._,w-m,,,_____. .
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have begun in l' venber 1973. Since the record of the 9/73 reivision is noto

available the inspector could not determine when the precedure was approved for

inplementation and, thus, was not able to mrroborate the Pullmn statment that

the Septe:rber 1973 revision was nade to initiate the auditing of welders.

Hoaever, based on the above, the inspector was not able to corroborate the NSC

statenent that Pullman was in noncmpliance with the procedure for about 23

months.

. . .

_

No items of ncncmpliance or deviations were identified.,

Criterion IX, Finding 10.j: Procedure ESD-219 requires nonitoring stainless
'

steel welds for ferrite control. Mcw ver, the Severin Gauges were not on site

until the beginning of 1973; and Pullman Pcwer Products was not in ccnpliance' --

, with this procedure for approximately 12 ncnths.

NRC Findincs:

.. .

.

- The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the Pullman

response to the NSC finding, establish the degree of response validity and have
.

Parameter, Inc., an NRC consultant, independently examine a sample of stainless

steel welds in Unit 1 for delta-ferrite and establish the degree of conformance

with regulatory requirc::ents.
.

.

.
,

. . .

.
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By selective examinaticm o stainless steel filler metal certifications and

discussion with Pullma:_ personnel, it appears that stainless steel filler metal

was purchased with 5 te 15% ferrite requiremnt.

Ferrite gauges were often used to examine the delta-ferrite level of canpleted

welds. This was established by a review of welding audit doctrnentation.

_ The inspector chose 25 stainless steel welds at randan in Unit 1 and had these
_

welds examined for delta-ferrite by Paramter, Inc. personnel. The results of.

this e.xamination are listed in Attachement 1 of this report and indicate that

all welds examined ccuplied with delta-ferrite acceptance criteria. '

,

-

Therefore, based on the above the inspector considers that there is a high
. probability that other stainless steel welds installed in the plant ccnply with

delta-ferrite acceptance criteria,

,- No items of noncanpliance or deviations were identified.
"

_

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.1: "The interface of welding to other suppliers'

parts and canponents la not clear. Welding is done to join Westinghouse and

Parancunt parts and ccuponents. The necessity for addressing impact property

requirements for those wldments is not clear; in addition, the requiremnts for
~

addressing impact property require ents for Pullran Power Products field welds

( are not clear. If inpact properties are necessary, the acceptability of each
.

|

!

.., m-.c
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weld that has been repaired and subjected to nere than one stress relief is

indeterminate because of the time at teperature limitations within the

qualified weld precedure."

NPC Findings:

Tne NBC approach to resolving this issue was to examine the requirements of the
.

- ' dode in the area of inpact testing and evaluate the NSC finding and Pullmn

response in this area.'

Tne 1971 addenda to ASA B31.7 states, in paragraph 1-723.2.3, that "hten the
,

,

design swification requires inpact testing of ferritic steel mterials, the
_

tests and acceptance standards shan be in accordance with the requirements of

Appendix 1." The 1970 edition of B31.7, sane paragraph requires evaluation of'

toughness properties if service is expected to be less than 30*F.

The specification number 8711, imposed on Pullman, doesn't require impact-

testing of qualification welds for procedure qualification; thus, impact testing

of procedure qualification weldments was not perforned. The inspector further

observes that impact testing is not unilaterally required for such weldments by

the B31.7 Code. Specification 8711, Change 12, requires empliance to the 1970

Addenda of ASA B31.7.
.

.

-

, (
..

l .

\

_ ..- - w
!
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.

The i-'.spe.. - finds that Pullran procedures for inpact testing of qualification

weld ents a.-d specification 8711 are consistent with B31.7 Code requirerents.

No iters of caccnpliance or deviations were identified.

Critericn IX, NSC Finding 10.m: "Sme welders do not receive sufficient

training. Welders, fabricating the pipe rupture restraints within the

. containrent, are welding heavy plate. While these welders are qualified by-

-

virtue of welding heavy wall pipe, the techniques are different. The welders

who were already qualified to heavy wall pipe kere not given additional on

plate."

!

\

NRC Findings:
~

.

.

The ins 72ctor's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the code

require: rents in this area and evaluate the validity of the NSC and Pulltran

y respc6%3.

-

The 1974 Edition of the ASME B&PV Code, Section IX, paragraph CW 303.5 states

"... qualification on pipe shall qualify for plate, but not vice-versa ey. cept

that qualification on plate shall qualify for pipe over 24 in. in diameter."

Therefore it appears that the Code recognizes that pipe is more difficult to
.

-

weld than plate. 'Ihe Code does not require additional training on plate for

L-

;
.

l

l
.

,
.

. . .

eM-9*=' 6' +3$9Fe f '4
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welders originally qualified on pipe. These Code requircrnents are also

reflected in the current edition of Section IX, table Gi-461.9.

Qualificatica on heavy wall pipe (wall <-hickness greater than about 0.75")

requires additional qualification by perfortrance of welds en thicker nembers; so

also does qualification to weld heavy plate.

_ The inspector found that Pulltran welder qualification procedures cirply with'

_

Code Section IX requircrents.-

No ite's of noncer:pliance er deviaticns were identified.

~ ~

Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.n: There is no procedure for preheating weld

. joints."

The inspector evaluated the validity of the NSC finding and Pullran response and
,

. evaluate the Pulltran program for preheat for confonnance with specified~

- requirements.

i
|

NBC Findings:

|
|

Specification 8711 prescribes that preheating tray be perforned using either the

electrical resistance heating.nethod or localized torch nethod in conjunction
'

( with appropriate tempile sticks.5

.

e e,

. g wr

_
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.

The inspector ex=N2 the following welding procedure code nu:Thers and welding

procedure specifica_i:ns and found that each contained an adequate definition of

preheat, postwld hea- treatnent and interpass terperature require: rents: Code

Nos. 4/5, 7/8,15/16, 79/80, 86/87, 88/89, 92/93,105/106,129,134,149,150,

200, 201, 202, 203 a-d 208; Welding Procedure Specification Nos. 88-I-4/5-K-12,

90-I-8/4-K-12,100 _u-8/45-OB-1, 408-III-CARP 20-OB-1, 409-III-344B-1, ad

507-I-42-OB-1.

_ | * |~-

/
ES)-218 (Postweld Haat and Preheat Treatrent Procedure) was revised 12/30/77 to J-,

prescribe preheat requirments and indicate preheat applicability. j /, g'-
fr'

, , . -
~

J'i

ESD-264 (Process Planning and Control-Field Process Shee / s reviewd by the}
'

g

' '

/
} 4 r_ Df.n1

,
- ~ inspector. The Field Process Sheets were revised in ly 1978 o indicate

4 ..

.
preheat requirements.

),

No items of noncmpliance or deviations were identified. /f?f
- - %y
.

- Criterion IX, NSC Finding 10.o: "The initial results of the welding auditing

(frun Nove:Tber 5, 1973 to February, 1974) indicate that the following problems

existed:

(1) The welders did not understand shielding and purging.
-

-

.

( (2) ornpil sticks wre not used.
~

,

.

|

__ _ _ _______ ___ _ . . _ _ ___ _
]
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.

(3) Ar:perages wem not within procedure limits (nainly root welds and tack

welds).

(4) Weld procedures were not available, and trany welders did not know where to

obtain them.

(5) The oxygen analyzer was not available or not operative. Also, the time vs.

- flow rate alternate technique was not used.
~

~~

_

-

(6) Oven rod temperature control was not nonitored by the welders.

/

(7) Many welders did not understand their duties and responsibilities.
.

.

- Based on a review of the Pullman Power Products welding a'.xiit reports and the

frequency of the above-noted problen areas, there is no confidence that welding
,

done prior to early 1974 was performed in accordance with welding specification

requirsnents.""
.

.

NBC Finding:
.

The inspectors approach was to examine the records of welder audits conducted

during the above time period and assess the validity of the NSC finding and
.

Pulltran response. .

.q -
..

.
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The inspector critically examined the records of wider audits performed Letween

Nove er 1, 1973 and April 1, 1974. A total of 183 welder audit records were

examined.

The NSC audit statecent was that "The welders did not understand shielding and

purging." The inspector observed that 23 of the reviewed audits identified

problems regarding corpliance with the 20 psi and 20 cfm require: rents for gas

' pressure and f1w. In nest cases, the regulator pressure was iden'tified to be
,

higher than 20 psi and the flw rates were near 20 cfm however nest were 1cer.-

The higher pressure would tend to cause the indicated flw rates to be lower
/ than the actual ficw rates, and when i:orrected for pressure, the flw rates were

near the 20 cfm requiremnt. Excessively high ficw rates would be Iranifested in

unacceptable porosity in the weld, which would be detected on NDE. The audit
. _

- findings did not indicate that welders did not understand shielding and purging,

rather the findings point out the difficulties which can be experienced when

nore than one purge / shield line is connected to a gas source and regulator. In

.~ all cases, corrective action was taken to return the pressure and f1cw rate to
- the required valves.

The NSC audit identified that tempil sticks were not used. Of the 183 audits

examined, fourteen of the audits identified that the welders did not have tenpil

sticks in their possession. In each case action was taken to provide the welder
_

with Tspil sticks. Several of the welders apparently told the auditors that
,

prior to resuming welding they wait until they can touch the weld, thus*
w;
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providing issuance that int ss' temperature requirements and not exceeded.

Contrary to the NSC finding, the audits document that Tenpil sticks were used by

welders in the vast majority of cases.
,

O

The NSC audit identified that amperages were not within procedure limits. Of

the 183 audits reviewed, four instances were identified wherein amperages was

not within welding p.h specification limits. In each case the welder

corre aad,his a:rperage setting.
.

,

-

Tne NSC audit identified that weld procedures were not available and many
i

velders did not know where to obtain them. Of the 183 audits examined, five

identified cases where the welder did not have a welding procedure of which

three cases were identified where the welder did not know where to obtain them.
'~

In each case the corrective action was to have the welder obtain a copy of the.

welding procedure along with an explanation of the location frcm where they

could be obtained. The inspector concludes that the vast majority of welders
_v

.~~ used us1 ding procedures.and knew where to obtain them. s
__

- ,A |s/ j,, h i ) s -<-~ '- %f

Tne NSC audit indicates that the oxygen analyzer was not available for
.

cperation. Although this was not a required checkpoint, only one finding of the

183 audits reviewed indicated a problem with the oxygen analyzer. 'Ihis problem
,

(
l was corrected. Thus, the inspector considers that the welder audit records do

(
~

not support the NSC finding. .
._

,

.

, . ..*m*

w
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The NSC audit in =~ =tes that oven ter$erature cohtrol was not nonitored by

the welders. Of + 183 welder audit records reviewed, fourteen of these audits

identified inso--== where the welders rod oven terrperatures were lower then and

did not meet the - ;*F requirernent. Most instances observed by the auditors

identified devia-i:ns up to 35'F, however two audits observed terrperatures as

low as 150'F. I a.ll cases the welder was required to return the defective oven

to the red rocm a. d obtain anot. e audits further indicate that a large.

,

nurber of.appare:--ly defectiv/'

e findings were due to the thentaneter being out of-

calibration and ruding low, thus indicating that the actual temperature of the-
,

oven was higher 9.an that indicated on the thentaneters. The primary reason

that rod ovens are naintained hot is to' preclude noisture entry into the welding

electrode coating to minimize the potential for inducing underbead cracking.
.

Recent industry findings indicate that when the temperature of the weld rod is

maintaired significantly in excess of th atnespheric temperature, thus above-

the due point, the entry of noisture into the coating is effectively precluded
.

'
'

The NSC finding that rod oven temperature was not Ironitored by the welders i
~

not supported by the inspector's review of the audits, although isolated- .

-

instances of ovens being below terqperature were {dentified by the audits.

:
i
'

h e NSC audit indicated that many welders did not understand their duties and

respcnsibilities of the 183 audits reviewed, five welder audits indicated that

the welder in question did not understand their duties and responsibilities. .In

each case the welder was reinstructed by the (R inspector auditing the welding,

.

.
-

e

t

* -
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activ ties, incl?7 no[ifi ion and reinstruction of the welders foremn, as

applicable.

In saary, the 2-= rector notes that isolated instances of problem areas were
However, theidentified and e -ted by the Pullman welding inspectors.

inspector does nce =asider the aggregate of problen areas to be so pervasive'

such that' support m be given the NSC conclusion that "There is no confidence

,

that welding done _:--lor to early 1974 was performed in accordance kith welding

specification reg h = Tents."

[ Criterion X, Nsc F-bding 5 and 6:
.

"For al~ inspection processes, there is no mechanism to provid2 theFinding 5:~~

.
inspector the particular characteristic to be inspected; the particular

acceptance criteria: the particular nethods and equirrent to be used; and
.

provisions for recording results, other than acceptance for the particular

inspection being made. The exceptions to this statement are radiography, where"
,

- the reader sheet allows the recording of results, and those procedures that

specify the use of particular equipnent (such as some of the ultrasonic
.

procedures) ."

|

| Finding 6: "The inspection process is generally not auditable. '1he practice of
- exhibiting an acceptance signature only does not permit auditing to determine if

,

, _

e

.

|

|
. - . . _

- .
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the individual characteristics were examined, the correct criteria were used for

acceptance, and the correct specific ceasuring devices were " ed."-

NRC Findincs:

To resolve this issue the inspector proposed to examine Pullman program

procedures in this area, the validity of the NSC findings and Pullran responses
'

_ and examine field process sheets to verify empliance with the prescribed
~ Pullran program and 10 CFR 50, Appendix , Criterion 10.

The inspector examined ESD-264 (Process Planning and Centrol - Field Process

Sheet) and observed that the field process sheets to identify, and are required
.

to identify, the procedures necessary to perform a particular inspection. The
-

inspector's signature are meant to verify that the required inspections were

perforned in accordance with the criteria provided by the referenced procedure.

- Examir$ tion of scue of the procedures referenced on the process sheet indicates
_

that each contains nunerous inspect. ion regairenents and acceptance criteria.

These inspection requiremnts and criteria are so nmerous that inclusion of

each on the field process sheet would excessively emplicate the process sheet,

and the inspector considers that inclusion of each inspection rec _uire.ent and

acceptance criteria on the process sheet would decrease the effectiveness and
.

work process continuity afforded by the field process sheet.
I ..

'

:

_.
9
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M&ation of abot:t 100 cmpleted field process sheets indicates that the

required procedcres were consistently identified on the process sheet, thus

identifying the gre.:p of inspections and examinations to be performed by field

insperters.

The !;SC finding that the inspection process is generally not auditable is true

if one defines auditability as the ability to verify, after the inspection, that
-

each inspection regairment and acceptance criteria was considered and so-

'

doctrented by the inspector's signature by each requirenent and criteria.

Homver, if one accepts the philosophy that the in.epector's signature verifies
'

the conduct of inspection / examination in accordance with the identified

procedure, then the inspection process is auditable.
. __

~

Criterion X, NSC Finding 7: "A large numler of welds in Unit 2, Systen 14

(EW-110,111, and 112 in ismetric package 2-14-31 are examples) were accepted

for visual examination and thereafter accepted based on surface NDE inspection

(dir or Pr) . Visual examination of those welds indicates that the surface is not
-

_

suitable for the perforrrance of surface NDE inspection."

NFC Findings:

_

The NPC retaiend the services of a certified level II Liquid Penetrant Dcaminer

through Para:eter, Incorporated.
( .-

i

~
.
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That certified examiner was asked to evaluate the surface condition of field

I welds 110,111 and 112 on ismetric 2-14-83 (Cceponent Cooling Water

System-Retum Header B) and perform, and interpret the results of, liquid

penetrant tests on those welds. The examiner observed an indication in the base

metal of the pipe about 3/8" frun Field Weld-111. The indication was about 1 "

long.

Pullran wrote Discrepancy Report No. 5567 to renove the indication'by flapper'

,

wheel grinding and conduct further liquid penetrant examinations. The inspector-

observed these activities. The indication was determined to be shallow surface
f

lap in the metal caused by the rolling operation during pipe fabrication. The

indication was reeved by grinding. Subsequent liquid penetrut examination
. _.

verified that the indication was a surface type and not a rejectable indication,

- even prior to re eval of the indication. The grinding operation did not violate

minima:n wall thickness criteria.

.~ No items of nonecnpliance or deviations were identified.
-

Criterion X, NSC Finding 9: "FW-83 (ismetric package 1-10-9) was repaired in

accordance with a valid Process Sheet. The radiograph of IW-83 does not exhibit

the required R1 symbol, but R1 was inked onto the radiograph. There is a

surface defect that is questionable for acceptance to visual standards."
.

O

e

' ~~

NHC Findincs:'

.

e-
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The tac retained the services of a qualified radiograph interpreter who examined

about 100 radiographs of various welds in several Unit 1 systems.

The results of this examination are contained in the attached Paraneter, Inc.

report (Attachment 1) . This examination included the N-83 radiograph following

repair. The inspector examined the surface of N-83 in the field and found that

the weld does not contain a surface defect. The inspector did observe a

_ gradually sloped grinding line (about 1/8" wide, 2" long and less than 1/64"
_

,

deep) wttich may be wtlat the NSC referred to as a " defect". The depth obviously-

did not violate minima:n wall thickness criteria. Discussions with the

Paraneter, Inc. radiograph interpreter indicated that the observed densities did
/

not vary significantly on the film, thus indicating that the grinding line was'

'~

not of sufficient depth to significantly decrease wall thickness in the weld

area..

-

Criterion XIII, NSC Finding 5: " Handling procedures do not exist; and the only
*

handling instructions are contained in ESD-222 and a number of other procedures,.

-

which contain a caution against the use of carbon steel in handling stainless

steel. Procedure E5D-259 has excellent detail as to the handling of Grinnell
.

Snubbers during installation. However, Procedare ESD-259 was issued January 27,

1977; and there is not assuran that materials, parts, and cmponents were

properly handled during the period prior to January 27, 1977, when nest of the
-

installation activities were occurring."
'*( ..

.

. |
-

. .
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IGC Fir > dings:

The inspector examined what handling activities were performed by both PG&E and

Pullran and establish the validity of the NSC finding and Pullran response.

The inspector discussed, with Pullman and PG&E personnel who were working at the

site since the early 1970s, the practices employed regarding receiving, storage

and handling of safety related equipent, including which organizations*

,

perfomed such activities and under what circumstan s these activities were-

performed.

i -

1

The inspector determined that PG&E received, stored, handled, surveilled, and
. _ _

raintained all large class I caponents (including pipe, pipe spools, valves,

snubbers, rotors, etc) . Contractors, such as pullran, would requisition-

wwuents when the contractor was ready and required to install the particular

ccruponent in the plant. he primary reason that PG&E performed the above
* activities was because warehouse and laydown space was limited at the site. To,

~ obtain sufficient area for warehousing and laydown, PG&E used the larger areas

available at Pisno Beach, California. Items shipped to PG&E for use at Diablo

Canyon were received and stored in the Pismo Beach areas until contractors were

ready to install those particular items. The r:aterial was then loaded onto

trucks, by PG&E, and off loaded at the site, by the a>ntractor under PG&E
_

surveillance, and moved into the plant. Se contractor, prior to accepting

'- b custody of the cmponent or equiput,'would perform receipt inspection
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activities, after which the certponent was noved into the plant. Frcm the tine

the contractor accepted tte raterial until such tine as the system /cmponent was

turned over to PG&E, the contractor was responsible to perform necessary

surveillance and naintenance activities, as appropriate.

The inspector examined the following procedures detailing the PG&E program for

handling of equipent. The requirement for such a program was contained in the
-

PG&E QA Manual, procedure PRC-1 (Receiving Inspection, Storage and Handling) .-

Procedures inple:enting the required program, for nechanical equipment, were'

reviewed.

i
MFI-0-1 (dated 9/17/71): Mechanical Departrent Procedure - Receiving,

.

Inspection, Handling and Storage of Equipent/ Materials.
.

The inpr found that this procedure acccmplished the following:*

assigned responsibility for accxztplishment**

provided adequate handling instructions**

provided detailed inspection requirements**
-

provided adequate storage requirements**

provided adequately for acccrtplishment of surveillance while in**

storage ;
- i

provided the nechanism for processing and responding to contractor**

( ..s

requests for transfer of the equiptent to the plant ,
-

< . . - . , . .

|
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.

:

provided for keeping equiprent history records frcm receiving through" '

shipping and storage.

MFI-2-2 (Revisions dated 10/75, 5/72 and 8/70): hhchanical Department Procedure

- Instructions to Inspectors - Power Plant Piping

'Ihe inspector found that the procedure accmplished the following:"

-..
_

_ -

assigned responsibilities for avuu vlishment" "

adequately addressed inspector qualifications"

7 adequately defined inspector duties"
. .

t
'

provided adequate handling instructions"

provided adequate storage surveillance and installation inspection"

- requirerents.

The licensee contracted with Bigge Crane and Regging Ccurpany for the conduct of
,,_ .

handling activities at the Pismo Beach Yard and transfer of material to the-

_

site. The inspector examined the Bigge " Procedure for Receiving, Handling and

Storing Nuclear Power Plant Equipment and Material - Pisno Beach Yard." '1his

procedure provided (1) adequate instructions for receiving and unloading, (2)

adequate instructions for storage, (3) adequate instructions for preservation,

(4) adequate instructions for core and handling of Stainless Steel and Class I
_

items, (5) adequate instructi6ns for Ic:ad-out and hauling, and (6) adequate

(
*

-

q .,

.

| .

||
.
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|

|

instructions regarding types of handling equipmnt necessary and inspections

necessary for handling gear.

The inspector examiend the folicwing doctrents which provided handling

instructions for Pull: tan personnel.

Specification 8711 (Specification for Erecting Main Systers Piping and

_ ' 5urnishing, Fabricating and Erecting Balance of Pcwer Plant Piping'
-

* paragraph 6.12 provides definition of responsibility for receipt

in W on, including general receipt inspection criteria, and unloading of,
,

carrirs.
. _.

.

- * paragraph 6.13 addresses storing of material including general contractor

rupirenents such as protecting iters in storage frca damage by requiring

"use of dust proof, fireproof and waterproof tarpaulins, adequate spacing
- aEd tenporary heaters", as necessary.

_

* paragraph 6.23 requires that all material be stored on cribbing when in

laydown areas.

*

.

paragraph 4.1181 and 82 contain specific requirenents for welding electrode

receiving, storage and control.

:( ..

*

~__ ; -
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, ,

* pesgraph 3.211 of Section 4 provides for Quality Assurance Requirments
|

i- '

related to handling, storage, packaging shipping and preservation.-

. ,

/

ASME CA Manual Procedure KFP-7 (Receiving Inspection)f.

- -

provides that inspections be cx:Mucted to verify that off-loaded items are*

'

to prevent damage, contamination or deEerioratien.
. .

-
. ..

-

3
.

,

., ;,

ESD-215 (dated 9/23/71): Visual Inspection-

, ,''.

This procedure provided rsquire:mnts for h!adlin'g such as (1) fle.me cutting of
/

stainless steel was not allowed; (2) weld preparation dressing requirements; (3).-

examination for and re:mval of mill, scale, oil rust, slag, paint, marking

rnaterials and surface exide and dirt prior to welding; (4) renoval of arc-

'

fst.ri' es and retest liquid penetrant retest; (5) hipe aligment criteria; and (6)
.

cleaning)
,

#. .

*- .

2. ,
, u ,

.,

~

CA Instructier[94 (dated 7/29/73): Perfo'rming Maintenance Surveillan,

,

.
-

4

'

'Ihis procedure contained criteria for capping of pipe ends, actions required
. < e

when loose nuts / bolts, missing parts or equipnent damage was observed. . The

instruction provides inspection guidance for both hangers, snihrs and piping,

,
c ,

, ,

' b ESD-217 (dst'ed 9/23/71): Receiving Class 1 Procedure
--

.
.

.\u. , f,,

's / -

,$ J
>f

"' r .

' ~
, .

.

*
.-%. .m, - m e rv c -

__

_ _
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.

This procedure requires renthly naintenance surveillance reports for itms in

storage such as Class 1 pipe, Class 1 Pipe Supports, Class 1 valves, Class 1

Protection and naintenancepipe, valves and supports erected and installed.

requirstents were provided by PG&E.
.

f
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This procedure requires nonthly maintenance surveillance reports,for itms in ''

storage such as Class 1 pipe, class 1 Pipe Supports, Class 1 valves, Class 1
(... -

pipe, valves and supports erected and installed. Protection,and maintenance
"

*

requirenents were provided by PG&E.
. ...

. .

.

ESD-222 (dated 2/23/72): Protection, Ins +allation, Maintenance and Surveillance
.

of Control Valves-

,

--

.

This procedure specifies appropriate handling IWnts and criteria for

pnetr atic and notar operated valves and attached devices, manual operated
,

,. valves, and relief valves, frm receipt through installation. .,
.

.

::'

Beginning about April,1977, PGmE installed a snihr- test facility on the upper
~

! floor of the fuel handling building, between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 areas. All

Grinnell hyd aulic snubbers were re:Toved, reworked, refurbished and subjected to
- dynamic stroke, lockup and load tests on the testing machine, Snubbers_.

- determined 1:rf test tio be acceptable were reinstalled. Unacceptable sntbbers
.

wre either reworked and retested or replaced with an acceptable snubber. . This

activity was ctripleted in 1978 and,'thus, verified the operability of Grinnell

hydraulic snubbers installed prior to the issuance of ESD-259. The information. ...

,
gleaned frm this testing program was inu.uperated into ESD-259 revisions in

oider to minimize the potential for harm or deterioration of the snubbers.
'

Snihrs installed out of doors were also placed inside a rubber _ boot to prevent-

deterioration and corrosion of snubber shafts.
f

.

Unit 2 hydraulic snubber maintenance is performed every 6 months on each Unit 2
,

I .

(L Grinnell snihr and tracked by Pn11 nan.' -'

1
-

%

( -

_
. .

.

_ , . . - . . _ , . - -

_ _
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'The inspector found that while Pullman did not have a procedura set specifically **

addressing handling instructtions, when all of the Pullman procedures addressing7
.l.

handling of various equipnent are considered as an aggregate appropriate~
-

,

handling requimTnts were addressed considering the nere limited scope of )
.-- ,

equipmnt handling Pullman was required to exercise. The inspector also finds
-

. . s .

that the limited addressing of snubber handling requirements prior to the

issuance of ESD-259 is of minimal safety significance given the conduct of the.

1977-78 testing program and the subsequent issuance and upgrading of ESD-259.
,

.

-:

'

.

Licensee Response to the NSC Audit and Pullman Response

. .- .
_

- In order to establish whether the licensee had adequately evaluated the findings
.:~

of NSC, the response of Pullran and had con & acted sufficient examination to

determine the safety implications of the NSC audit, the NRC evaluated the scope
.

'

and findings of the licensee's audit of Pullman (No. 80422).-

_.

__ .

The licensee conducted, an audit of Pullman, during the period of April 2 through
.

June 1, 1978, in response to the NSC audit and the Pullman response. As a

result of this audit the licensee identified certain programratic and hardware

discrepancies. In response to the discrepant findings the licensee issued two
. , ,

nonconforrance reports and four minor variation re@ns (NCRs DC-78-FM-004 and
.

005, MVRs M-3723, 3724, 3725, and 3726). The inspectors examined these
.

documents to evaluate the licensee's specified corrective action and verify, by

reviewing selected documentation, that the licensee had ctrnpleted the required

corrective actions. The inspectors found that the licensee had appropriately j
|

specified corrective action, had acccmplished the corrective actions required,
'

(, and had verified acccrnplishment of those corrective actions by additional'
,

( . |5

I verification. The inspectc.a.s had no further questions. .(
.

_

e
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No items cf noncxrpliance or deviations kere identified.
.

Criteria II - Pi %taa
.

. .
,

, Finding !4 - There is no evidence that upper nanage: rent has perforned scheduled
.
.

- reviews of nonconfornance icpts, personnel qualificaions, and corrective

actions. -

.

NBC Response - Historb1 records of nine corporate manage: rent audits conducted

between 9/72-6/77, were reviewed for content. This evidence verifies

.
nonconfomances, personnel qualifications, and corrective action were

.. ..
.

_ consistently anong those activities audited by corporate Ira age:ent. Pullran

Pcuer Products has since incorporated an on-site management review system

requiring the O.A./O.C. nanager to suhnit nonthly reports "suarrarizing all

( significant 0.A. events, audits, nonmnfornances including trends noted, and reay

] offer suggestions for Q.A. program inprovementf 3 coec/uS/oS kc,/aa (
~ ~ '

rees<Js clo nof sup u + f4 Ns c f, Lot
.

~

Criteria VI - Docunent Control

Finding #10 - No procedure or requirstent prohibits the changing or alteration
.. .

of the records and docuaents that are necessary to track the work. Field
.

Process Sheets, Weld Rod Requisitions, inspection records, etc., should not be

changed or should be changed only by Quality Assurance supenrisory personnel and

then signed and dated.

73 % G/~
. A redes o[ (;L.A. j)<*f%~ e|o-t.~fs,potebres dNh ,W.h lo /4 Md A"YO

f., dC Response - Previous Pullnen corporate audits t.ad-identified a problem of
.

N

docu: rent and record changes ndde without appIcpriate identification and dating.. -
k*s =1 AW

Aicting Instructicns|in ESD-254'provided the requirement that "all conections,(
'

4Js
r#( deletions, or changes are initialed", but enly applied to rod requisitions.

i

i

. -
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. KFP-17 (revision 8/22/72) described. program policy concerning " revisions, (*

,

k I a n led j.a f k R t .

X additions, and deletions]dQ.A. Manual. ricld Tre x i rcs"'' In response to the\
b ya liva \;

ry
3'- ['hT finding and Pull:ran audits,many changes were ,

- ~ - - - -

rated into the'

. ,

,

O.A. prw in recognition that stricter control of document and record changes

j was warranted

;; -
.

bES3-254, concerning " Document Review", was revised (12/30/77) to establish for .-

.

records, process sheets, requisitions, and reports that " corrections, if rede,

shall be initialed and dated by the responsible individual". The scope of

change requirements in KFP-17 (8/31/77) was broadened to also include all field

procedures (ESD) and to identify PG&E concurrence is required for changes of

,

' dither the Q.A. Manual or field procedures. Correctionsand/orchEngesoffield

process sheets according to ESD-264 (revision 9/15/78) shall be initialed and--

dated, and limited to specific qmlified personnel.

,,.

I Pull:en's corrective action is ccriplete and appears to be effective. Previous
__.

inadequacy of manage ent policy or written instructions in this area is not

considered to have resulted in any adverse inpact on quality related activities.-

.

b Criteria No. 5 - Instructions, Procedures, and Drawinc;s
,

...

..

Finding #1 - There is no requirement that activities affecting quality shall be

prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, and drawings,-

h% Respcase - Section KFP-8 (revision 8/22/72) of Pn11 man Quality Assurance
WM

y Manual - Ticid p ecidw bs used to establish " Process Planning and Control"

for on-site work. Described more specifically in paragraph 8.1, "The field

P[/ process sheet (figure 11) serves as a traveler to identify, in sequence, the.

\ field work to be done. It is used both for the field fabrication of piping

- assemblies and for the erection of l'ines in the plant." A field process sheet j

.
-

%5%@P
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.

will list, in a certain segaenm to be perforned, all significant operstions and .
,

.c/ o ep;re s
. inspections associated with a cular field activity. / Specific written

' procedures 2.re rg; ired to be referenced for each operatico and inspection.. -

.

listed, this is to identify those detailed instructions ne ssary to actually
"

perform the work assignments. Applicable ismetric or detailed drawings, and
.-,

''

code requirernents are also indicated on the field process sheet. KFPS-7 of the

Quality Assurance Procedures for Pipe Supports, establishes a similar " Process '
-

_
.

Planning and Control" systs with the Field Support Process Sheet. ESD-264
'

< .: .

(issued 9/15/78) provides a specific procedure to inglernent precisely the Q.A.

'$ program elernents of KN-8 and KFPS-7.

.

bJe j .

% disprogramappearsto# effectively prescribe documented instructions,-

*~) procedures, and drawings for each activity affected by Quality Assurance.

t fi Finding (F2 - Many activities affecting quality are not described in procedures.
l

Anong these activities are: hanger package review, pre-heating for welding, use
_,

of No'h, use of Rejection Notices, and maintenance of Field Quality
'

Inspector Daily Iogs. .

r,,,A,,, a/ n. ,',.s l< J o-> iM we~ =~'Ute /w I4 --

aku
.-

NBC Response - In review of the specific activities identifiedf the .[e/[rwe

w -
-

Rangh package review is described i.a.w. RFPS-12det'4dleind wars. evolved.

g bsued 12/3/73) which es. concerned with the final documentation of pipe,
,

supports, specifying that "all field fabricated and field installed supi.s-

have been inspected, and accepted drawings are capiled and indexed as outlined"-

-f by the inclusive program instructicos. FieldprocedureESD-253provided
a

K additional detailed information concerning hangar drawing controls.

Supple:Tentary requirements for ccrrpleteness were subsequently incorporated into
'

ESD-254 (revisicn 12/30/77) as a document review checklist to establish a " Guide
\

for assably and review of had. Q=ntation packages."
.

.

-
, --. _ _ , . _ _ _ . . _ - . , , _ _ -. . ..
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Preheating for welding is prescribed in the applicablo code weld procedure .

% -

'
f- specifications, which are specifically referenced by the field process sheet.

, ( Later revisiens of the field process sheet and ISD-218 (Rev.10/77) inclMM .
-

-
- .

'

anplification of preheat ter:perature range requiraients.
.

.-
:. .

y-

lWritten procedures f o.not appear to be appropriate for control of Note-O-Grams,'

.

Rejection Notices, and Inspector Iogs. These documents are ingle: tented

inte.rnally to aid in application of the qmlity assurance program by providing
" administrative tools for status wg.udng'and recording. They do not establish

requirenents or urocedural instructions for' quality related activities. -

esas'tir sao i <s,isirr pesas,xa, s psoass cas. sm ~?wy s c riviries arr<< ri~< s -
-

V -g(. hyo,ue[
~.riviries ses s ine.orsia psauss serio , pasr ruoins ass, rmr, esr, swa.a emnao us e~r,~u

Lrt o*r ~*anas' sot, so s woeur aus,siska .wuoess us-r, . .e wiri,vo. . -
_

_
' Nlnding #3 Afd: review of those specific activities identified es-//c NSC N#'

p alorsy wi,k /e ap"p/;culo procect. ares A ~194. ,,ig m -~ o%s kt:e n/ .

~~ [ t r "ficicat,gthe follcwing Aa*a * W .rcrc c>clccd.
rewIfe.];,, co un c.L s *,* ns

-.

I'ield procedure ISD-254 (issued 5/6/75) appears to provide an adequate outline

guide for review of iscretric drawing packages.
-

Appropriate post weld heat treatnent requirenents are prescribed by code weld'

- procedure specifications and in ESD-210.

.

.

Noncondornance reporting is implenented by ASME certified QA program manual

section ITP-10 (revision 1/4/73) . AsignificantrewriteofESD-240in1978/and

M subsequentrevisionshstablisheddetailedinstructionstoclarifythe
doctrientation, specific personnel responsibilities, the functional use,

closing-out, and 10 CFR 21 applimhility of NCR.
,

!

Ninety-Day Welder's Iog and Weekly Onlified Welder Lists "are only referenced by

ITP-15 (revisicn 8/22/72) and ESD-216 (revision 6/17/76) to figures appe in

>
the procedures. Tnere was no amplifying descriptions of these forms to specify

.

O

_ - - _ - . - . - - _ _ . - - . _ - - - _ _ - -
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j %' perso:rtal responsibility, functional use, inplerentation, scope, etc.,' until -

| significant revisims were incorporated into ESD-216 (7/10/79). Apparently use
r

\ \ WHr.

7' of these docu: rents to traintain status of kelder qualifications L:as carried out1 ..
,

'
-

by experienced persennel unde.r cognizance of the O.A./Q.C. Itanager. A review in
" the application of 90-day welder logs and weekly qualified welder lists (see

coments of criteria IX, item 10e) did not reveal any significant evidence of

_
inconcistencies that would have adversely affected quality controlled

activities.
. .

.

Internal and Corporate Management audits of the Pulbran onsite Q.A. program were

[ described by Q.A. nanual section KFP-18 (revision 8/22/72) . The pr w u e/e*8M8
-

~
..

. prescribed in FFP-18 were not corplete, and very general in nature. Those areas
~ which appeared particularly deficient were personnel qmlifications, scope,

scheduling and disposition of records. Corporate audits directed by

Wiiliamsport headquarters, used the corpo ate audit procedure XVIII-l to provide
i

the necessary instructions for conducting Iranage::ent audits required by KFP-18.
-

A review of cor;rrate Iranage: rent audit records reveals a history of Q.A. pmpusi
i~

inspections based upopecklists outlined to 10 CFR 50 App. B criteria. This

- established a cceprehensive corporate audit system apparently reviewing all

field O.A. program facets. There did not exist any detailed procedure to
-

.. .. _. -.

inplemnt internal audits perforned by on-site O.A. personnel. Internal audits
.

.f were insufficiently described by the Q.A. manual, in KFP-18, to adequately

I perform a field Q.A. program review without a specific procedure.g
s to 1

V ,

& A tc/EW e$ cowc|ded qc}s
IInternal audit records [ prior to the NSC audit, indicate that all cl_.._nts of the%
Pulliran field Q.A. program were not being addressed. This deficiency was also

clearly identified by a PG&E a'udit of Pullman, and was identified in a
, ,,

I nonconformance report DCD-78-BM-004. Subsequently, resolution by Pullman was to
\

rewrita KFP-18 and develop an internal audit procedure (ESD-263 issued 6/26/78).
t

[

- ....,....,y.,-.. w. . . ,- ,y-
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'

,
For program consistency, the copate audit procedara XVIII-1 was incorporated

~

into a field procedure (ESD-274, issued 2/19/80) . -

/
'

.t g
-

s ,

ee -

.

An extensive, certplete review of , P f1 d Q.A. p @ h s conducted by

Pullnan corporate mnageTent and PG&E foll *ing publication of the NSC audit. *

~,, Both of these reviews included an inspect ~ :o evaluate a significant sangle of

actual hardware installed by Pull:en Pow Products. With the rerults frm .

|-

these audits and considering that co ate audits were being perfonred in )

is no substantiatien of any adverseconjunction with internal audits, the.
s u s.mia n,ecy:.- a uu~J&-74 inpactonqualityrelatedactivitieskAdequatecorrectiveactionhasbeenA

inglenented to ensure all 0.A. field program elenents are scheduled for
I <.I eo <po<uleo

-inspection (as of 6/78) . Records of subsequent internal audits veiify that no
_

__f fundarental breakdown of the Q.A. programf-f ^j zip.ifi~~-@ existed
asu I

undetected by previous (auditing.

..
-

%

' criteria XII .
.

- .

Finding #3d - Severin Gauges 2947 and 2971 were received on the site in January,.

1973. Initial calibration was August 29, 1973; and the next calibration was

November 19, 1974 for gauge 2947 and January 23, 1975 for gauge 2971. Procedure
.

* ESD-213 requires annual calibration.
.

. NFC Response - Field Procedure ESD-213, " Gauge and Instnment .

Control / Calibration", does require an annual m1ibration check of the two onsite
'7tue att. wGJ.Y severin gauges (2947 and 2971). Thdequiptent calibration record cards * document

olibration status and provide a historical record of the frequency of

K calibration checks perforred since 8/73[ when gauges were initially acquired) .

E These records verify the NSC finding and indicate a subsequent history of

consistently exceed _. the required frequency of calibration checks.
-

.

; -

!
- . - - --,,,n,, m nc , r+.., s.
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'

; Associated test equiptent control records establish, since 1978 (custody log was -

1

not maintained prior to this tine), that neither gauge was ever used during any |i

| ( '

*

I
- out-ofelibraticn period for material testing. In each case, the instrm ent .

.

was logged out for "libration check and unavailable for testing during the
1

; lapsed period. Documentation since 1973 which verify calibration checks

% perfomed on-site by PPP personnel $1.[evern Engineering Ccmpany provide no
.-

_ eviden that either gauge was discovered to be out-of-tolerance. 'Ibst

K equipnent control inple::entaticn appears to adfequately remove frcm service any
,

instn.ent exceeding the. required re-calibration date. There is no evidence to
wees

[ indicate Severin gauges 2947 and 2971 used in ferrite examinationrwere-outside &e b
,

.

functional limits. ~

_
..

_
_

a- .

Finding #3f - There is no doctrnentation available to verify calibration of " Tong

Test" anp neters.
-

's

NRC respcmse - Tong test anp meters ,vertue contracted off-site for the reqaired
.

periodic <-alibratiori checks. An equi; rent calibratica record card exists for
) .

.

each instrunent, documenting the fregaency of calibration c: hecks performed since
.

the particular tester was acquired. calihration certificates are on file fr.cm

the app,licable lab verifying completed calibraticm for each tong tester. These_.

,

records appear to provide adequate documentation that " Tong Test" any neters.

were being calibrated.
.

Finding #3g "1bng Test" any meter Tr2527403 was out of calibration for the

period DecenLer 12, 1976 to January 31, 1977. No DR has been written against
I

that instrunent. j

2& ~~

ec,w
A review of the equiptent <-alibration record cards for " Tong Tst" any neter-

Tr2527403 (200 any CmM Parkinson) supports the NSC finding concerning the

;

- - _ _ _ __ . I
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period for out-of-calibr tion. Records also indicate several sub' equent times ,

periods where the r alibration check frequency had exceeded the ESD-213 annual
. (* requirment for this 'Ibng Tester and two others. It would appear the.'

.

fundamntal cause for these apparent lapses in calibration control were due to

the transit tine necessary to ship instruTents back and forth frun the
:d contracted <alibrating facility. Equiprnent control records clearly es6hlich

that since 1978, none of these Tong testers were used during an -

-
.

out-of-calibration period. Unfortunately, for neter 'IT2527403 equi p t control
.

records were not retained when the instrument was broken and renoved frtrn

service 4/15/83 (although calibration records are still en file).

- $5 sed upon history of PPP impleented test equipnent control systern and
_

non-essential nature of the welding current parameter (as identified by ASME-

fWeN-f ccde) l-$cn is no ush{o'caShn ${ ytwk|y -ted/e/ ocb's.*Sles wen

.
-

|

Criteria XVIII - Audits
-.

Finding #3 - In response to KFP-18, Paragraph 18.2.1, manage ent audits were-

perforned approxirately every six nonths,. Check sheets were'enployed. Based on-
.

.

the results of this audit and the results of Pacific Gas & Electric Cm pany
-. .

audits, these managment audits appear to have been ineffectual.
_

IGC Response - Corporate management audits conducted 9/72 thru 2/78 of the PPP

on-site Q.A. program were reviewed for content, empleteness, and effectiveness.

There is a file of ten ranagement audit reports, performed during this time

pericd, indicating cmprehensive inspections were ocnducted by the Pullman

Corporate office on approxinately a bi-annual frequency. These reports
' specifically identified deficiencies, provided rewmendations for corrective

action and required'on-site resolution. As appropriate, each report followed

.
.

v m ee -

2 --__- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-._.-__.m_ . - _ _ _ _ _
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.

'

upon the cdequacy of corrective reticn implemented to correct pre /iously!
-

.

identified deficient canditions in the Q.A. pr@cun. Although certain ~

(. .
deficiencies were r.oted to recur in subser_nt reports, there was no indicaticm. . *

-.

that these represented any generic failure in the effect of the corporate audit
|

'

: .

.
In any regard, to resolve this potential concern KFP-18 was revisedprocess.

|

(12/30/77) to require direct written response frczn the resident construction ' '

_ manager and the field O.A./Q.C. ranager for " schedule crzrpletion of '
'

.

implementation of corrective action and neasures taken to preclude

re-occurrence." The field O.A./Q.C. ranager is responsible to nonitor audit

findings for trends. In conclusion, there is every indication the on-site Q.A.
'

~

organization was very responsive to corporate management audits and no basis to
. . .

, _ -

- suggest these audits we.re ineffectual.
.

.

i

Finding 95 - In respcnse to KFP-18 and KFPS-16, internal audits were perfonned
.

.
.

every six nonths. Check sheets were not employed.,,

-.

, NBC Response - At the time of the NSC finding, checksheets were not being used
.

by the onsite Q.A. organization to perform internal audits. Corporate audits

being perforned by Willicwest Headquarters personnel did use checksheets to-

ocordinate their inspections.
..- .

This inconsistency was resolved when internal.

-- auditing became proceduralized in 6/78 by the evolution of field procedure

ESD-263. Scheduling of program elerrents to be audited and use of checksheets is
1
i detailed in ESD-263. For the significan of this audit finding, see conments

to finding no. 3 of Criteria V.
|
,

.
*

((. ( . - -
- _._. -

*
-

-.
.

.

9

%
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Criterion IX, ?inding No. 3:

"'ihe qualification and certification program for lOE and inspection personnel
D.

The records of the following personnel were examined:has been inade.g.:ste.

R. Geske, T. L. Koch, J. E. Cawelti, G. P. Keeler, K. E. Beck, L. Glass, W. R.

Johns..n, E. Stanton, C. B. AtNy, R. G. Sears, D. S. htko, J. N. Shironizu, V.

J. 'Cary, J. A. Brasher, L. F. Myrick, S. R. Stanley, E. Guest,. D. E. Bentley,
,,

bt W 0Y
.

%
~

.-
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R. D. Kincade, K. D. Gr/f, J. R. Bowlby, E. R. Jennings, A. L. Newton, C. C. .

- Innzi, b. J. Sisk, L. G., Thcr:as, A. A. Conques, and R. L. Marks.
,

In virbully
(

all cases, the individumls began performing their duties without fulfilling the,-

specified recuirsents. The nest prevalent discrepancies ar : not cer:pleting

.

the required training, n.ot having proof of previous experience, insufficient
- tine as Ievel I, unsignesd tests, and insufficient background and experience." -

_ .-

NBC Finding:
*

.

The inspector examined the personnel files for 20 of the 28 individuals naaed in

the NSC audit and the pr xedures for qualification and certification for
... .,

/J en4estructive and instector personnel that existed in Pulhan's program before )c
-

~

septe er 1977.

D
( The inspector examined Engineering Standard-Diablo (ESP) No. 235, X,

] " Nondestructive Dcamination Personnel Qaalification and Certification

.
Procedure," dated Septe-ber 25, 1973, and ESD No. 237, "Oaality Assurance

~

.

Inspector Training P:cgram," dated February 26, 1974. A review of ESD-237

indicated that prior revisions had occurred on May 1, 1969 and Septs ber 25,

1973, though no procedure revis*on could be found which was solely dated

Septecber 25, 1973. The Septaber 25, 1973 date beccmes inportant because
.

Pullnen inspectors were identified during this inspection as not being certified

and qualified in accordance with aformentioned ESD procedures after Septernber

25, 1973. It is the inspector's contention that the requirements for Pullnan

inspectors were revised or amplified after Septa ber 25, 1973, is based on the

Pulhan response to the above NSC audit finding which states in part, that "All

current inspectors have been qualified by test as outlined in ESD-237.
,,

,

"
Requhit for qmlifiratica and certification of field inspector were added in

-

______ _ - _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _-_ __ ___--_- _-- - -- -- a



ESD-237 on Septerter 25, 1973 51
to relfect the requirements of ANSI N45 2

. 6, justpublished.
Persons hired before this tire were not necessarily tested at ti

,

.f .
,

-

'

of hire.- ne

Subsequent to 1973, the records indicate that all inspection
.

received recuired training and examination." personnel,
'

' .

closer scrutiny of ESD-235 indicated that though this procedure is a~

nondestructive personnel qualification and certification procedure
, the

procedure also describes levels of qualification for visual examination
.

including the type of examination, the number of questions
,

and the acceptable
grade for the examination. "

Additionally, a welding test requirement is

contained in paragraph 11.2.14 which states that, "A ccxrbination of G
end,

" Spec:ific, and Practical examinations will be given using the Di bl
,

a o Canyon-

Welding Seminar Test Paper, containing 66 questions "
.

,

E5D-237 states in paragraph 2.3 that, "All personnel engaged as Fi ld
..

. <
e QA

Inspectors involved in the inspection of weldments, interpretati. .

on of
Engineering Specifications and Welding Procedures, and documentation work, shall
be recaired to ccuplete an indoctrination period as described in Secti

-

this specification." on 4 of ;

Paragraph 4.1 states that, " Tim indoctrination period for I

the Field O.A. Inspectors described in Section 2.3 shall contain
,

,

,'

as a mininum,
but ncd necessarily limited to, the following courses:

;

Visual Inspection
Weld'ag Procedures i'

Welding Inspection
Welding Processes .

Basic Q.A. f
|

I

!

I'
Other courses offered as optional are:

G ..

.

I

.
-

.
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' '

Welding
Stea:n Power Plant Ftnimentals .

.

Basic Power Plant Instruction Welding & Piping Engineering hehnology
,

(
1 Introducing Nuclear Power (I.C.S.)

,

.. -

.

. The Visual Inspection and Welding Inspec* don tests shall be ad:ninistered and

controlled by the N.D.E. Training Officer. All N.D.T. training, qualifications
1
i
'

and certifications will be covered by ESD-235.'' :
1 .

i
-

.

Paragraph 4.2 states that, tests used for the indoctrination courses for Field
Q. A. Inspectors shall be:

.

..

~ ' . For Basic Q.A. hst-ESD's.. l .

~~ 2. For Weld Procedure Test-Approved Welding Procedures.
.

3.
For the Weld Process hst, Welder Qualification Card and Pipefitter's

( ' Manual.
'

,

. , .

4.
For Welding Inspection Oaalifications, General Welding Information.-.

5.
Visual Inspection Qualifications-General Dynamics NDT Introduction. .

.
.

| Tnerefore, it is apparent that Field QA Inspectors were required to be -

indoctrinated through a program of courses related to their job function, I

including visual and welding inspection tests administered and controlled by the
NDE Training Officer.

Discussions with contractor personnel indicated that in

the pre-1977 time frame the training officer centrolled all personnel .

certifications, with no distinction made between NDE and welding inspection
,

:

personnel.
I

'
s

!'
!

The inspector
mined the personnel files of 20 of the 28 individuals named in

2,e NSC audit finding - *. .
ir~ ' the date these individuals started

-

p
)Cl

. .

M

- - . , , ., -- . ... ,,. -- , .,-y. --e- , e
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exployment with Pullman Power Products versus thn date these individuals s*W-

,.

% cwWaa.~ .
.

wLing work, confirned the NSC audit finding that in virtually all cases ya

.-(. welding 0.A. Inspectors began performing their duties without fulfilling the
.

specified requirenents and without ccrapleting the required thaining.
.

.

. . .

'Two exanples of the above findings are as follows:

*

.

(1) V. J. Casey began enployment with Pullman Power Products on November 19,
.

1973 and began accepting weldments as soon as November,1973, though his he x

was not certified as a welding inspector until February 27, 1974.

~. " [2) E. R. Jennings began employment with Pullaan Power Products on January 16,
'~

1974 and began accepting weldments on January 22, 1974, though he was not

certified as a welding inspetor until April 21, 1974.
.

(-

Additionally, two other inspectors were found to'have questionable backgrounds
_ . . .

which in the inspector's opinion would not warrant their inmediate certification

as welding inspectors.' K. D. Guy had essentially no background in quality
-

control / quality assurance yet within two months was a fully certified inspector
*

. ao:epting weldments. A. L. Newton had scrne background in the aircraft industry,
. . - .

-

but a lapse of several years had occurred between the time he had terminated his
-

e.ployment in the aircraft industry and the time he began employment with

Pullran, yet within two nonths he was accepting weldnents. Both of these
-

individuals had taken a nunber of the required welding examination tests, but
!

not all of the required series, specified in ESD-235.

l
I

The failure to assure that Quality Control Inspectors are qualified and
,

certified in accordance with the contractor quality procedures is considered an
.

.

A.

.

_, ~, , - - __.
_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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7
a; parent item of nonemplianz with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V,-

,

-

.
,

" Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings." (Noncmpliance: 50-275/ 23/E3-37/01)'

| ,

> .

It shculd be noted that all persennel files examined, withktie t;wo excepticns
'

noted above, all persons appeared to be experi viduals with M

adequate backgrounds either in welding or in the of quality mntrol ,

t\
inspection. F Ty -

,

i[ !/ '6
-

No Pullman certified NDE personnel were found tb hen. ly.c'ertid.ied or
V \\ 9

found to have accepted or perforned work prior ing$ / '
certif in accordance

v qf . , /-
O f v |(s

*

- with the procedural or code rt ts.
1. i

p i
-

_
--

_
- -

,,
.:

Y f.f /
Criterion VI, Finding No. 9ar-

|
f

1

"I6r Isomeh 2-14-77: The Process Sheet was changed to show the empletion of %,

IW-192 on April 10 and April 11, 1974, approximately 19 nonths after the work
-

was done."

.

NBC Finding:-

-

.

" . - .

The inspector found that though the NSC audit finding identifies the incorrect
~

--
iscrmtric package the Pulhaan response correctly addresses theIintended

iscrietric package, i.e., Ismetric Package No. 2-14-47. Examination of
.

ismetric package no. 2-14-47 indicated that EW-192 was empleted on April 11,

1974, as indicated by the signing and dating of the line item by the'Pullnan

welding insrg hu . The signature and date were in ink and the inspector could . .

' not find any evidence that the cmpletion date or signature had been altered or

any attarpt nede to alter the signature and date. 'Iha weld was liquid penetrant
~

,

.

m

1
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exa:r.ined on Deo!rber 2,1975, found te ptable end the line its for the

,

naa-destructive examination cm the prtoess sheet signed and dated'. D.aminaticn i
1

,[ of the Liquid Penetrant Examination record indicated that both the signatures
.

and dates on the process sheet and the Liquid Penetrant Exanination were in ink

and no evidence could be found to indicate that there had been an attempt to

,

alter the dates or signatures on both of these documents. .

.

.

_

No evidence could be fcund to corraborate the NSC auditor's finding that the

date for cmpletion of W-192 had changed or backdated. The inspector has no
' '

further questicas on this item.

"

*-Criterico VI, Findine No. 9c:
.

-

"Iscretric 2-14-53: W-247 was cmpleted on February 20, 1975. Approximately

Decernber 1,1975, the visual acceptance was signed off and backdated; the Weld
4

Rod Requisition was changed to shcw that nore than the original quantity of one
-

had been burned."
.

*

.

NFC Findin~:

Discussicn with Pullman representatives indicated that the discrepancy with~~~

'' W-247 was not found during a formal internal Pulbran audit, but rather during

the docunentaticn review of the iscrnetric package. A search of internal Pulbran
..

audits records did not reveal an audit finding which specifically identified

this discrepancy. Therefore, the inspector could not verify the Pn11 man

response or the NSC auditor's finding on the circumstances surrounding when or

hcw the discrepancy with N-247 was found. Ecuever, the inspector did examine

the daily work log of the Pullman inspector involved and did verify that the
.

.

e

4.

. .i
-

-

- ,
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'' inspector did perform the final inspection of FW-247 on Febn2 arf 20, 1975, a )(.

* > N= - e.statgc

k. .

.
- .-

Examination of the Weld Rod Requisiticn records indicated that the quantity of

weld rod was changed on one wied rod slip as stated by the NSC auditor, howver .
-

..

the change was initialed by a Pullman irWwr. It appears that the
.

dircrepancy was an error which was caught by the Pulkan inspectors.--

Examination of approxirately one hundred weld rod requisition records contained

in ismetric packages nos. 2-14-77, 2-14-47, 2-14-8, 2-14-53, 2-14-59, and -
..

2-26-417, did not reveal any similar discrepancies.
-

.

.

. . -
,

Criterion'VI, Finding No. 9d:-

.

"Isamtric 2-14-59: EW-268 was ccrcpleted February 5,1975. On Deceser 2,

1975, the entry on the Process Sheet for re:noval of dams was signed off and
'

$ backdated. There is no proof that the dams had been remwed."

.

NBC Finding:
.

FW-268,is a code Class 3 weld which the records indicated was rade with the use, , .

of a backing ring. The signing on the line entry by the Pullman inspector
,.

Examinationappeared to be an oversight on the part of the Pullman inspector.

|
of Ismetric Package No. 2-14-59 indicated that a Warehouse Requisition Record'

!

| specifying a backing ring for EW-268 was contained in the package. The
1

inspector could not determine hcw the NSC auditor arrived at the DeceTher 2,

1975 when sup,W1y the backdating occurred.
- ..

k.
The inspector did find that apparently in response to the NSC finding, the

Pulhan inspector did cross out the "Remve Dam" entry, wrote "not applicable",

-

.
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- dated and signed this line entry cm Deecrnber 7,1977. This sa::e Pullman.
. ,

'

inspector also found that he had perfonted the sa.me error for IW-269 which is-

| .I contained on the same ismetric package. The Pullman inspector then crossed
I

-

aut, wrote "not applicable" dated and signed this line entry'on Del 7,|

1977.
'

..
,

..- .

Examination of five iscrnetric packages by the NBC inspector, faux 5 three other .

.

similar cases, wherein a different Pullman inspector had signed the "Renove Dam"

line entry, when in fact a backing ring had been used. Iscrietric package no.

2-14-53 contains EW-246 and EW-247 aEl Iscrtetric package no. 2-14-47 contains

EW-196, which have similar discrepancies.
-

_
. . . .

-
-

Homver, because no safety significance can be attributed to this NRC finding
~

.

and no purpose would be served by checking all packages for similar

,-[ discrepancies, this item is considered closed and the inspector has no further
.

questions on this item. .
..

..

.

Criterion VI, Finding No. 9e:.

.
-

.

.

.
-

"Iscrnetric 2-26-417: EW-144, 145, 196, and 197 were ccarpleted on May 14, 1976.
.

. The Weld Rod Requisition had been altered to add EW-197. However, the Weld Pod
~ ' Requisition shows that 14 rods had been burned, which seems improbable for the ,

four welds that were supposedly welded.".

, .

INRC Finding:
-I

The inspector verified that[ the M. W. Kellogg (Pullman) Field Warehouse
s.( Requisitionrecordindicate(pfour 3/4" sockets were issued onfay 13, 1976 and )*
.s

.. .

welded on May 14, 1976. It is the. inspector's opinien that 14 weld rods are
. .

W

.

-- - , - - , . - - . ne v
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acre than enough weld red to weld four 3/4" socket welds. The examined Pullman. .

procedure ESD-202, dated April 28, 1975, which states in part, in paragraph 3.2

that, "Ebr socket welds, up to fcur welds may be put one one requisitica (weld
.

rod)." The inspector did find that all four socket welds wre contained on cne

weld rod requisition record, exactly IW-197 was added to the weld red slip' [
:

could not be es%hlhhed. The inspector'has no further questions on this item.
.

Criterion XI, Findira No. 5
-

.

.

"The B31.1 and B31.7 Codes require that all piping is leak-tested, where

practicable. Pullman Pcwer Products is only leak-testing Class A and B piping
~ a'nd that Class C piping specified by Pacific Gas & Electric Company. Classes D,

.

E special, and E piping is not being leak-tested. A letter frcm Pacific Gas &-

Electric Compa.y (dated January 13, 1976) does exist, which states that Pacific

. Gas & Electric Ccrcpany will assuae responsibility for the leak-testing of Class"

C piping. There is concern that Pullran Pcwer Pro:lucts is not discharging its
-

contractual obligations (that specify ccxpliance to B31.1 and B31.7) by not

~ performing piping leak-testing to Ccde requirements for classes C, D. E special,*

and E piping systems and, as a result, may be legally vulnerable."-

.

..- -

h7C Finding
-

The inspector examined the referenced licensee letter dated January 13,1976 and
L% e mua contractor letter dated relievihg ,Pullran Pcwer Products of responsibility forA I* Wah- %. ktu s A c *T W:m *e

ccde cmpliance on Class C wwients e. Additic-dy.4a.r '$p}u &4,p opr737.T or e l -

bo no tA m b piPg A M.ektow M ,i k T
Bn3

p.f g cOsg W= i m sa r m .a m state m L a ta , _._ - % r. na
be..g byO o kesteel N8*hfoud tha.t Chu.4 e we c t m E spec 4 cm f

m m o e n e k w m r e k o r 7 ,o e ienc c . e .ic - j~+.
'

IN 3CN C''"'^.t.E dkA&be. 4T , CicciJ. #que(CIM 5* ..
-

.
k .

, m + nsr.w. w vem u se.u ,v.a r nos w u.a<. .... .

,vguve. q we ,g'^T.I Q Mp M .m.m w.ev% 5e~

~ The. mspcc.Y bo a-{&t6e imo vue. ,,~ h w b <. k .g
|
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g ite.rion VIII, Finding No. 1_2-'' .-.
.

.- i
*

|. .

|

,( " Procedure E5D-223 does not give adequate instructions for the identification
- .

*and control of Class I Pipe Supports."|
-. . -

*

,

t . - ...

.

NBC Finding: -
.

..

.

The inspector reviewed the historical file for ESD-223 and specifically the
'~

extensive revisions that occurred on November 11, 1975 and May 25, 1976. The

inspector found that the procedure cdntained adequate Quality Assurance / Quality

Control instructions for the control and identification of Class I pipe
.

,

strpports. . Additionally, the inspector found that othe.r existing phx:edures-

contained the Pullman Quality Program contained additional or amplifying-

instructions for the identification and control of Class I pipe sup5xx-ts.

[ ...

.x
.

Criterion XIV, Finding No.1
"

.

_=- .

! "The major nechanism that exhibits the status of the work is the Field Process.

Sheet. The Field Process Sheet provides for performance status of scme

inportant fabrication steps and for inspection status. However, many important
.

fabricition steps are not indicated by the Field Process Sheet: erection steps;
- cleaning prior to installation of insulation; and scue critical welding steps as '!

:

preheating, checking gas flows, and checking for 0 content in the backing gas.2

The Field Process Sheet, as a mechanism to exhibit' status, is considered
|inadequate. The inadequacy of the Field Process Sheet is considered a major

weakness in the Pullman Power Products System."

.

* w.
,

.
.

. g

O

e

.

.

, - , - r, ,
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,

MC Finding: 'Ihe inspector examined the process sheets and verified that the -

[

process sheets prcuided specific instructions for weld fitup and inspection as
*

('
required by the Code and the contractor's procedures. Additionally, the

,

! inspector found that a ntrrber of other procedures were contained in the
!

Pullnan's quality gyam during the time frane referenced iH%p rav ad. ,
*

a -

| :
! a ddituwd w emc. w &labrica.b.m a m src o w o f fi e g " ~

Thor adAW prou.d.neto W c Wd ad *.
_ (1) Post weld heat treatInent, dated 9/23/71 t.

'
'

,

(2) Backing dams for TIG welding, dated 7/27/71
/

'

l '

(3) Weld p.h nonitoring, dated 2/14/73 g,

,

(4) Cleaning for fitup, dated 10/15/71 h tb
\ ,

'

(5) Pipe hot forming and cold bending, dated 11/7/72
.

.... y-
- (6) Final cleaning for stainless steel piping, dated 6/10/76

*-
,

,

'rne inspector has no further questions on this item.
d *

(f -
|

Criterion XVI, Finding No. 2:
'

-.

'

.

.

. -
" Based on the results of this audit and the prohle:ns encountered in the past, it

F
appears that a corrective action systen has not been operative."

*.- .

NBC, Finding:
. ..

a n. m u- q h d x M+,.k em ao-' The inspector examined corrective actions statd lu Gm:: rulimm meca e c4% u n % s. w e< % 09 s u d. we w
found that procedures or programs ised or created when problens were

Pidentified.a h w W The pipe support procedure was

extensively rewritten in June 25, 1975, Quality Assurance No. 98 was created for

the inspection of existing concrete expansion anchors,'and in March 13, 1979'the
.f
,

-

;
'

pipe support quality assurance manual was superceded by ESD-223 to provide all

the elerrents.of installaticm, inspecticm, and as-builting of pipe supports in.
.

9

"-'*;
.

1
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one procedure. Additionally, as a result of NBC identified discrepancies with
. I

~**

- |
'radiographs (Reference: 50-275/77-06 dated May 6,1977) the licensee ccr:rnitted

-

.- to requiring that all radiographs would be reviewed by a Ievel III or a second
.

Ievel II individual. During this insgdon, an NBC consultbnt reviewed cne
'

hundred radiographs, to confirm the licensee's finding cn the radiographs, and
.

'to confirm that all the radiographs were reviewed by a Ievel III or a second ' '

(MM ' 'b 'Iavel II radiographer. % ch2c/I N G = -

'

itw ew b3 %. M s2. ( c e t L c.

.

The inspector has no further questions on this item.
.

Criterion IX, Finding No. 9b:
-

-~
_

_

"Ismetric 2-14-8: W-1673 was perfonted to Revision 2 of the ismetric, which~

did not shcw m-1673. Revision 3 of the ismetric, which included the N-1673,

was generated approximately one week after empletion of the weld. It is,-

- therefore concluded that W-1673 was perforned without the normal controls of a
..

Process Sheet, a keld procedure cal 1 out and a call-out of NDE require: rents."
.

.

~ NBC Finding

-
.

The inspector examined the various contractor precedures and documents that

existed during the time frame in question to determine whether the usual design

- change controls were circumvented by the Pullman Q.A. Inspector which allcwed or
1

directed the welding of a valve to a capped pipe, seemingly without the usual i

design change controls. The inspector examined Ismetric No. 2-14-8 which in

Revision 2, dated DeM =r 11, 1972, shcws a capped pipe (termed a nipple) and

.
In Revision 3 dated May 29, 1974, the required valve and vent (actually a capped

~ .k'
pipe) are depicted. A review of the weld process sheet indicated that the weld'

(N-1673) was empleted on May 24, 1974, five days before the issuance of
_

revision 3 to the ismetric drawing.'
.
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gie inspector examined Pullman Qaality Assurance Instructicri No. 52, dated. ,

Decer:ber 13, 1973 which states that, "Due to a shortage of valve used for vents

( and drains at this ccrrplex, it has becrrre necessary to install twelve inch
, ,

,,

I nipples, capped on erd, to facilitate flushing." Subsequentito this instructicn

! on MtE:h 8,1974 an apparently generic discrepancy report (Discrepancy Report

No. DR 2100) was written in an effort to expedite the installation of vents and'

'

! drains in erected pipe. Itan No. 3 of the approved disposition of the -

-.

discrepecy report states that, "All welds added for this change will be
~

remrded on the process sheet and iscrretric. All added weld nu:tber selection '

will be coordinated between drafting, Q.A. Inspector, and Engineering." Item

No. 4 states that, " Engineering is to notify area Q.A. Inspector prior to

_
" s~ tarting installation of standard vents and drains." Therefore, it appears that

the Q. A. Inspector was in contact with Engineering for the installation of

vents and drains and welds were required to be recorded on process sheets. A
~

process sheet for field weld, IW-1673 is contained in Iscrretric No. 2-14-8, as'
.,

s(
required.- -

a.

.

' Further, Pullman Engineering Standard-Diablo (ESD) No. 239, dated April 2,1974-

,

states in paragraph 2.1 that " Piping systems shall be closed out by Q. A.

Inspectors. Piping shall be checked when necessary against PG&E area drawings,
-

.

Section 3 of Specification 8711 and the PG&E flow diagrams. All missing or
_

incorrect items shall be recorded on a punch list and D.R., (a discrepancy

report written) if required." ESD-239 fu::ther states, in part, in paragraph 3.1 j*

that, "The following is a guide for Q.A. Inspacc.u.s when closing out piping

systems" and proceeds to state in paragraph 3.1.2 to, " Check field run pipe and

fittings for correct materials, rating and' specifications when so identified,"~

and in paragraph 3.1.15 to, "Cbeck that instrument m ections, vents, drains
a .

and plugs are installed per the Iscr:etric and Flow Sheets." Therefore, it-

appears that Q. A. Lisy=cters were required to verify conformance PG&E design .

drawing (Flow Sheets), and to record any discrepancies.
,

.

, . - . . , , . _ . . ~ + . . - - w . . , , + - . , ..-..w
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I *. A caparison of Isa:et:.--ic No. 2-14-8 to the PG&E Flow Sheet (PG&E Drawing No. |,

108014) indicated that &_he required valve and vent w.re depicted h the line
-

t'i referen d on Iscrnetric No. 2-14-8. It appears that the valve and vent were not,

*

.

installed on the line N to the originally stated shortage 6f valves, as stated
~

in the aforeentioned C..A. Instruction No. 52. However, provisions had been

'made for the subsequent ins +allation of the valve, as shown by the installation
,

of the nipple and cap dzspicted in Revision 2 of the iscretric. A chedc of one .-

other line with a emi' configuration (there are four similar lines with

valves and vents in the same area) confiW that a similar situation had
" '

occurred for Isametric b. 2-14-6, Line No.1759-6, i.e., the weld had been made-

and ccnpleted before the revision to the iscrnetric depicted the weld.
.

. . . . -

!
_

.

Additionally, the i p.r verified that in the time frame in question, a

ethod existed to assu e that the proper welding p.h was used for the p.ipe-

e to' valve weld in question. The inspector found ESD-227 dated Dw + h r 20, 1973
.

provided a chart indica-ing the proper weld procedure for different materiaQ m

[ .a c. ._L b tw.
i

_.

and configurations rege. ired. For this case, a socket weld was required and w=kfe d ,[gp yy % a.s, +
". _.43"p.Wwe no. 92/93 was the weld procedure needed and used. A review of the #

'

A

process sheet for IW-1673 confirmed that weld procedure 92/93 was used.
r

.

-
.

Finally, the inspector verified that contractor originated drawings (fce
-

example, iscretric drawings) are reviewed by the Engineer (PG&E) for conformance

with the PG&E design drawings. Pacific Gas and Electric Ccrpany, Diablo Canyon

| Site, Drawing Control Procedure, dated September 11, 1972, paragraph 3.11,

" Contractor's Field Drawings and Pro dures", states that, " Drawings that are

drawn by the contractors onsite (Lift drawings, piping isaretric, hanger

drawing, etc) are submitted to PG&E onsite office for approval. These drawings
ki. are checked by PG&E drawings. 'Ihey are returned to the contractor with the

.

stany (no. 6) below noting the apelate candition of the drawing." Isanetric
.

M

i
.

.

, , ~ , - - s-. - -- ,, - .., ,. ,
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.. re. 2-14-8 w_re stamped as approved, therefore indicating raview by the~

,

.

licensee.

( -

.. ,
.~

In conclusicn, beca'use it appears that though it was not the* usual practi ,

' '

& certain conditions w ldss could be added (through ecordination with the OA
'

-Inspector and the Engineer) which did not cirurwent the then existing design :

change ' control system. The inspea has no fuither questions on this item. ..

..
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.dk: Allegation or Concern No. 68 jfh)
,

-

.

;

[kr
Characterization _

.'
-

.

A 1977 Nuclear Services C3rporation (NSC) Audih. of Pullran Power Products.'

'

(PulJran Pcwer Products is the prire piping contractor for the Diablo Cap.
.

.

-

site). ,

_
.

Irolled Sicnificance to Design, Construction or Operation _
__

.

The conclusion of the audit is highly inflamatory and inplies a breakdom in

- ' dest, if not in all progra:matic aspects of Pullran's Quality Assurance Fque

prior to SepMer 1977.*-

f

Asbess-ent of Safety Sionificance,C
- -

.

-

An NRC examination of the NSC Audit Finding 5has been ongoing since the NSC audit
y

was presented by the Joint Intervenors to the Atcznic Safety and Licensing raec. . e$a>Io c.+o s. < 4 new wu.
-

On '

9 This review and,exanunation
Appeals Board (ASIAB) en Septster M 1983.
% 4 pro o. A t a 4. H u. A s t Art a. s4 H <e pmx wwek i

-

qconcluded that Pullnan Power Products did not suffer a major breakdown of the r
.

Additionally,
Quality Assurance Program during the audit referenced period...

c.a, e t4cd
while itens of ncnccrtpliance have been identified as a result of NRC

D
inspections, nch specifically examined 70% of the g@wqc. audit

NSC
Aw-

.v.rc M eu w e
st tue s ra. K %dfindings theNch^r 2 - e-t the ::cC-in "r"indi .3dde

n c>.

j t tu, .A 5 a. n e m op pp g me. .

resultant p ## %m .proo.a.4a. %mye m x&i.y ug ,acence en the. _pty c. Ses k (f. e ~ c w.a .

,

e:guip.ent er uwats to per'er-- ecir i .tr.d~' fr.ctica.
-

..
,

)
.

.

' 5(~ Further information on the individual itans of the NSC Audit examined is
s .c

.

.

50-275/83-37. ,

provided in NRC Inspection No. C
- .- .;

t'
o
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The NPC staff fcr.:nd no evidence to conclude that Pu'.1ran Po.er Prcdacts suffered*

. . - . .

wide ranging defects in their quality program or installed physical work during.

the NSC Audit referenced period ( 71 through Septater 1977).
- "'

: ~

. . .

. . . _ . .
_

Action Required ,,

.

~ ^

No further action is warranted in this area. However, the licensee's response

to the NBC tm of nonecupliance issued as a result of the investigation y~

of the NSC audit findings, will be pursued and resolved as part of the regular
..

I

.
- NBC inspecticu pr@mu.

.
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criterion IX, Finding No. 10K'

.

" Hangers ar enot welded in accordance with Pacific Gas and Electric CcxTpany-

.

requirement. Hangers 2023-IV and 2039-2V are two exarrples o' a nt:rber off

hangers cbserved that are welded to the structural steel on the wrong side of

the bracket."

NRC Finding:

The inspe: tor examined Hangers No. 2039-2V, the related hanger drawing, and

detemined that the hanger is Class II/E hanger which received no quality

control inspection hence no field weld process sheets were generated or

available for review. Dcamination of the hanger drawing detemined the drawing-

called out a 1/4" fillet weld on the front and back c.. the beam attach::ent. The

beam attachment is the only ccuponent specified on the drawing as requiring

welding, and the inspector found the beam attachment to be welded as specified
.

*on the drawing.

Dcamination of Hanger No. 2023-1V (a Class I hanger) and the related hanger
'

drawing indicated the beam attachment was welded as specified on the hanger

drawing.

| Both of these hangers are located in Unit No. 2

l

During the field examination of the above noted hangers the inspector selected

eight additional hangers fran the sa.me general area with similar configurations. |

The inspector mted that all hangers chosen were similar to Hanger Ibs. 2039-2V

'L and 2023-1V, uat is a welded _ beam attachment supporting a spring hanger. All

of these hangers are located at approximately the 130' elevation in the general
.
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} area where the main steam lines exit Contairrent !b. 2. The following hangers,

,

and their related hanger drawings were examined and found to conform to the

specified drawing requirments. ,

Hancer Ib. Class Desianaticn

2040-1V Class II/E
-

2023-7V Class II/E

2023-6v class II/E

2021-4V Class I

2023-SV Cleas II/E

2021-3V Class I
\

2037-1V Class I (
2021-lV Class II/E

,

The ins;:ector has no further questions on this item.
.
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ATTACHMENT 2 |

d' ge neg'o, UNITED STATES ,,,______um----d
8' 'i ~ NUCLEAR RFGOLATORY COMMISSION)..
;; * s REGION V

1450 MARIA LANE, Sulf E 2100,

% .' .%/
,o'f WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNI A 94596

..*

Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 1435
San Francisco, California 94106

Attention: Mr. J. O. Schuyler, Vice President
Nuclear Power Generation

,

,

Gentlemen:

Subject: NRC Inspection of Diablo Canyon Units Nos. 1 and 2

This refers to the special inspection conducted by Messrs. D. F. Kirsch,
T. M. Ross, and G. H. Hernandez of this office on November 14-18 and November
28 - December 9, 1983, of activities authorized by NRC License No. DPR-76 and
Construction Permit No. CPPR-69, and to the discussion of our findings held .

with Mr. D. A. Rockwell and other members of your staff at the conclusion of
the inspection.

!
( Areas examined during this inspection are described in the enclosed inspection

raport. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of selective
examinations of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the inspector.

Based on the results of this inspection, it appears that one of your
activities was not conducted in full coa.pliance with NRC requirements, as set
forth in the Notice of Violation, enclosed herewith as Appendix A.

Your response to this Notice is to be submitted in accordance with the
provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 as stated in Appendix A, Notice of Violation.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosures
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written,

'

application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the
requirements of 2.790(b)(1).

I

_-
.

I
1

|
1>

|

1
-

- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ .- . .
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|

Pacific Gas and Electric Company -2-

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be glad to
discuss them with you.

The responses directed by this letter and the accompanying Notice are not
subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

<

i Sincerely,
!

! ,

|.M. !
T. W. Bishop, Director
Division of Reactor Safety and
Projects

Enclosures:
A. Notice of Violation
B. Inspection Report

Nos. 50-275/8.9-37 and 50-323/83-25 with Attachment I

cc w/ enclosures:
*

; P. A. Crane, PG&E
W. A. Raymond, PG&E'

S. M. Skidmore, PG&E
R. D. Etzler, PG&E (Diablo Canyon)
R. C. Thornberry, PG&E (Diablo Canyon)

,

|
| |

\s_ ' l
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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Docket No. 50-275
l 77 Beale Street License No. DPR-76
! Room 1435 Docket No. 50-323

San Francisco, California 94106 Construction Permit No. CPPR-69

As a result of the inspection conducted on November 14-18 and November 28 -
December 9,1983, and in accordance with NRC Enforcement Policy,10 CFR Part
2, Appendix C, the following violation was identified:

Section 17.1.5 of the FSAR (dated October 1978) and the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company Quality Assurance Manual Section V (dated August 15, 1978)
states, in part, that, " Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented instructions, procedures, or drawings...and shcll be accomplished
in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings. . . ."

Engineering Standard Diablo (ESD) No. 237, " Quality Assurance Inspector
Training Program," dated February 26, 1974, states in paragraph 2.3 that, "All
personnel engaged as Field QA Inspectors involved in the inspection of
weldsents, interpretation of Engineering Specifications and Welding

'

Procedures, and documentation work, shall be required to complete an
indoctrination period as described in Section 4 of this specification."
Paragraph 4.1 states that, "The indoctrination period for the Field Q.A.

/ Inspectors described in Section 2.3 shall contain as a minimum, but not
! necessarily limited to, the following courses:

Visual Inspection Welding Procedures
Welding Inspection Welding Processes
Basic Q.A.

Other courses offered as opcional are:

Welding Steam Power Plant Fundamentals
Basic Power Plant Instruction Welding & Piping Engineer. Technology
Introducing Nuclear Power (I.C.S.)

__

The Visual Inspection and Welding Inspection cests shall be administered and
controlled by the N.D.E. Training Officer. All N.D.T. training,
qualifications and certifications will be covered by ESD-235."

Paragraph 4.2 states that, " Tests used for the indoctrination courses for
Field Q. A. Inspectors shall be:

1. For Basic Q.A. Test-ESD's.
J 2. F.or Weld Procedure Test-Approved Welding Procedures.

3. For the Weld Process Test, Welder Qualification Card and Pipefitter's
Manual.

4. For Welding Inspection Qualifications, General Welding Information.
5. Visual Inspection Qualifications-General Dynamics NDT Introduction."

/
*

.

*

--- -. + ,
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A Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC) Audit dated October 27, 1977, identified
in Criterion IX, Finding No. 3 (of the audit) twenty-eight individuals which
were alleged to have begun performing their duties without fulfilling the
Pullman Power Products procedural requirements for certification and '

qualification of Quality Assurance (Welding) Inspectors.

Contrary to the above requirements of the FSAR and Pullman procedures, the
inspector identified on November 15, 1983 that in virtually all cases the
individuals hired after September 25, 1973, named in the NSC audit finding
(who were assigned to perform welding inspections), began inspecting and
accepting weldsents, before completing the required training, taking the
required examinations, and before being certified as a welding inspector. It
is noted that the Pullman Power Products response to this Nuclear Services
Corporation finding states, in part that, "All current inspectors have been
qualified by test as outlined in ESD-237. The requirement for qualification
and certification of field inspector were added in ESD-237 on September 25,
1973 to reflect the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6, just published. Persons
hired before this time were not necessarily tested at time of hire.
Subsequent to 1973, the records indicate that all inspection personnel
received required training and examination." However, the Pullman response is
silent with regards to inspectors performing inspections prior to
certification.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
is hereby required to submit to this office within thirty days of the date of

1 this notice a written statement or explanation in reply, including: (1) the
corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (2)
corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further items of noncompliance;
and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be
given to extending your response time for good cause shown.

h9
*Date H. L. Canter, Chief

Reactor Projects Section No. 3

|
,

N. -

9



U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION V

Report Nos. 50-275/83-37 and 50-323/83-25

Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323

License No. DPR-76 and Construction Permit No. CPPR-69

Licensee: Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 1435
San Francisco, California 94106

Facility Name: Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2

Inspection at: Diablo Canyon Site, San Luis Obispo County, California

Inspection conducted: November 14-18 and November 28 - Decernber 9,1983

Inspectors: M. z A4. & S/ST/BYe

Gg i. ernandez, act @ nspector Date Signed

.'YE &!w 1/.srby
CM R ss, Reactor Inspector Dgte 8'igned

O AY/Y( ~

,

D. E Kif1(ch',~ Chief, Reactor Safety Branch Dite' Signed

Approved by:
_ 1/M[89

H. L.' Canter, Chief Date Signed
Reactor Projects Section No. 3

Inspection During the Period of November 14-18 and November 28 - December 9,
1983 (NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-275/83-37 and 50-323/83-25).

Areas Inspected: A special, unannounced inspection by regional-based
inspectors to perform an in-depth review of selected findings contained in an
audit of the Pullman Power Products Quality Assurance Program conducted by
Nuclear Services Corporation (NSC), during August - September 1977.
Concurrently, the licensee and contractor responses were evaluated to
establish whether the outstanding issues identified by NSC were resolved or
corrected.

The inspection involved 402 inspt. 'on-hours by three NRC inspectors.

Results: Of the areas c.aed one item of noncompliance was identifiedi

(failure to assure that C Jog inspectors are qualified and certified in
accordance with procedural n tuirements, paragraph No.17).

|
1

I
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DETAILS

1. Individuals Contacted

a. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)

R. D. Etzler, Project Superintendent
*

*D. A. Rockwell, Project Field Engineer
*M. E. Leppke, Onsite Project Engineer
*C. L. Eldridge, Quality Control Manager (Nuclear Operations)
*W. K. Glenn, Quality Control Supervisor
*T. E. Pierce, Quality Control Engineer
*M. N. Nores, Lead Startup Engineer
*J. Arnold, Resident Mechanical Engineer
*R. Taylor, Quality Assurance Engineer

b. Pullman Power Products Corporation (PPP)

*H. W. Karner, Quality Assurance / Quality Control Manager
*F. J. Lyautey, Assistant Quality Assurance / Quality Control Manager

; *J. Guyler, Internal Auditor

* Denotes attendees at the NRC exit management meeting on November
18, 1983.

f No NRC Management Meeting was held with the licensee at the
conclusion of the NRC inspection which ended on December 9,1983.

In addition, Mr. M. M. Mendonca, the NRC Senior Resident Inspector, and
Mr. T. Polich, NRC Reactor Inspector, were present at the exit management
meeting.

2. Introduction:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff performed an unannounced
'

in-depth inspection to review the validity of the NSC audit findings and
evaluate the adequacy of the Pullman and PG&E responses to the NSC audit
findings.

Licensee and contractor actions in response to the NSC audit findings had
been previously reviewed by the staff. Inspection Report 50-275/83-34
documented this inspection and concluded that problems identified in the
NSC audit were properly ' addressed-and resolved by the licensee's Quality
Assurance Program. This previous inspection did not include an in-depth
review of each and every NSC audit finding; but instead evaluated the
results of the licensee's and PPP's response and specifically addressed
thre.e particular NSC findings that required further clarification. Based
upon Inspection Report 83-34 and other reviews conducted by the NRC
inspection program, the staff (in October 1983) provided an affidavit to
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board concluding that the PPP
Quality Assurance Program did not suffer major breakdowns which could

| have significant adverse impact on construction activities.

.
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The staff inspection effort documented in this report represents a much
more in-depth examination of specific NSC audit findings and their impact
on PPP construction quality assurance.

3. Purpose :

The goal of this inspection effort was threefold:

(a) To assess whether the NSC audit findings represented a major defect
in the Pullman or PG&E management of quality programs.,

(b) To establish an additional level of assurance that Pullman Power
Products and the licensee's responses to the NSC audit findings were
accurate, appropriate, and effective in resolving all issues
pertinent to compliance with codes and regulations.

(c) To assess any NSC audit findings which appeared to identify
noncompliance with accepted standards, codes and regulations.

4. Scope of Inspection Plan:

The NRC inspection effort involved a review of all NSC audit findings
listed in the NSC report issued October 24, 1977. In conjunction, a face
value assessment was performed to assess the adequacy and completeness of
the responses provided by Pullman Power Products and the licensee (dated
April 11, 1978 and June 16, 1978, respectively) to each of the NSC
findings. A selection of the more significant NSC audit findings was

I generated by the NRC. These selected items formed the basis for the
NRC's on-site examinations.

The NSC audit identified 175 total findings. The staff considered that,

'

110 of these audit findings could be interpreted as apparent
deficiencies. The NRC had previously examined three of the NSC audit
findings. Those findings are documented in NRC Inspection Report
50-275/83-34. Of the 110 apparent deficiencies, the NRC staff selected
47 of the most significant items, giving priority to those findings which
could reasonably impact upon construction quality. Thus, about 45% of
the NSC identified deficiencies were examined in an in-depth manner by
the staff. (This examination represents about 70% of the principal
deficiencies cited by the Joint Intervenors in their supplementary motion
to reopen the record on construction quality assurance based upon the
results of the NSC audit).

Those NSC findings selected as high priority topics for the NRC
inspection were based on the following rationale:

(a) Audit findings which appeared to have the greatest potential for.
.

manifestation in poor quality work in the field.

(b) Audit findings which specifically reference characteristics of poor~

field work practice.

1

(c) Those findings that appear to be in noncompliance with accepted
standards, codes and regulations.

x_.

,

_ ,-
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Where the NSC findings involved a potential for disputes over NDE
,

results, the NRC contracted with an independent consultant to examine the |

field work and records for compliance with code requirements. To |
J

establish whether adequate ccatrol ove- weld delta ferrite content had '

been implemented in the shop and field, a sample of twenty-five stainless
steel welds was chosen and examined for delta ferrite content. These-

welds was chosen from small bore piping which contain both field and shop;

welds. To establish whether inking of numbers onto radiographs was a
wide-spread practice or if the NSC finding represented an isolated
instance, 102 field weld radiographs were selected to verify field weld
and radiographic interpretation adequacy. The 102 welds examined were
selected from several of the more important safety systems; including the'

Reactor Coolant System (system 7), safety injection system (system 9),
containment spray system (system 12), main steam system (system 4),
chemical and volume control system (system 8) and residual heat removal
system (system 10). In addition, four specific welds, from among those
identified in the NSC findings, were examined to establish whether the
surface preparation was acceptable for nondestructive examination.
Liquid penetrant testing of these four field welds was performed to
ascertain the degree of actual compliance with acceptance standards. _The
above items were selected to provide an independent feel of the Pullman
work, rather than solely relying on information provided by licensee
records.

The NRC also reviewed the non-conformance reports (NCR's) and minor
variation reports (NVR's) issued by the licensee ason result of an audit,
conducted by the PG&E Q. A. department, of the PPP Q.A. program, issued"

,

June 13, 1978. Corrective actions identified by these NCRs and MVRs were
evaluated for adequacy and implementation, and appeared acceptable.

The NSC Audit Findings selected by the NRC for in-depth examination and-
the NRC findings are detailed in the following paragraphs.

S. Criterion I, NSC Audit Findina No. 3:

"The field Quality Assurance Organization has performed functions other
than those described in KFP-1 and KFPS-1; and some functions were outside
the quality responsibility, i.e., writing and approving Engineering
Specifications, performing welding engineering functions, approving
engineering changes. These activities raise the question of the

; qualification of Quality Assurance personnel to perform these functions
and the problem of requiring the Field Quality Assurance Organization to
audit its own performance.",

|
NRC Finding:

.)

To resolve this issue the inspector's approach was to establish who in
the Pullman organization was allowed to write procedures or procedure
changes, perform the review and approval process for such documents and-

whether sufficient control was exercised by Fullman in the writing,
review and approval process. In addition, the validity of the Pullman
response was assessed.,

l
t o

N

.

#D
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The quality assurance program prescribed by the Pullman ASME Quality
Assurance Manual procedure KFP-1, and as implemented in part by procedure
ESD 269, apparently allows anyone to be assigned the task of writing
procedures. However, the point of control in this procedure writing
process is that the cognizant discipline management is required to review
and approve the procedure prior to issuance for use. For example, thei

Pullman Chief Field Engineer is required to review and approve
engineering and construction procedures to assure compliance with code,
specification and contract requirements and the Quality Assurance Manager
is required to review and approve quality assurance implementing
procedures. In addition, engineering specifications covering quality
assurance functions are required to be reviewed and approved by the,

contractor's Quality Assurance Manager and the licensee. Engineering
specifications may provide instructions to field Quality Assurance
inspectors, field engineers and foremen. One exception to this is that

; welding procedures to be used onsite were, and are, required to be
! qualified by the Welding Engineer at the Pullman home office, approved

and issued by that office, and approved by the licensee's engineering.
.

Engineering Specifications must also be approved by the licensee.!

While the inspector concludes that adequate controls were applied.in the
procedure review and approval process to assure procedure adequacy, a
stated concern was whether QA would be involved in auditing for adequacy
a procedure which QA authored, thus potentially auditing their own

; performance. Quality Assurance normally audits to assure that the QA
: program requirements are properly implemented by quality effecting

t' procedures and to assure that contract specification and code
requirements are adequately implemented in the field. The inspector
further concludes that while QA and QC may audit or inspect for
implementation of these procedures such action is not considered to be an
auditing of their own performance because program implementation is the
responsibility of production oriented organizations.

'

The inspector concludes that there is no regulatory or procedural
requirements which provide limits as to whom may write procedures. The
inspector further concludes that Pullman has provided adequate controls
to assure procedures are reviewed and approved by appropriate discipline
and managerial authority prior to issuance and use of a new procedure.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. Criterion II, NSC Audit Findina No. 4-

"There is no evidence that upper management has performed scheduled
reviews of nonconformance reports, personnel qualifications, and

-

corrective actions."
,

i NRC Finding:

The inspector examined the historical records of nine corporate
management audits conducted between September 1972 and June 1977. This
examination verified that nonconformances, personnel qualifications < and

| cprrective action were consistently among those activities audited by
corporate management.,

!

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ , -. - -.
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In addition, Pullman Power Products has since provided programmatic
improvements and incorporated an on-site management review system
requiring that the Quality Assurance / Quality Control Manager submit
monthly reports "Summarizind all significan. Quality Assurance events,
audits, nonconformances including trends noted, and may offer suggestions
for Q. A. program improvement."

The inspector concludes the historical records of corporate management
audits do provide evidence that reviews of nonconformance reports,
personnel qualifications and corrective actions were performed.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

7. Criterion V, NSC Audit Findina No. 1:

"There is no requirement that activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, and drawings."

NRC Finding:

The inspector determined that Section KFP-8 (revision dated August 22,
1972) of the Pullman Quality Assurance Manual contains procedures to be
used to establish " Process Planning and Control" for on-site work.
Specifically KFP-8, in paragraph 8.1, requires that "The field process
sheet (Figure No. 11) serves as a traveler to identify, in sequence, the
field work to be done. It is used both for the field fabrication of

( piping assemblies and for the erection of pipe in the plant." A field
process sheet will list in sequence all significant operations and
inspections associated with a particular field activity. Specific
written procedures are required to be referenced, for each operation and
inspection listed, to identify those detailed instructions necessary to
actually perform the work assignments. Applicable isometric or detailed
drawings and code requirements are also indicated on the field process
sheet. Procedure KFPS-7 (issued December 3, 1973), of the Quality
Assurance Procedures for Pipe Supports, establishes a similar " Process
Planning and Control" system using the Field Support Process Sheet.

The inspector concludes the program elements of KFP-8 and KFPS-7 did
establish that documented instructions and procedures were required to be

,

prescribed for control of Pullman's quality related construction '

activities. |

No items of noncompliance or deviaticas were identified.

8. Criterion V. NSC Audit Finding No. 2: I

"Many activities affecting quality are not described in procedures.
Among those activities are: hanger package review, pre-heating for
welding, use of Note-0-Grass, use of Rejection Notices, and maintenance
of Field Quality Inspector Daily Logs." '

NRC Finding:

s

e
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The inspector examined the procedures and program instructions that were
available for the specific activities identified.

; The inspector determined that hanger package review is described in
KFPS-12 (dated December 3, 1973), which is concerned with the final
documentation of pipe supports. KFPS-12 requires that "all field
fabricated and field installed supports have been inspected, and accepted

,

drawings are compiled and indexed as outlined" by the inclusive program |
'

instructions. Supplementary requirements were subsequently incorporated '

into ESD-254 (dated December 30, 1977) in the form of a document review !

j checklist to establish a " Guide for assembly and review of hanger
; documentation packages."

Preheating for welding is prescribed in the applicable Pullman " code weld.

procedure specifications," which are specifically referenced by the field
process sheet. Later revisions of the field process sheet and ESD-218
(dated October 1977) included amplification of preheat temperature range
requirements.

; The inspector does not consider it necessary that documents such as
j Note-0-Grams, Rejection Notices, and Inspector Logs be controlled and

prescribed by written procedures. These documents are implemented
internally as an aid to the quality assurance program management and
provide administrative tools for status reporting and recording. The
inspector determined that these documents do not establish requirements,
procedural instructions, or final acceptance documentation for quality

i related activities. Pullman's Quality Assurance Program delineates those,

l procedures required to be used for the inspection and documentation of
quality related activities.

1 In conclusion, the inspector found the Q.A. program elements describing
hangar package review and weld preheat were adequate and met the
applicable cede requirements. Note-0-Grass, Rejection Notices and,

Inspector Logs are not required, by applicable codes, to be prescribed in
' procedures. The Pullman and PG&E responses were consistent with these

conclusions.
,

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

i 9. Criterion V, NSC Audit Finding No. 3:

"Many activities affecting quality are insufficiently described in
procedures. Among these activities are isometric package review, post

~

welding heat treatment, non-conformance reporting, ninety-day welder's
log and weekly qualified welder's list, and auditing."

NRC Findina:

The inspector examined Pullman's Quality Assurance Program to determine
if the specific activities identified in the NSC Audit Finding were
adequately and sufficiently described. The inspector's findings are as
follows:

|

i

i
'

.- .. - - - -
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|

| Field procedure ESD-254 (dated May 6, 1975) appears to provide an*

' adequate outline guide for review of isometric drawing packages.
May 6, 1975 was the earliest date that could be found for ESD-254.

While most piping installations had been completed prior to May
1975, the inspector found that the final complete document review of

; isometric drawing packages were performed after ESD-254 was in
effect.'

' * Appropriate post weld heat treatment requirements were always
prescribed by weld procedure specifications. These were further
amplified in ESD-218 (October 1977), as a program improvement
subsequent to the NSC audit.

* Nonconformance reporting requirements prescribed by the Pullman ASME
certified Quality Assurance Program Manual Section KFP-10 (dated
January 4,1973) and procedure ESD-240 (dated December 6,1973) were
consistent with Appendix B criteria. A significant rewrite of
ESD-240 in 1978, and subsequent revisions, established additional

'
detailed instructions to clarify nonconformance reporting aspects
such as documentation, specific personnel responsibilities, the
functional use, closing-out, and 10-CFR 21 applicability. Pullman
Power Products calls their nonconformance reports Discrepancy
Reports, the terms are synonymous.

* Ninety-Day Welder's Log and Weekly Qualified Welder Lists are only
referenced, by KFP-15 (dated August 22, 1972) . and ESD-216 (dated

/ June 17, 1976), to figures appended in the procedures. Although
I desirable, there were no amplifying descriptions on these forms to

specify personnel responsibility, functional use, implementation,
scope, etc., until significant revisions were incorporated into
ESD-216 (dated July 10, 1979). These documents were used to
maintain welder qualification status and were maintained by

- experienced personnel under the cognizance of the Quality
Assurance / Quality Control Manager. A review of the application of
90-day welder logs and weekly qualified welder lists did not

'

identify any evidence of inconsistencies that would have adversely
affected quality control activities. The Code merely-requires that
a contractor assure that welders are qualified but doesn't prescribe
methods effecting administrative control of this activity. Thus,
the inspector finds that Pullman did adequately track welder
qualification to assure Code compliance. .This subject is further
examined in paragraph 21 of this report.

* Internal and Corporate Management audits of the Pullman onsite Q.A.
program were described by Q.A. manual section KFP-18 (revision.
8/22/72). The program elements prescribed by KFP-18 were not
complete and very general in nature. Those areas which appeared

, particularly deficient were audit personnel. qualifications, audit
scope, audit. scheduling and disposition of audit records.

A corporate procedure (no. XVIII-1) prescribed further instructions
'

for corporate management' audits, ' directed and conducted by
Williamsport headquarters management personnel. Corporate audit

_

procedure No. XVIII-1, provided the detailed instructions for

$
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conducting the management audits required by KFP-18. A review of
lcorporate management audits, performed in accordance with Procedure

XVIII-1, reveals a history of Quality Assurance Program audits based
u'on checklists following 10 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria. Thisp
established a comprehensive corporate audit system which appeared to ,

review all field Q.A. program facets. Thus, for performing
corporate management audits, Procedure XVIII-1 did provide effective
amplifying instructions to implement the general elements of KFP-18.

There did not exist any comparable detailed procedure to implement
" internal" audits required to be performed by on-site Quality
Assurance personnel. A staff review of internal audit records prior
to the NSC audit indicates that all aspects of the Pullman field
Quality Assurance program were not being addressed. This deficiency
was also clearly identified by a licensee audit of Pullman and
subsequently documented on nonconformance report No. DCO-78-RM-004
(dated October 1978). Pullman's resolution included a rewrite of
KFP-18 and development of an internal audit procedure, issued as
ESD-263, dated June 26, 1978. To further provide for audit program
consistency, the corporate audit procedure XVIII-1 was incorporated
into field procedure ESD-274, dated February 19, 1980. Adequate
corrective action was implemented to assure that all Q. A. field
program elements were scheduled for internal auditing (as of June
1978). Records of subsequent internal and corporate audits verify
that no major breakdown of the Quality Assurance program had
occurred, nor had any significant problems gone undetected, due to

( the deficiencies identified with the internal auditing program.

In conclusion, the inspector determined there were adequate controls
which prescribed requirements for isometric package review, post welding
heat treatment and nonconformance reporting. Further, the practices used
by Pullman in implementing the ninety-day welders log and weekly
qualified welders list effectively accomplished the intent of these
activities even though specifics regarding how these activities were to
be performed were not prescribed in detail by procedures until July 10,
1979. Even though the internal audit program, implemented by on-site
personnel, (prior to 1978) was determined to be of a marginal quality, a
redundant program of comprehensive corporate audits was performed
concurrently. Based upon an examination of the findings identified in
corporate and internal audits, there did not appear to be any adverse
impact on quality related activities as a result of the inadequate
description of the internal auditing program. The inspector concludes
that, with both programs operating simultaneously, sufficient records are
available to assure the necessary criteria of Appendix B were being
audited periodically. This conclusion is based, in part, on the absence
of recurring significant audit findings.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

10. Criterion VI, NSC Audit Finding No. 9a:

"For Isometric 2-14-77: The Process Sheet was changed to show the
completion of FW-192 on April 10 and April 11, 1974, approximately 19 l
months after the work was done." 1

|

|

--
,
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NRC Finding:

The inspector found that even though the NSC audit finding identifies the
incorrect isometric package, presumably due to typographical error, the
Pullman response correctly addresses the intended isometric package,
i.e., Isometric Package No. 2-14-47. Examination of isometric package
no. 2-14-47 indicated that FW-192 was completed on April 11, 1974, as
indicated by the signing and dating of the line item by the Pullman
welding inspector. The signature and date were in ink and the inspector
could not find any evidence to indicate that the completion date or
signature had been altered or that any attempt had been made to alter the
signature and date. The weld was liquid penetrant examined on December
2, 1975, found acceptable, and the line ites for the non-destructive
examination on the process sheet was then signed and dated. Examination
of the Liquid Penetrant Examination record indicated that both the
signatures and dates on the process sheet and the Liquid Penetrant
Examination Record were in ink and no evidence could be found to indicate
that there had been an attempt to alter the dates or signatures on either
or both of these documents.

Therefore, the inspector could not corraborate the NSC auditor's finding
that the date for completion of FW-192 had been changed or backdated.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

11. Criterion VI, NSC Audit Finding No. 9b:

(
" Isometric 2-14-8: FW-1673 was performed to Revision 2 of the isometric,
which did not show FW-1673. Revision 3 of the isometric, which included
the FW-1673, was generated approximately one week after completion of the
weld. It is therefore concluded that FW-1673 was performed without the
normal controls of a Process Sheet, a weld procedure call out and a
call-out of NDE requirements."

NRC Finding:

The inspector examined the various contractor procedures and documents
that existed during the time frame in question to determine whether the

~

design change control system was circumvented by the Pullman' Quality
Assurance Inspector which allowed or directed the welding of a valve to a
capped pipe. The inspector examined Isometric No. 2-14-8 which in
Revision 2, dated December 11, 1972, shows a capped pipe (termed a
nipple) and in Revision 3, dated May 29, 1974, the required valve and
vent (actually a capped pipe) are depicted. Revision 2 of the isometric
drawing did not show FW-1673. A review of the weld process sheet
indicated that the weld (FW-1673) was completed on May 24, 1974, five
days before the issuance of revision 3 to the isometric drawing. Thus,
t.he inspector concludes that FW-1673 was made prior to the issuance of
revision 3 to the isometric drawing. However, it appears that the
installation of FW-1673 was accomplished in a controlled manner as
described below.

The inspector examined Pullman Quality Assurance Instruction No. 52,
dated December 13, 1973 which states that, "Due to a shortage of valves

.

. _ . .
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used for vents and drains at this complex, it has become necessary to
install twelve inch nipples, capped on end, to facilitate flushing."
Subsequent to instruction no. 52, on March 8, 1974 an apparently generic
discrepancy report (Discrepancy Report No. DR 2100) was written in an
effort to expedite the installation of vents and drains in erected pipe.

'

| Item No. 3 of the approved disposition of the discrepancy report states
i that, "All welds added for this change will be recorded on the process
i sheet and isometric. All added weld number selection will be coordinated
i between drafting, Quality Assurance Inspector, and Engineering." Ites
! No. 4 states that, " Engineering is to notify the area Quality Assurance

Inspector prior to starting installation of standard vents and drains."
Therefore, it appears that the Quality Assurance Inspector was in contact
with Engineering for the installation of vents and drains and welds were
required to be recorded on process sheets. Thus, the inspector concludes
that the licensee and Pullman adequately controlled and documented the

, installation of nipples, in place of the required vents and drains.
Furthermore, the inspector concludes that the licensee and Pullman
adequately controlled the restoration of the system to design
configuration by adding the required vents and drains when valves became
available.

A process sheet for field weld, FW-1673 is contained in Isometric No.
2 14-8, as required. Therefore, the inspector concludes that FW-1673 was
performed using the normal controls of a process sheet.

Further, Pullman procedure ESD-239, dated April 2,1974, states in
(' paragraph 2.1 that " Piping systems shall be ' closed' out by Quality
i Assurance Inspectors. Piping shall be checked when necessary against

PG&E area drawings, Section 3 of Specification 8711 and the PG&E flow
diagrams. All missing or incorrect items shall be recorded on a punch
list and D.R. (discrepancy report) written if required." ESD-239 further
states in paragraph 3.1 that "The following is a guide for Quality
Assurance Inspectors when closing out piping systems" and proceeds to
state in paragraph 3.1.2 to " Check field run pipe and fittings for
correct materials, rating and specifications when so . identified," and in
paragraph 3.1.15 to, " Check that instrument connections, vents, drains
and plugs are installed per the Isometric and Flow Sheets." Therefore,
it appears that Quality Assurance Inspectors were required to verify
conformance to PG&E design drawing (Flow Sheets), and to record any
discrepancies. The field QC inspector, in conjunction with Pullman
Engineering, had apparently accepted the installation of FW-1673 knowing
that the next isometric revision would be updated to correspond to Flow
Sheet requiements.

A comparison of the contractor operated Isometric No. 2-14'8 to the PG&E-

Flow Sheet (PG&E Drawing No. 108014) indicated that the. required valve
and vent were depicted on the line referenced on Isometric No. 2-14-8.
Therefore, the weld (FW-1673) attaching the valve and vent was, at least |

implicitly, required on the PG&E Flow Sheet.(No.-108014). It appears
that the valve and vent were not installed on the line due to the
shortage of valves, as stated in the aforementioned Quality Assurance
Instruction No. 52. However, adequate provisions had been made for the
subsequent installation of the valve, as shown by the installation of the
nipple and cap depicted in Revision 2 of'the isometric. A check of one

_-
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other line with a similar configuration (there are four similar lines

with valves and vents in the same area) confirmed that a similar
situation had occurred for Isometric No. 2-14-6, Line No. 1759-6 (i.e.,
the weld had been made and completed before the revision to the isometric,

depicted the weld).

Additionally, the inspector verified that, in the time frame in question,,

| a method existed to assure that the proper welding procedure was used for
the pipe to valve weld in question. The inspector found that ESD-227,,

dated December 20, 1973 provided a chart indicating the proper weld
* procedure for different materials and configurations required. For this

case, a socket weld was required and weld procedure no. 92/93 was the.

weld procedure needed and used. A review of the process sheet for
FW-1673 confirmed that weld procedure 92/93 was used.

; Finally, the inspector verified that contractor originated drawings (for
'

example, isometrio drawings) are reviewed by the Engineer (PG&E) for ,

conformance with the PG&E design drawings. The PG&E Drawing Control
Procedure, dated September 11, 1972, paragraph 3.11 (Contractor's Field
Drawings and Procedures) states that " Drawings that are drawn by the
contractors onsite (Lift drawings, piping isometric, hanger drawing,
etc.) are submitted to PG&E onsite office for approval. These drawings
are checked by PG&E drawings. They are returned to the contractor with .

the stamp (no. 6) below noting the appropriate condition of the drawing.",

Isometric No. 2-14-8 was stamped as approved, therefore indicating review
and acceptance by the licensee.

('
t In conclusion, it appears that under certain conditions welds could be

added (through coordination with the Quality Assurance Inspector and the
, Engineer) which did not circumvent the then existing design change
j control system. Furthermore, these additions were accomplished in a
J controlled, orderly and proper manner.

FW-1673 was completed using a weld process sheet, a welding procedure was
specified, including identification of necessary nondestructive

; examinations. Further, while FW-1673 was not depicted on the contractor
generated isometric drawing, revision 2, the weld was implied to be
necessary by the PG&E generated and approved Flow Sheet -(Drawing No.
108014) and the inclusion of FW-1673 was accomplished and documented in a:
controlled manner.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

12. Criterion VI NSC Audit Findina No. 9c:

" Isometric 2-14-53: FW-247 was completed on February 20, 1975.
Approximately December 1, 1975, the visual acceptance was signed off and
b.ackdated; the Weld Rod Requisition was changed to show that more than
the original quantity of one had been burned."

NRC Findina:

The inspector examined the daily work log of the Pullman inspector who
perfonne<d the inspection on FW-247. The daily work log records indicate

.

k
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that the inspector did perform the final inspection of FW-247 on February
20, 1975, as stated in the Pullman response. Therefore, the inspector
does not consider this to be an unauthorized, or improper, backdating
because the signature reflects the actual conduct of inspections.

Examination of the Weld Rod Requisition records indicated that the
quantity of weld rod was changed on one weld rod slip as stated by the |

NSC auditor, however the change was initialed by a Pullman inspector.
The change to the Weld Rod Requisition slip was apparently made because
the Pullman inspector entered the number of weld rod returned on the
wrong line ites and subsequently changed the line item to reflect the
correct conditions. It appears that the condition was caused by an
error, which was later caught by the Pullman inspectors. The inspector
considers this acceptable in that the record was apparently modified to
reflect the actual conditions existing. NRC examination of approximately
one hundred weld rod requisition records contained in isometric packages
Nos. 2-14-77, 2-14-47, 2-14-8, 2-14-53, 2-14-59, and 2-26-417, did not
identify any similar conditions.

The inspector concludes that this item does not represent an instance of
unauthorized changing of quality related documents and that the changes
made had been made with adequate basis and reason.

As a side issue, it was reported (in Pullman's response to this audit
finding) that this problem had been found as a result of an internal
Pullman audit. The inspector reviewed Pullman's internal audits and

g could not verify the Pullman audit response. It appears that the
. discrepancy was found by Pullman as a result of the documentation review

of the isometric package. This minor inconsistency in the Pullman
response is not considered to be significant.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

13. Criterion VI, NSC Audit Findina No. 9d:

" Isometric 2-14-59: FW-268 was completed February 5,1975. On December
2,1975, the entry on the Process Sheet for removal of dass was signed
off and backdated. There is no proof that the dans had been removed."

NRC Findina:

The inspector found that FW-268 is a Code Class 3 weld which the records
indicate was made with the use of a backing ring, thus, no dans were to-

be used. The signing on the line entry for das removal, by the Pullman
inspector, appeared to be an oversight on the part of the Pullman
inspector. Examination of Isometric Package No. 2-14-59 indicated that a
Warehouse Requisition Record specifying a backing ring for FW-268 was
contained in the package. The inspector could not verify the December 2,
1975 date, when supposedly the backdating occurred.

The inspector did find that, apparently in response to the NSC finding,
the Pullman inspector did cross out the " Remove Dam" entry, wrote "not
applicable", dated and signed this line entry on December 7, 1977. This
same Pullman inspector also found that he had performed the same error on.

*s.
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FW-269, which is contained on the same isometric package. The Pullman
inspector then crossed out, wrote "not applicable", and dated and signed !

'

this line entry on December 7, 1977. '

Examination of five isometric packages, by the NRC inspector, identified
three other similar cases wherein a different Pullman inspector hadt

| signed the " Remove Dam" line entry, when in fact a backing ring had been
used. Isometric package no. 2-14-53 contains FW-246 and FW-247 and
Isometric package no. 2-14-47 contains FW-196, which have similar
discrepancies.

The inspector concludes that no safety significance can be attributed to
this NSC finding and no purpose would be served by reviewing and
correcting any other similar record discrepancies. The NSC finding
appears to be the result of errors by Pullman inspectors, who
subsequently corrected these errors to indicate the actual state of
activities. The inspector does not consider this to be a QA program
deficiency; rather, these appear to be instances where inspection
personnel were trying to show that no dam was installed as opposed to,

actually removing a dam.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

14. Criterion VI, NSC Audit Finding No. 9e:

" Isometric 2-26-417: FW-144, 145, 196, and 197 were completed on May 14,

( 1976. The Weld Rod Requisition had been altered to add FW-197. However,
the Weld Rod Requisition shows that 14 rods had been burned, which seems
improbable for the four welds that were supposedly welded."

NRC Finding:

The inspector verified that the M.W. Kellogg (Pullman) Field Warehouse
Requisition record indicated that four 3/4" sockets were issued on May
13, 1976 and welded on May 14, 1976. It is the inspector's opinion that
14 weld rods provide sufficient weld rod to weld the four 3/4" socket
welds referred to by the NSC finding. The inspector examined Pullman
procedure ESD-202, dated April 28, 1975, which states in part, in
paragraph 3.2, that "For socket welds, up to four welds may be put on one
requisition (weld rod requisition slip)." The inspector did find that
all four socket welds were documented on one weld rod requisition slip.

The inspector concluded that this NSC finding has no safety significance
and was in accordance with existing procedures.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

15. Criterion VI, NSC Audit Finding No. 10:

"No procedure or requirement prohibits the changing or alteration of the
records and documents that are necessary to track the work. Field
Process Sheets, Weld Rod Requisitions, inspection records, etc., should
not be changed or should be changed only by Quality Assurance supervisory

, personnel and then signed and dated."

|

-.
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NRC Findina:

A review, by the inspector, of historical procedures indicates the NSC
audit finding is substantiated in part. Prior to 1977, insufficient
requirements existed to control the changing or alteration of quality

'

records and documents specified in the NSC finding. The ASMI certified
PPP Q.A. manual program elements describing field process sheets, weld

j rod requisitions, and inspection records did specify the qualified
personnel responsible for filling out or revising these documents;
however, there was no concise administrative Q.A. program instructions
written to control how changes to Q.A. field documents would be
implemented. This concern had been previously addressed by Pullman's own
corporate management audits, which identified a few findings of editorial
changes made to Q.A. field documents without adequate administrative
controls.

,

In response to the NSC and Pullman corporate audits, several on-site
Pullman QA procedures were revised to provide more explicit
administrative controls. ESD-254, entitled " Document Review", was
revised on December 30, 1977 to establish for records, process sheets,
requisitions, and reports that " corrections, if made, shall be initialed
and dated by the responsible individual". The scope of change

' requirements in KFP-17 (dated August 31, 1977), the QA Manual chapter on
revisions and deletions, was broadened to also include all field

,
procedures (ESDs). Corrections and/or changes of field process sheets,

! according to ESD-264 (dated September 15, 1978), titled " Process Planning
/ and Control," shall be initialed and dated, and limited to specific

4 I qualified personnel.

Neither the NSC nor the Pullman corporate audit findings, nor the staff
review, identified any unapproved technical changes or other substantive,

changes which would have adversely affected construction quality.
- Rather, the issue of concern merely involves editorial. field changes made

to Q.A. documents and records completed prior to 1977 and the NRC finds
that this concern has only minimal safety significance.

Therefore, the inspector concludes that Pullman Q.A. took effective
corrective action to correct the programmatic concern identified by the
NSC audit and previous Pullman corporate audits.

; In conclusion, the inspector determined that Pullman Q.A. took effective
corrective action in addressing the programmatic concern identified by
the NSC audit and previous Pullman corporate audits. Furthermore, there
is no evidence in the NSC, PG&E and Pullman corporate. audits to suspect
that any field changes made to pre-1977 documents and records impacted
adversely on the quality of field construction.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

| 16. Criterion VIII, NSC Audit Findina No. 12:

" Procedure ESD-223 does not give adequate instructions for the
identification and control of Class I Pipe Supports."

?

\_/
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NRC Finding:

.

| The inspector reviewed the historical file for ESD-223, " Installation and
i Inspection of Pipe Supports" and, specifically, the extensive revisions

that occurred on November 11, 1975 and May 25, 1976. The inspector found
that the procedure revisions contained adequate Quality Assurance / Quality
Control instructions for the control and identification of Class I pipe
supports. Additionally, the inspector found that other existing
procedures, contained in the Pullman Quality Program, provided additional
or amplifying instructions for the identification and control of Class I
pipe supports.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified. |
|

17. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding No. 3:

"The qualification and certification program for NDE and inspection
personnel has been inadequate. The records of the following personnel
were examined: D. R. Geske, T. L. Koch, J. E. Cawelti, G. P. Keeler,
K. E. Beck, L. Glass, W. R. Johnson, E. Stanton, C. B. Athay, R. G.
Sears, D. S. Tutke, J. N. Shironizu, V. J. Casey, J. A. Brasher, L. F.
Myrick, S. R. Stanley, H. Guest, D. E. Bentley, R. D. Kincade, K. D. Guy,
J. R. Bowlby, E. R. Jennings, A. L. Newton, C. C. Lenzi, J. J. Sisk, L.
K. Thomas, A. A. Conques, and R. L. Marks. In virtually all cases, the
individuals began performing their duties without fulfilling the
specified requirements. The most prevalent discrepancies are: not

/ completing the required training, not having proof of previous
experience, insufficient time as Level I, unsigned tests, and
insufficient background and experience."

i

NRC Finding:

The inspector examined the procedures for qualification and certification
of non-destructive examination and inspection personnel that existed in
Pullman's program before September 1977. These are Engineering
Standard-Diablo (ESD) No. 235, " Nondestructive Examination Personnel
Qualification and Certification Procedure," dated September 25, 1973, and
ESD No. 237, " Quality Assurance Inspector Training Program," dated
February 26, 1974.

'
The requirements for qualification of Pullman inspectors must have been,

revised or amplified on or after Srptember 25, 1973. .This is based on
the Pullman response, to the above NSC audit finding, which states in-
part, that "All current inspectors have been qualified by test as
outlined in ESD-237. Requirements for qualification and certification of
field inspectors were added in ESD-237 on September 25, 1973 to reflect
the requirements of ANSI N45.2.6, just published. Persons hired before
this time were not necessarily tested at time of hire. -Subsequent to
1973, the records indicate that all inspection personnel received
required training and examination." A review of the ESD-237 historical;

file indicated that a prior revision had occurred on May 1, 1969,
however, no procedure revision could be found which was specifically
dated September 25, 1973.

,
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ESD-237, dated February 26, 1974, states in paragraph 2.3 that, "All
personnel engaged as Field QA Inspectors involved in the inspection ofi

weldsents, interpretation of Engineering Specifications and Welding
Procedures, and documentation work, shall be required to complete an
indoctrination period as described in Section 4 of this specification."
Paragraph 4.1 states that, "The indoctrination period for the Field Q.A.
Inspectors described in Section 2.3 shall contain as a minimum, but not
necessarily limited to, the following courses:

Visual Inspection Welding Procedures
Welding Inspection Welding Processes
Basic Q.A.

Other courses offered as optional are:

Welding Steam Power Plant Fundamentals
Basic Power Plant Instrue. Welding & Piping Eng. Technology
Introducing Nuclear Power (I.C.S.)

The Visual Inspection and Welding Inspection tests shall be administered
and controlled by the N.D.E. Training Officer. All N.D.T. training,
qualifications and certifications will be covered by ESD-235." The terms
NDE and NDT are synonymous and refer to nondestructive examination.

Paragraph 4.2 states that tests used for the indoctrination courses for
Field Q. A. Inspectors shall be:

( 1. For Basic Q.A. Test-ESD's.
2. For Weld Procedure Test-Approved Welding Procedures.
3. For the Weld Process' Test, Welder Qualification Card and

Pipefitter's Manual.
4. For Welding Inspection Qualifications, General Welding Information.
S. Visual Inspection Qualifications-General Dynamics NDT Introduction.

Examination of ESD-235 indicated that although.this procedure is a
nondestructive personnel qualification and certification procedure, the

i procedure also describes levels of qualification for visual inspection
personnel, the type of examination, the number of questions, and the
acceptable grade for the examination. Additionally, a welding test
requirement is contained in paragraph 11.2.14 which states that, "A
combination of General, Specific, and Practical examinations will be
given using the Diablo Canyon Welding Seminar Test Paper, containing 66
questions."

Therefore, it is apparent that Field QA Inspectors were required to be
indoctrinated through a program of courses related to their job function,
including visual and welding inspection tests administered and controlled
by the NDE Training Officer. Discussions with contractor personnel
indicated that, in the pre-1977 time frame, the training officer
controlled all personnel certifications, with no distinction being made
between NDE and welding inspection personnel.

The inspector examined the personnel files of 20 of the 28 individuals
named in the NSC audit, comparing the date when each individual started

. . - - . . , .
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|

| employment with Pullman Power Products versus the date each individual
started accepting work. This examination confirmed the NSC audit finding, ,

; that in virtually all cases, welding Quality Assurance Inspectors began
performing their duties without fulfilling the specified requirements and

5 without completing the required training. Two examples are as follows:
:
' * V. J. Casey began employment with Pullman Power Products on

November 19, 1973 and began accepting weldsents in November, 1973.
j He was not certified as a welding inspector until February 27, 1974.

! * E. R. Jennings began employment with Pullman Power Products on
January 16, 1974 and began accepting weldsents on January 22, 1974.
He was not certified as a welding inspector until April 21, 1974.

i Additionally, two other inspectors were found to have questionable
backgrounds which, in the inspector's opinion, would not warrant their;

immediate certification as welding inspectors. K. D. Guy had essentially
i no background in quality control / quality assurance, yet within two months

was a fully certified inspector accepting weldsents. A. L. Newton had
some background in the aircraft industry, but a lapse of several years
had occurred between the time he had terminated his employment in the
aircraft industry and the time he began employment with Pullman. Yet
within two months Newton was accepting veldsents. Both of these

{ individuals had taken several, but not all, of the required welding
i examination tests specified in ESD-237. Therefore, both of these
; individuals also began performing their duties without fulfilling the

specified requirements and without completing the required training.,

1 (
The failure to assure that Quality Assurance Inspectors were qualified
and certified in accordance with the contractor quality procedures is

j, considered an apparent ites of noncompliance (50-275/323/83-37/01).

It should be noted that for all personnel files examined, with the
exception of Messrs. Guy and Newton, all individuals appeared to be
experienced, with adequate backgrounds either in welding or in the area
of quality control inspection.

,

The inspectors review of personnel files further concluded that Pullman
NDE personnel were properly certified and had not accepted or performed
work prior to being certified in accordance with Pullman procedures or
Codes.

The inspector concurs with the NSC audit finding that welding inspection
personnel performed inspections prior to being certified. The inspector
does not concur with the NSC finding that NDE personnel performed
nondestructive examinations prior to being certified.

18. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina No. 10b:

"The Ninety-Day Welders' Log was not maintained from August, 1972 to
~

December, 1972. There is no Weekly Qualified-Welders List for that time-
period to substantiate that the welders were actually, qualified."

\
\s /

.

i

|

|
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;

NRC Findina:3

The inspectors approach to resolving this issue was to examine the 90 day
welders logs to determine whether the alleged gap in the log exists, to, ,

;
determine the basis for establishing the weekly qualified welders list,

| to determine whether the weekly list is available for the above time

i period and, if not, the reasons for the unavailability.
,

i The inspector examined the 90 day welder's log and found that no void
j existed between 8/72 and 12/72. While it is true that no weekly

| qualified welders list exists for that time period, the basis for

! establishing the weekly list is the 90 day qualifice welder's log.
However, the inspector notes that the weekly qualified welder's list is

;
' not a document requiring retention by the Pullman Quality Assurance

program. The 90 day welder's log provides documentary evidence of welder'

performance during a specific period, to assure qualification within codei

requirements. This log is based upon weld filler metal withdrawal sheets'

; and the welder qualification records. Therefore, the inspector concludes
that, based upon the records available, no code or procedural violation
can be determined because the 90 day welders log existed for the time

i period referenced by the NSC audit and the weekly qualified welders list
is not required to be retained. The NRC considers this practice,

acceptable.4

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

19. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina 10c:

"The Ninety-Day Welders' Log is not sufficiently detailed to determine if
the welder is qualified to perform certain procedures. The Ninety-bay
Welders' Log has been revised a number of times, and the detail.has
improved with each revision. Previous to the latest revision (November,
1974), the log was very poor in giving precise information relative to

! procedure and thickness ranges to which the welder was qualified."

NRC Findina:

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine a
representative sample of the early.90 day qualified welder's logs and
determine if the information contained was sufficient to conclude that a
welder was qualified to perform certain welding procedures.

The 90 day qualified welder's logs for the period from 1972 through 1978
I were examined. The log identifies the welder, weld stamp identifier .the-
| procedures which the welder was qualified to perform, and the welding

process (i.e. , metal-arc, insert, Gas Tungsten Arc for both carbon and,

stainless steel, and Gas Metal Arc for carbon steel) qualified to
perform. Process use in the 90 day log was, and still is, determined-
from a review of weld filler metal withdrawal sheets.; ;

,
.

The inspector discussed the Pullman method of tracking welder
' qualifications with the Code Authorized Inspector who was onsite during

.the early construction years. The former Authorized Inspector. stated
that he reviewed the Pullman methodology for documenting welder( q

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - ._, . . . , _ . . _ __ ,_ ,
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,

,

. -
- qualifications and was satisfied that.the'Ps11 man method had been

. acceptably implemented. -~

|
~

,.

The inspector observed that the 90 day qualified welders log form had j,

been frequently revised to provide more information; including,

# qualification coupon wall thickness, and specific (versus general)
i identification of procedure and process as the number of welding,

procedure specifications in use expanded. In the early days of
construction the number of specific welding procedures was small with
these procedures being refined and narrowed in applicability as

'

; construction progressed and experience dictated.
~

' - The inspector finds that the 90 day qualified welder's log was
sufficiently detailed to determine whether a welde"r'wse qualified to
pe' clops certain " procedures and complied with applicable code

' requirements. Weldsent thickness a welder was qualified to perform was.,

added to;the'90 day' log as a result of an NRC concern ~during the later
'~ _

phases'o_f construction, in order to clarify w'eldei's qualification to
make welds on limited or unlimited thickness sections. This was not a

~

critical addition since other means existed to establ'i'sh each welder's
thickness qualification (ie: the original qualificatio'n record).

.r
No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

20. Crit rion~IX, NSC Audit Findink 10d:
, - ,.

,

/;' "fo_procedurestateswhattheFieldQuality.AssuranceInspectorusesas
the primJry means to determine welder qualification, the Ninety-Day
Welders' Log, the Weekly Qualified Welders List, or the Welder's
Qualification Card." -

.

.

- NRC Finding:
_

,.

,
The inspector's approach to. resolving this issue was to evaluate the
validity of the NSC finding and Pullman response.,

TheASMEQAManual, pro'eeduIeKFP-15'(WeldingQualifications, dated
August 22,'1972) gener' ally 3Es'cribes the responsibility and methodology
used by Pullman in assuring that welders are tested, qualified and issued

. . a stamp. ESD-216 (Welding Performance Qualification) is the implementing
' procedure for the welder qualification process. Neither procedure
; describes precisely what the assigned Quality Assurance Inspector uses to'

~ determine whether a welder has used a specific process and is thus
qualified; however, discussions with the former Authorized Inspector and,

Pullman personnel who have been onsit'e since the early 1970, indicate
that weld filler metal withdrawal sheets had always been used to
determine whether a particular welder had used the specific process
during the previouk 90 days or whether he had used another process during
the extended 6 month period, specified by the ASME Code, immediately
prior to the point in time undeT| consideration.

|

The inspector finds that no ullman procedure identifies what the field7
Quality Assurance inspector uses_as a primary means Eo determine welder

,

qualification, however, the practice utilized by Pullman was generally| ' ,
1

' ',o
[.

'6

J
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well known by both personnel and management assigned primary
responsibility for tracking welder qualification. Furthermore, the
inspector considers that the method historically used by Pullman (i.e.,
weld filler metal withdrawal sheets and welder qualification records) was
sufficient and adequate to document and verify welder qualification, as

i required by the ASME B&PV Code, Section IX.
I

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
.

'

21. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding 10e:

j "No procedure specifies who is responsible for the Ninety-Day Welders'
I Log, the Weekly Qualified Welder's List, or the Welder's Qualification
l Card; how the information is obtained; how the logs are used; to whom
! they are distributed; etc."

NRC Findina:

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to assess the
validity of the NSC finding and Pullman response, examine the applicable
procedural requirements and practices employed and assess the adequacy of
the findings for compliance with code requirements.

As described in finding 10.d, above, the inspector examined (1).

procedures KFP-15 and ESD-216, and (2) the 90 day qualified welder's logs
from 1972 through 1978. The inspector found that the 90 day log was

/ continuously maintained, except for the strike during June-November,
,

1974. All welders who returned following the strike were requalified by '

performance of test welds to reestablish a basis for the 90 day log.
Both procedures (KFP-15 and ESD-216) imply that the assigned QA inspector
is to keep and maintain the 90 day qualified welder's log, the weekly
qualified welder's list, and the welder's qualification records. This
was apparently the understanding of both the Quality Assurance inspectors
and Quality Assurance management and appeared to be consistently
implemented. That the procedures do not specifically assign such
responsibility for the maintenance of the above documents is of minimal
significance. The inspector finds that the Pullman practice and
procedures for documenting and maintaining welder qualification status
was and is adequate.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

22. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina 10f:

" Procedure KFPS-13 differs from KFP-15 in that it does not permit a
six-month extention of welder qualifications if the welder has been
actively welding on some .other welding process. . Procedure KFPS-13
requires the welder to use the specific welding process within a
three-month period or be requalified. There is no evidence of adherence
to this requirement for pipe support welding."

NRC Findina:

|

[
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The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the NSC
; referenced procedures, assess the validity of the NSC finding and Pullman

response, and evaluate the findings for compliance with the ASME Code.

The 1971 edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX
provided, in-paragraph Q-26, that " Renewal of qualification of a )
perfonsance specification is required. . .when a welder. ..has not used the

'

specific process...to weld either ferrous or nonferrous materials for a
period of three months or more...." This paragraph was revised in the i

p Winter 1971 Addenda to read " Renewal of qualification of a performance |
specification is required...when a welder...has not used the specific
process...to weld either ferrous or nonferrous material for a period of
.three months or more except when employed on some other welding process

,

'
the period may be extended to six months...." The inspector found that
Pullman had not revised procedure KFPS-13 to reflect the revised '

;

I requirements of the Winter 1971 Addenda and that, up to November 30,
1977, KFPS-13 reflected the original, more conservative, requirement of
the 1971 Edition, Section IX, paragraph Q-26. The inspector also found.

| that Pullman's welder qualification program implemented the appropriate
Code requirements regarding renewal of qualification in compliance with
the code preamble requiring that "Any requalifications or new
qualifications shall be made in accordance with the test requirements of

, the current edition." Thus, the inspector finds that Pullman complied
j with the revised welder requalification provisions of the ASME B&PV. Code,
'

after the revision, although Pullman was slow in revising KFPS-13 to
reflect the revised code requiremente.,

(
' The inspector reviewed procedure KFPS-13 (Pipe Support Field Procedure -

Welding Qualifications - dated December 3, 1973) and notes that paragraph;

13.2.3 was revised on November 30, 1977. to reflect the applicable
provision of the ASME Code, Section IX regarding renewal of
qualification.

The ASME Code prescribes that the most current edition of Section IX be
implemented at all times. Discussion with the Pullman Quality Assurance
Manager, the Welding Qualification Quality Assurance Inspector, and the

j Authorized Inspector during the early construction phase, indicated that-
the current revision of Section IX was consistently implemented and that
the apparent omission of the time extension provision of the Code in
KFPS-13 was an omissien of the relaxed requirements provided in Section
IX. Examination r. *ce 30 day Welder Qualification Logs for the years of
1972 through 10~4 i 'teste that adequate welder qualification
documentatio2 (n an atained. > Further, discussions with the above
individuals [r wie sq that verification of a welders use of another
process, as provideo by Section IX, was accomplished-by. review of the
weld. filler metal withdrawal sheets which issued weld filler metal to the' '

,

welder. These sheets document the procedure to be employed by the welder
~

in performance of welding with the filler metal issued. The ASME_ Quality.
Assurance manual for code piping (KFP procedures) provided for use _ of the

;

referenced ASME Section IX option; however, the Pipe Support Quality ,

Assurance manual (KFPS procedures) were subordinate to-the ASME Quality
Assura,nce manual and, therefore, welder gualifications were accomplished
using the option provided by the ASME Quality Assurance: manual and

.

a

Y

'
,

t

'

'
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Section IX. The inspector finds that the Pullman practice for welder
qualification tracking was consistent with the ASME B&PV Code.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

| 23. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding 10h:

" Procedure ESD-219 requires random sampling of in process welding, with
the sampling to be noted on the Field Process Sheets. In examining Field
Process Sheets, it is obvious that the sampling by the area inspectors
was not performed."

NRC Finding:

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue, was to assess the
validity of the NSC finding and Pullman response and evaluate the NRC
findings for safety significance and/or compliance with the Pullman
program.

ESD-219 required that welder audits were to be performed on each welder
every six weeks and recorded on the welder audit sheet. The procedure
ESD-219 did not require that welder audits be recorded on the Field
Process Sheets. The audits are a Pullman program requirement in excess
of the ASME Code requirements and were performed on a sampling basis and
recorded on the welder audit sheets. The welder audit sheet format was
upgraded on 12/10/73, 2/4/74, 12/6/74, 6/27/74 and 6/17/76 as experience

[ in the use of the audit sheets identified an upgrading need. The
'

inspector examined welder audit sheets and observed that activities
monitored were recorded on these welder audit sheets. The inspector
considers that the performance of welder audits of each welder every six
weeks was an appropriate method for recording-in process welding
observations. The fact that the procedure did not require that such
observaticas be recorded on the process sheet is viewed as a finding of
no safety significance since this activity is over and above the ASME
Code requirements.

The inspector examined the revision / change records of procedure ESD-219
(Weld Procedure Monitoring) and observed that paragraph 4.4 was revised
on December 30, 1977, apparently in response to the NSC audit finding, to
prescribe that sampling checks of in process welding may be noted'on the
process sheet or inspectors daily work sheet.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

24. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding 101:

" Procedure ESD-219 requires periodic auditing by the Welding Auditor.
These audits were not performed until November 5,1973; and Pullman Power
Products was not in compliance with this procedure for'approximately 23
months."

NRC Finding:

I

l

l
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33.

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to assess the
validity of the NSC finding and Pullman response, and evaluate the NRC
findings for conformance with the specified Pullman program.

The inspector examined the records of change / revision to ESD-219. The
records show that the procedure was written in draft form on February 14,
1973. The November 1973 revision apparently was issued and implemented
beginning in November 1973. Examination of the 1973, 1974 and 1975

.
welder audit sheets indicate that the required welder audits were

| performed beginning November 1, 1973. Discrepant findings appear to have
been adequately dealt with and resolved.

The ASME Code does not contain any requirements for performance of
welding audits. The Pullman program for conducting welder audits appears
to be in excess of ASME Code or AWS DI.1 requirements and the NRC finds
no irregularities in the Pullman implementation of this welder audit
program.

The inspector concurs with the NSC finding that these audits were not
performed until early November 1973, and concurs with the Pullman
response that ESD-219 was not written until February, 1973. The
procedure implementation appears to have begun in November 1973.

Based on the above, the inspector was not able to corroborate the NSC
statement that Pullman was in noncompliance with the procedure for about
23 months.

I The inspector concludes that Pullman did implement a program of periodic
welder audits in 1973 shortly after procedure ESD-219 was issued.
Pullman apparently exceeded the requirements of the ASME Code and AWS
D1.1 in the area of welder auditing and had implemented a program
consistent with industry practice of the time in the area of welder
auditing.

No items of ncncompliance or deviations were identified.

25. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina 10j:

Procedure ESD-219 requires monitoring stainless steel welds for ferrite
control. However, the Severin Gauges were not on site until the
beginning of 1973; and Pullman' Power Products was not in compliance with
this procedure for approximately 12 months.

| NRC Findina:

The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the
Pullman response to the NSC finding, establish the degree of response

j

validity and have Parameter, Inc., an NRC consultant,-independently 1
examine a sample of stainless steel welds in Unit 1 for delta-ferrite and
establish the degree of conformance'with regulatory requirements.

Based on discussions with PG&E personnel.it appears that stainless steel
welding on site began in early 1973. Indications are that the early
stainless steel on-site welding was performed on radioactive waste

|

|

|
|

|
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systems, a non-safety related activity. Prior to this time stainless
steel welding was performed on prefabricated pipe spools at the

| Kellogg-Pullman shop in Paramount, California. Procedure ESD-219 was |
issued for implementation in November 1973, shortly after the beginning

'

'

of site stainless steel welding. The first Severin gauge was received
on-site about December 20, 1972 and the second was received about January
30, 1973. Thus, the inspector was not able to corroborate that Pullman
was in noncompliance with this procedure requirement for 12 months.

As an additional check the inspector chose a random sample of 25
stainless steel welds in Unit I and had these welds examined for

'delta-ferrite by Parameter, Inc. personnel. The results of this
.

examination are listed in Attachment 1 of this report and indicate that
all welds examined complied with delta-ferrite acceptance criteria.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

26. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina No. 10k:

" Hangers are not welded in accordance with Pacific Gas and Electric
Company requirement. Hangers 2023-IV and 2039-2V are two examples of a
number of hangers observed that are welded to the structural steel on the
wrong side of the bracket."

NRC Finding:

f'
The inspector examined Hanger No. 2039-2V, the related hanger drawing,
and determined that the hanger is Class II/E hanger which received no
quality control inspection hence no field weld process sheets were
generated or available for review nor were they required. Class II/E
components are not safety related and, hence, not included in the quality
assurance / control program. NRC examination of the hanger drawing
established that the drawing called out a 1/4" fillet weld on the front
and back of the beam attachment. The beam attachment is the only
component specified on the drawing as requiring welding. The inspector
found the beam attachment to be welded as specified on_the drawing, NRC
examination of Hanger No. 2023-lV (a Class I hanger) and the related
hanger drawing established that the beam attachment was welded as
specified on the hanger drawing. Both of these hangers are located in
Unit No. 2.

}

The inspector concludes that the Pullman response to the NSC finding is
accurate and that the NSC finding was in error.

!
' During the field examination of the above noted hangers.the inspector

selected eight additional hangers from the same general area with similar
configurations. The inspector noted that all hangers chosen were similar
to Hanger Nos. 2039-2V and 2023-lV; that is, a welded beam attachment.
supporting a spring hanger. All of these hangers are located at
approximately the 130' elevation in the general area where the main-stean
lines exit Containment No. 2. The following hangers and their related
hanger drawings were examined and found to conform to the specified

' drawing requirements.

. - , - .- -- . .
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Hanger No. Class Desianation

2040-IV Class II/E
2023-7V Class II/E
2023-6V Class II/E
2021-4V Class I
2023-5V Class II/E

| 2021-3V Class I
2037-1V Class I
2021-IV Class II/E

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

27, Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina 101:

"The interface of welding to other suppliers' parts and components is not
clear. Welding is done to jcin Westinghouse and Paramount parts and,

components. The necessity for addressing impact property requirements
for those weldments is not clear; in addition, the requirements for
addressing impact property requirements for Pullman Power Products field
welds are not clear. If impact properties are necessary, the
acceptability of each weld that has been repaired and subjected to more
than one stress relief is indeterminate because of the time at
temperature limitations within the qualified weld procedure."

:

NRC Finding:

[ The NRC approach to resolving this issue was to examine the requirements
of the Code in the area of impact testing and evaluate the NSC finding
and Pullman response in this area.

The 1971 addenda to ASA B31.7 states, in paragraph 1-723.2.3, that "When
the design specification requires impact testing of fer'ritic steel
materials, the tests and acceptance standards shall be in accordance with
the requirements of Appendix I." The 1970 edition of B31.7, same
paragraph, requires evaluation of toughness properties if service is
expected to be less than 30*F.

PG&E specification number 8711, imposed on Pullman,.doesn't require
impact testing of qualification welds for procedure qualification; thus,
impact testing of procedure qualification weldsents was.not performed.
The inspector further observes that impact testing is not unilaterally
required for such weldsents by the B31.7 Code. Specification 8711,
Change 12, requires compliance to the 1970 Addenda of ASA B31.7.

The inspector finds that Pullman procedures for impact testing of
qualification weldsents and specification 8711 are consistent with B31.7
Code requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
'

,

28. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Findina los:
t

<
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4

"Some welders do not receive sufficient training. Welders, fabricating
the pipe rupture restraints within the containment, are welding heavy
plate. While these welders are qualified by virtue of welding heavy wall l-

pipe, the techniques are diffe ent. The welders who were already |

qualified to heavy wall pipe were not given additional training on
plate."

NRC Finding:
,

j The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to examine the code
! requirements in this area and evaluate the validity of the NSC and

Pullman response.
.

The 1974 Edition of the ASME B&PV Code, Section IX, paragraph QW 303.5
states "... qualification on pipe shall qualify for plate, but not.vice-
versa except that qualification on plate shall qualify for pipe over 24
inches in diameter." Therefore, it appears that the Code recognizes pipe

^

as more difficult to weld than plate. The Code does not require
additional training on plate for welders originally qualified on pipe.
These Code requirements are also reflected in-the current edition of
Section IX, table QW-461.9.

Qualification on heavy wall pipe (wall thickness greater than about
0.75") requires additional qualification by performance of welds on
thicker members; so also does qualification to weld heavy plate.

( The inspector found that Pullman welder qualification procedures comply
with Code Section IX requirements. The NSC audit finding appears to'
apply an interpretation which is not supported by Code requirements.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

29. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding lon:

"There is no procedure for preheating' weld joints."

NRC Finding:
1

- The inspector evaluated the validity of the NSC finding and Pullman
response and evaluated the Pullman preheat program for conformance with
specified requirements.

Specification 8711 prescribes that preheating may be performed using,

l either the electrical resistance heating method or localized torch method
in conjunction with appropriate tempil' sticks.

| The inspector examined the following welding procedure code numbers and
welding procedure =pecifications~and found that each contained an
a'dequate definition of preheat, postweld heat treatment and interpass
temperature requirements: Code Nos. 4/5, 7/8, 15/16, 79/80, 86/87,
88/89, 92/93, 105/106, 129, 134, 149, 150, 200,.201, 202, 203 and 208;

t

Welding Procedure Specification Nos. 88-I-4/5-K-12, 90-I-8/4-K-12,
100-III-8/45-OB-1, 408-III-CARP 20-0B-1, 409-III-34-OB-1, and
507-I-42-0B-1.

.
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:

ESD-218 (Postweld Heat and Preheat Treatment Procedure) was revised and
improved December 30, 1977 to prescribe preheat requirements and indicate

; preheat applicability, in addition to the information prescribed on the
' Welding Procedure Specifications.
\

ESD-264 (Process Planning and Control-Field Process Sheet) was reviewed
by the inspector. The Field Process Sheets were revised in early 1978 to
indicate preheat requirements. Prior to early 1978, compliance with the
preheat requirement was dependent on the welder's knowledge of and
compliance with the welding procedure specification and was indicated on
the process sheet by the craftsman and QC signature in the welding block,
which specified the welding procedure to be used. The philosophy used
was that when each signed a block, the signature meant that all
applicable procedure requirements had been accomplished.

!

i The inspector concludes that, while no separate and specific procedure
for preheating of weld joints existed prior to December 30, 1977,
preheating requirements were adequately prescribed by the welding
procedure specifications and documented by signature on the welding block

* of the process sheet, which specified the applicable welding procedure.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

30. Criterion IX, NSC Audit Finding loo:

"The initial results of the welding auditing (from November 5,1973 to
( February,1974) indicate that the following problems existed:

(1) The welders did not understand shielding and purging.

(2) Tempil sticks were not used.

(3) Asperages were not within procedure limits (mainly root welds and
tack welds).

(4) Weld procedures were not'available, and many welders did not know
where to obtain them.

(5) The oxygen analyzer was not available or not operative. Also, the
time vs. flow rate alternate technique was not used.

(6) Oven rod temperature control was not monitored by the welders.

(7) Many welders did not understand their duties and responsibilities.

Based on a review of the Pullman Pouer Products welding audit reports and-
| the frequency of the above-noted problem areas, there is no confidence
i that welding done prior to early 1974 was performed in accordance with

welding specification requirements."

NRC Findina:

The inspector's approach was to examine the records of welder audits
~

conducted during the above time period and assess the validity of the NSC

1
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finding and Pullman response. The welder audit program is an example of
extra effort, not required by the Code, to provide assurance of a quality
welding program implementation and effect prompt corrective action for

i identified discrepancies.

The inspector critically examined the records of welder audits performed
between November 1, 1973 and April 1, 1974. A total of 183 welder audit

i records were examined. Each of the above NSC audit statements are
'

addressed below.

The NSC audit statement was that "The welders did not understand
shielding and purging." The inspector observed that 23 of the reviewed
audits identified problems regarding compliance with the 20 psi and 20
cfm requirements for gas pressure and flow. Weld quality problems could
occur if the gas flow rates are excessively high or low. The vast
majority of safety-related stainless steel welds were radiographically4

examined and the film was reviewed and accepted by a qualified
interpreter for code compliance. The audit findings did not indicate
that welders did not understand shielding and purging, rather the
findings point out the difficulties which can be experienced when more
than one purge / shield line is connected to a single gas source and
regulator. In all cases, corrective action was taken to return the
pressure and flow rate to the required values.

The NSC audit identified that tempil sticks were not used. The purpose
of Tempil sticks is to verify proper preheat and assure that the

I ( interpass temperature was low enough to begin welding the next weld pass.
Of the 183 audits examined, fourteen of the audits identified that the
welders did not have tempil sticks in their possession. In each case
action was taken to provide the welder with Tempil sticks. Several of
the welders apparently told the auditors that prior to resuming welding
they wait until they can touch the weld; thus providing assurance that
interpass temperature requirements are not exceeded. This is an
acceptable practice.

The NSC audit identified that amperages were not within procedure limits.
Of the 183 audits reviewed, four instances were identified wherein
amperages were not within welding procedure specification limits. In
each case the welder corrected his amperage setting. A lower than
acceptable amperage would result in lack of adequate root penetration or
lack of acceptable heat affected zone fusion, which would be seen in a
radiograph and may be detectable by surface examination methods, such as
the liquid penetrant or magnetic particle techniques. High amperage
would result in excessive spatter, a condition which qualified welders
would not weld under because welding is quite difficult under high
amperage conditions. Further, amperage is not an essential variable-
specified by the ASME Code, Section IX and is only a supplementary
essential variable for material with notch toughness requirements.

|

The NSC audit identified that weld procedures were not available_and many-
| welders did not know where to obtain them. Welders are required to have
'

a copy of the welding procedure at the job location. Of the 183 audits
examined, five audits identified cases where the welder did not have a
welding procedure. Three of the five cases identified that the welder

.
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|

|
, did not know where to obtain them. In each case the corrective action

| was to have the welder obtain a copy of the welding procedure along with
an explanation of the location from where they could be obtained. The
inspector concludes that the vast majority of welders used welding
procedures and knew where to obtain them and that this NSC finding has
only minor technical significance.,

I

. The NSC audit indicates that the oxygen analyzer was not available or

! operational. Although this was not a required checkpoint, only one
finding of the 183 audits reviewed indicated a problem with the oxygen
analyzer. This problem was corrected. Thus, the inspector considers
that the welder audit records do not support the NSC conclusion.

The NSC audit indicates that oven rod temperature control was not
monitored by the welders. Of the 183 welder audit records reviewed,
fourteen of these audits identified instances where the welders rod oven
temperatures were lower than the 225'F required by Pullman procedure, and

! did not meet the 225'F requirement. Most instances observed by the
auditors identified deviations up to 35'F, however, two audits observed
temperatures as low as 150*F. In all cases the welder was required to
return the defective oven to the rod room and obtain another. The audits
further indicate that a large number of the apparently discrepant
findings were due to the thermometer being out of calibration and reading
low, thus indicating that the actual temperature of the oven was higher
than that indicated on the thermometers. The primary reason that rod

; ovens are maintained hot is to preclude moisture entry into the welding

(' electrode coating and, thus, minimize the potential for inducing
: underbead cracking. Recent industry findings indicate that when thes

; temperature of the weld rod is maintained significantly in excess of the
; atmospheric temperature, thus above the dew point, the entry of moisture

into the coating is effectively precluded. The NSC finding that rod oven
temperature was not monitored by the welders is not supported by the
inspector's review of the audits, although isolated instances of ovens
being below temperature were identified by the audits. In addition, this
should not be a technical problem because rod is removed from a
hermatically sealed shipping container and immediately put.into an oven
with temperaturer of sufficient value to preclude moisture intrusion.

The NSC audit indicated that many welders did not understand their duties
and responsibilities. Tue NRC considers that the reason'these welder
audits were done was to identify such instances and provide corrective
action. Of the 183 audits reviewed, five welder audits indicated that

1 the welder in question did not understand their duties and
responsibilities. In each case the welder was reinstructed by the
Quality Assurance inspector auditing the velding activities, including
notification and reinstruction of the welder's foreman, as applicable.

It is important to recognize that none of these were NSC findings,1but
were instead findings of the Pullman welder audit program, which was
designed to detect program weaknesses and provide prompt corrective.
action during the early phases of site welding activity.

In summary, the inspector notes that isolated instances of problem areas
were identified and corrected by the Pullman welding inspectors.

4
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I

l However, the inspector does not consider the aggregate of problem areas
to be so pervasive such that support can be given the NSC conclusion that
"There is no confidence that welding done prior to early 1974 was
performed in accordance with welding specification requirements."

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
|
! 31. Criterion X, NSC Audit Finding Nos. 5 and 6:

! Finding 5: "For all inspection processes, there is no mechanism to
provide the inspector the particular characteristic to be inspected; the
particular acceptance criteria; the particular methods and equipment to
be used; and provisions for recording results, other than acceptance for
the particular inspection being made. The exceptions to this statement
are radiography, where the reader sheet allows the recording of results,
and those procedures that specify the use of particular equipment (such
as some of the ultrasonic procedures)."

Finding 6: "The inspection process is generally not auditable. The
practice of exhibiting an acceptance signature only does not permit
auditing to determine if the individual characteristics were examined,
the correct criteria were used for acceptance, and the correct specific
measuring devices were used."

NRC Finding:

To resolve this issue the inspector examined the Pullman program,
- procedures in this area, the validity of the NSC findings and Pullman

responses and examined field process sheets to verify compliance with the'

prescribed Pullman program and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X.

The inspector examined ESD-264 (Process Planning and Control - Field
Process Sheet) and observed that the field process sheets do identify,
and are required to identify, the procedures necessary to perform a
particular inspection. The inspector's signature is meant to verify that
the required inspections were performed in accordance with the referenced
procedure.

Examination of some of the procedures referenced on the process sheet
indicates that each contains numerous inspection requirements and
acceptance criteria. These inspection requirements and criteria are so
numerous that inclusion of each on the field process sheet would
excessively complicate the process sheet. The inspector considers that
inclusion of each inspection requirement and acceptance criteria on the
process sheet would decrease the effectiveness, and work process-
continuity, afforded by the field process sheet.

Examination of about 100 completed field process sheets indicates that
the required procedures were consistently identified on the process
sheet, thus identifying the group of inspections and examinations to be
performed by field inspectors.

The NSC finding that the inspection process is generally not auditable is
true if one defines auditability as the ability to verify, after the

1
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inspection, that each inspection requirement and acceptance criteria was
considered and so documented by the inspector's signature by each
requirement and criteria. However, if one accepts the philosophy that
the inspector's signature verifies the conduct of inspection / examination
in accordance with the identified procedure, then the inspection process
is auditable. The inspector considers the Pullman practice acceptable,
in accordance with standard industry practice, and in compliance with
ASME code requirements, which do not provide specific rules and guidance
in this area.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

32. Criterion X, NSC Audit Finding No. 7:

"A large number of welds in Unit 2, System 14 (FW-110, Ill, and 112 in
isometric package 2-14-31 are examples) were accepted for visual
examination and thereafter accepted based on surface NDE inspection (MT
or PT). Visual examination of those welds indicates that the surface is
not suitable for the performance of surface NDE inspection."

NRC Finding:

The NRC retained the services of a certified level II Liquid Penetrant
Examiner through Parameter, Incorporated.

The certified examiner was directed to evaluate the surface condition of
field welds 110, 111 and 112 on isometric 2-14-31 (Component Cooling
Water System-Return Header B) and perform, and interpret the results of,
liquid penetrant tests on those welds. The NRC consultant determined
that the surface condition of those welds was acceptable for surface NDE
inspection. All welds examined, except for an indication near FW-111,
were found to be acceptable. The examiner observed an indication
approximately 1 inches long in the base metal of the pipe about 3/8"
from Field Weld-111. The examiner's findings are detailed in Attachment
I to this report.

Pullman wrote Discrepancy Report No. 5567 to remove the indication by
flapper wheel grinding and conduct further liquid penetrant examinations.
The inspector observed these activities. The indication was determined

to be a shallow surface lap in the metal caused by the rolling operation
during pipe fabrication. The indication was removed by grinding.
Subsequent liquid penetrant examination verified that the indication was
a surface type and not a rejectable indication, even prior to removal of

| the indication. The grinding operation did not violate minimum wall
thickness criteria.

The inspector concludes that the NSC finding (that the surface of the
welds was not acceptable for surface NDE inspection) was in error.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

33. Criterion X NSC Audit Finding No. 9:

I

-
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.

"FW-83 (isometric package 1-10-9) was repaired in accordance with a validProcess Sheet.
symbol, but R1 was inked onto the radiograph.The radiograph of FW-83 does not exhibit the required R1

,

i

that is questionable for acceptance to visual standards."There is a surface defect

NRC Finding:

The NRC retained the services of a qualified radiograph interpreter who
examined 102 radiographs of various welds in several Unit I systems.
results of this examination are contained in the attached Parameter, Inc.

The
report (Attachment 1).
following repair. This examination included the FW-83 radiograph

'

The Parameter consultant examined both the original radiograph, and the
,

radiograph following repair, of FW-83 and concluded that both radiographswere of the same weld. Further, the Parameter Consultant informed the
inspector that while inking of numbers onto a film is not desirable, it
is sometimes done because the lead labels may have fallen off or werepositioned outside the film area.

This isolated instance would not makea radiograph unusable.
The code prohibits marking of radiographs in thearea to be examined. Thus, the inspector finds that the fact that R1 was

inked onto the repair radiograph, outside of the area to be examined, has
no safety significance and is not a violation of code or regulatoryrequirements.

The inspector examined the surface of FW-83 in the field.and found that
the weld does not contain a surface defect. The inspector did observe a
gradually sloped grinding line (about 1/8" wide, 2" long and less than
1/64" deep) which may be what the NSC referred to as a " defect".
depth obviously did act violate minimum wall thickness criteria. The

Discussions with the Parameter, Inc. radiograph interpreter indicated
that the observed densities did not vary significantly on the film, thus
indicating that the grinding line was not of sufficient deoth to'

significantly decrease wall thickness in the weld area.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
34. Cciterion X, NSC Audit Finding 10s:

" Records of welder qualification prior to 1972 are not available "
.

NRC Finding:

i
The inspector's approach to resolving this issue was to determine if
welder qualification documentation was available prior to 1972 and toi

!
. assess the validity of the Pullman response to the NSC finding.!

The inspector examined welder qualification documentation, including weldi

coupon test results; form titled " Manufacturer's Record of Welder
Performance Qualification Tests on Groove Welds." The inspector found
that 20 welders (welder stamp letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L,
N, 0, Q, R, S, T, U, and V) were qualified during the period beginningAugust 4, 1971 and~ending December;

23, 1971. There are no indications

V
,
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that safety related welding was performed prior to August 4,1971. The
inspector did not corroborate the NSC finding.

The 90 day qualified welders log.was started at the beginning of 1972 and
was contfrued through the present time, except for the labor dispute

'

; between June and November, 1974.

The inspector concludes that records of welder qualification prior to

; 1972 were available and were in acceptable order.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

35. Criterion XI, NSC Audit Finding No. 5: '

!
"The B31.1 and B31.7 Codes required that all piping is leak-tested, where
practicable. Pullman Power Products is only leak-testing Class A and B
piping and that Class C piping specified by Pacific Gas & Electric
Company. Classes D, E special, and E piping is not being leak-tested. A

1 letter from Pacific Gas.& Electric Company (dated January 13, 1976) does
exist, which states that Pacific Gas & Electric Company will assume
responsibility for the leak-testing of Class C piping. There is concern
that Pullman Power Products is not discharging its contractual
obligations (that specify compliance to B31.1 and B31.7) by not
performing piping leak-testing to Code requirements for Classes Cs D, E
special, and E piping systems and, as a result, may be legally ~
vulnerable."

.

NRC Finding:4

The inspector examined the referenced licensee letter dated January 13,
1976 and a contractor letter dated January 8,1976 relieving Pullman
Power Products of responsibility for code compliance on Class C
components. The inspector also found that the licensee did not have-a
piping class designated as Class D. Additionally, the inspector found
that Class E and Class E special are (were) being hydrotested, though (in
some cases) at less than code requirements. ANSI B31.7 allows, in;

; paragraph 737.4, for components to be tested at less than code
! requirements, because.of limiting components within the piping system.

The inspector has no further questions on this subject.

; The inspector concluded that Pullman appeared to be properly discharging
their contractural requirements in this area.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

36. Criterion XII, NSC Audit Findina No'. 3d:

" Severin Gauges 2947 and 2971 were received-on the site in January, 1973.
Initial calibretion was August 29, 1973; and the next calibration was'
November 19, 1974 for gauge 2947 and January 23, 1975 for gauge 2971.
Procedure ESD-213 requires annual calibration."

.

j ==

|
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NRC Finding:

Field Procedure ESD-213, " Gauge and Instrument Control / Calibration", does
require an annual calibration check of the two onsite severin gauges
(2947 and 2971). There are equipment calibration record cards which

i document calibration status and provide a historical record of the
; frequency of calibration checks performed since August 1973. These

records verify the NSC finding and indicate a subsequent history of
consistently exceeding the required frequency of calibration checks.

Associated test equipment control records establish, since 1978 (the
custody log was not maintained prior to this time), that neither gauge
was ever used during any out-of-calibration period for material testing.
In each case, the instrument was logged out for calibration check and
unavailable for testing during the lapsed period. Documentation since
1973, which verify calibration checks performed on-site by PPP personnel
or by Severin Engineering Company, provide no evidence that either gauge
was discovered to be out-of-tolerance. Test equipment control
implementation appears to adequately remove from service any instrument
exceeding the required re-calibration date. There is no evidence to
indicate that Severin gauges 2947 and 2971 were used in ferrite
examinations when these gauges were outside of their calibration limits.

In conclusion, the NSC audit finding was substantiated but determined to
have no safety significance. Evidence indicates test equipment control
was adequately implemented since August of 1973 and was under control.

.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

37. Criterion XII, NSC Audit Finding No. 3f:

"There is no documentation available to verify calibration of " Tong Test"
amp meters."

NRC Findina:

Tong test amp meters were contracted off-site for the required periodic
calibration checks. An equipment calibration record card exists for each
instrument, documenting the frequency of calibration checks performed
since the particular tester was acquired. Calibration certificates are
on file from the applicable lab verifying completed calibration for each
tong tester. These records appear to provide adequate documentation that
" Tong Test" amp meters were being calibrated.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

38. Criterion XII, NSC Audit Findina No. 3a:
,

" Tong Test amp meter TT2527403 was out of calibration for the period
December 12, 1976 to January 31, 1977. No DR has been written against
that instrument."

,

NRC Finding:

N

!
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NRC review of the equipment calibration record cards for " Tong Test" amp
i

| meter TT2527403 (200 amp Crompton Parkinson) supports the NSC finding
concerning the period out-of-calibration. Records also indicate several

i subsequent time periods where the calibration check frequency had
exceeded the ESD-213 annual requirement for this Tong Tester and two
others. It would appear the fundamental cause for these apparent lapses
in calibration control were due to the transit time necessary to ship !
instruments back and forth from the contracted calibrating facility.
Equipment control records clearly establish that,'since 1978 (prior

!

,

records were not kept), none of the other Tong testers examined were ever
used during an out-of-calibration period. Unfortunately, for meter '

TT2527403 equipment control records were not retained when the instrument
was broken and removed from service April 15,1983 (although calibration
records are still on file).

Based upon PPP past history of adequate test equipment control and the
non-essential nature of the welding current parameter (as identified by
ASME code) the inspector considers this item to have no safety
significance. This activity was under control.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

39. Criterion XIII, NSC Audit Finding 5:

" Handling procedures do not exist; and the only har.dling instructions are
contained in ESD-222 and a number of other procedures, which contain a
caution against the use of carbon steel in handling stainless steel.I
Procedure ESD-259 has excellent detail as to the handling of Grinnell
Snubbers during installation. However, Procedure ESD-259 was issued
January 27, 1977; and there is not assurance that materials, parts, and
components were properly handled during the period prior to January 27,
1977, when most of the installation activities were occurring."
NRC Finding: -

The inspector examined those handling activities which were performed by
both the licensee and Pullman to establish the validity of the NSC

<

finding and Pullman response.

The inspector discussed,.with Pullman and licensee personnel who were
working at the site since the early 1970s, the practices employed
regarding receiving, storage and handling of safety related equipment,
including which organizations performed such activities and under what
circumstances these activities were performed.

The inspector determined that'PG&E received, stored, handled, surveilled,
and maintained all large class I components (including pipe, pipe spools,
valves, snubbers, motors, etc). Contractors, such as Pullman, would
requisition components when the contractor was ready and required to
install the particular component in the plant. The primary reason that
the licensee performed the above activities was because warehouse andi

laydown space was limited at the site. To obtain sufficient area for
warehousing and laydown, the licensee used the larger areas available at
Pismo Beach, California. Items shipped to PG&E for use at Diablo Canyon

N_
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'were received and stored in the Pismo Beach areas until contractors were
ready to install those particular items. The material was then loaded
onto trucks, by the licensee, and off loaded at the site, by the
contractor under licensee surveillance, and moved into the plant. Th'e
contractor, prior to accepting custody of the component or equipment,
would perform receipt inspection activities, after which the component
was moved into the plant. From the time the contractor accepted the'

material until such time as the system / component was turned over to the
licensee, the contractor w: , responsible to perform necessary
surveillance and maintenance activities, as appropriate.

The inspector examined the following procedures detailing the licensee's
program for handling of equipment. The requirement for such a program
was contained in the licensee's Quality Assurance Manual, procedure PRC-1
(Receiving Inspection, Storage and Handling). Procedures implementing
the required program, for mechanical equipment, were reviewed.

MFI-0-1 (dated September 17, 1971): Mechanical Department Procedure --
Receiving, Inspection, Handling and Storage of Equipment / Materials.

* The inspector found that this procedure accomplished the following:

** assigned responsibility for accomplishment
** provided adequate handling instructions
** provided detailed inspection requirements
** provided adequate storage requirements
**y provided adequately for accomplishment of surveillance while in

storage
** provided the mechanism for processing and responding to

contractor requests for transfer of the equipment to the plant
** provided for keeping equipment history records from receiving

through shipping and storage.

MFI-2-2 (Revisions dated 10/75, 5/72 and 8/70): Mechanical Department
Procedure - Instructions to Inspectors - Power Plant Piping
* The inspector found that the procedure. accomplished the following:

** assigned responsibilities for accomplishment
** adequately addressed inspector qualifications
** adequately defined inspector duties
** provided adequate handling instructions
** provided adequate storage surveillance and installation4

' inspection requirements.

The licensee contracted with Bigge Crane and Rigging Company for the
conduct of handling activities at the Pismo Beach Yard and transfer of
material to the site. The inspector examined the Bigge " Procedure.for
Receiving, Handling 'and Storing Nuclear Power Plant Equipment and
Material - Pismo Beach Yard." This procedure provided (1) adequate

,

instructions for receiving and unloading, (2) adequate instructions for |

storage, (3) adequate instructions for preservation, (4) adequate l
instructions for care and handling of Stainless Steel and Class I items,

,
(5) adequate instructions for load-out and hauling, and (6) adequate

i

|
1
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instructions regarding types of handling equipment necessary and iinspections necessary for handling gear. l

The inspector examined the following documents which provided handling
instructions for Pullman personnel.i

Specification 8711 (Specification for Erecting Main Systems Piping and
Furnishing, Fabricating and Erecting Balance of Power Plant Piping
* paragraph 6.12 provides definition of responsibility for receipt

inspection, including general receipt inspection criteria, and
unloading of carriers.

* paragraph 6.13 addresses storing of material including general
i

contractor requirements such as protecting items in storage from
damage by requiring "use of dust proof, fireproof and waterproof
tarpaulins, adequate spacing and temporary heaters", as necessary.

* paragraph 6.23 requires that all material be stored on cribbing when
in laydown areas.

* paragraph 4.1181 and 82 contain specific requirements for welding
electrode receiving, storage and control.,

* paragraph 3.211 of Section 4 provides for Quality Assurance
requirements related to handling, storage, packaging, shipping and[ preservation.

.

ASME QA Manual Procedure KFP-7 (Receiving Inspection)

* provides that inspections be conducted to verify that off-loaded
items are to prevent damage, contamination or deterioration.

ESD-215 (dated September 23, 1971): Visual Inspection

This procedure provided requirements for handling such as (1) flame
cutting of stainless steel was not allowed; (2) weld preparation dressing.

requirements; (3) examination for and removal of mill scale, oil, rust,
slag, paint, marking materials and surface oxide and dirt prior to

, welding; (4) removal of arc strikes and subsequent liquid penetrant
' retest; (5) pipe alignment criteria; and (6) cleaning.
1

Quality Assurance Instruction 94 (dated July 29, 1973): Performing
Maintenance Surveillance

This procedure contained criteria for capping of pipe ends, actions
required when loose nuts / bolts, missing parts or equipment damage was
observed. The instruction provides inspection guidance for both hangers,
snubbers and piping.-

ESD-217 (dated September 23,1971): Receiving Class 1 Procedure

This procedure requires monthly maintenance surveillance reports for
s. items in storage such as Class 1 pipe, Class l' Pipe Supports, Class 1

- _
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valves, and Class 1 pipe, valves and supports erected and installed.
Protection and maintenance requirements were provided by PG&E. |

; ESD-222 (dated February 23, 1972): Protection, Installation, Maintenance
and Surveillance of Control Valves

!

j This procedure specifies appropriate handling requirements and criteria
for pneumatic and motor operated valves and attached devices, manual
operated valves, and relief valves, from receipt through installation.

l

Beginning about April, 1977, PG&E installed a snubber test facility on |,

the upper floor of the fuel handling building, between the Unit I and
i Unit 2 areas. All Grinnell hydraulic snubbers were removed, reworked,

refurbished and subjected to dynamic stroke, lockup and load tests on the
testing machine. Snubbers determined by test to be acceptable were
reinstalled. Unacceptable snubbers were either reworked and retested or
replaced with an acceptable snubber. This activity was completed in 1978

'; and, thus, verified the operability of Grinnell hydraulic snubbers
installed prior to the issuance of ESD-259. The information gleaned from
this testing program was incorporated into ESD-259 revisions in order to
minimize the potential for harm or deterioration of the snubbers.
Snubbers installed out of doors were also placed inside a rubber boot to.

prevent deterioration and corrosion of snubber shafts.
,

Unit 2 hydraulic snubber maintenance is performed every 6 months on each
Unit 2 Grinnell snubber and this activity tracked by Pullman.,

(.

It is correct, that Pullman.did not have a procedure specifically-
addressing handling instructions. However, viewing in the aggregate all
of the Pullman procedures applicable to Pullman equipment handling and
considering the limited scope of equipment handling Pullman was required
to exercise, the inspector concludes-that appropriate and adequate
handling requirements were in place. The inspector also finds that the
limited addressing of snubber handling requirements prior to the issuance
of ESD-259 is of minimal safety significance given the conduct of the
1977-78 testing program and the subsequent issuance and upgrading of
ESD-259.,

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

40. Criterion XIV NSC Audit Findina No. 1

"The major mechanism that exhibits the status of the work is the Fieldi

Process Sheet. The Field Process Sheet provides for performance status
of some important fabrication steps and for inspection status. However,
many important fabrication steps.are not indicated by the Field Process
Sheet: erection steps; cleaning prior to installation of insulation; and
some critical welding steps as preheating, checking gas flows, and
checking for 0 e atent in the backing gas. The Field Process Sheet, as2a mechanism to exhibit status, is considered inadequate. .The inadequacy
of the Field Process Sheet i= considered a major weakness in the Pullman
Power Products System."

'
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NRC Finding: The NRC findings relative to Field Process Sheets are
contained in paragraphs 7 and 31 of this report.

Based upon the discussions contained in these paragraphs the inspector
concludes that the use of the field process sheet adequately controlled
and specified required work activities. Specific steps for fabrication,
erection, welding, etc. are not required to be listed on the Field |

Process Sheet. Status of these activities can be ascertained by
reviewing the actual field procedure. The Field Process sheet sequences,,

by procedure, the required construction events. It is not a mechanism to
maintain status of specific work steps.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

41. Criterion XVI, NSC Audit Finding No. 2:

" Based on the results of this audit and the problems encountered in the
past, it appears that a corrective action system has not been operative."

NRC Finding:

The inspector examined corrective actions taken as a result of items
identified by licensee audits, Pullman Management audits and the NRC, and
found corrective actions had been taken, as appropriate, when problems
were identified. For example each of the following represent corrective
actions taken in response to audit findings: the pipe support procedure

( was extensively rewritten in June 25, 1975; Quality Assurance Instruction
No. 98 was created for the inspection of existing concrete expansion
anchors; and in March 13, 1979 the pipe suport quality assurance manual
was superceded by ESD-223 to provide all the elements of installation,
inspection, and as-builting of pipe supports in one procedure.
Additionally, as a result of NRC identified discrepancies with
radiographs (Reference: Inspection Report No. 50-275/77-06 dated May 6,
1977) the licensee committed to requiring that all radiographs would be
reviewed by a Level III or a second Level II' individual.

During this inspection, an NRC consultant reviewed 102 radiographs, to
confirm the corrective action on the radiographs, and to confirm that all
the radiographs were reviewed by a Level III or a second Level II
radiographer. No discrepancies were identified during this review by the
NRC consultant.

The discussion in paragraph 42, below, is particularly germain to this
issue.

The inspector concludes that the Pullman corrective action system has
been operative.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

42. Criterion XVIII, NSC Audit Findina No. 3:

"In response to KFP-18, Paragraph 18.2.1, management audits were
' , , - performed approximately every six months. Check sheets were employed.

!
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Based on the results of this audit and the results of Pacific Gas &
Electric Company audits, these management audits appear to have been
ineffectual."

I

NRC Finding:

Corporate management audits, conducted from September 1972 through
; February 1978, of the Pullman on-site Quality Assurance program were

reviewed for content, completeness, and effectiveness. There is a file
of ten management audit reports, performed during this time period,
indicating that comprehensive inspections were conducted by the Pullman
Corporate office on approximately a semi-annual frequency. In accordance
with Q. A. program element KFP-18 (dated January 4,1973) these audit
reports specifically identified deficiencies, provided recommendations
for corrective action and required on-site resolution by the responsible
supervisor. As appropriate, each report followed up on the adequacy of
corrective action implemented to correct and improve previously
identified deficient conditions in the Quality Assurance program.

As a further significant improvement to their program Pullman revised
KFP-18 on December 30, 1977 to require direct written response from the
resident construction manager and the field Quality Assurance / Quality
Control manager for " Schedule completion of implementation of corrective
action and measures taken to preclude re-occurrence." The field Quality
Assurance / Quality Control manager is responsible to monitor audit
findings for trends.

In conclusion, there is every indication the on-site PPP Quality
Assurance organization was responsive to corporate management audits and
there is no basis to suggest these audits were ineffectual.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

43. Criterion XVIII, NSC Audit Finding No. 5:

'

"In response to KFP-18 and KFPS-16, internal audits were performed every
six months. Check sheets were not employed."

I

| NRC Findina:
i

At the time of the NSC finding, checksheets were not being used by the
onsite Quality Assurance organization to perform internal audits.
Corporate audits, being performed by Williamsport Headquarters personnel,
did use checkaheets to coordinate their inspections. This inconsistency
was resolved when internal auditing became proceduralized in June.1978,
by the evolution of field procedure ESD-263. The scheduling of program
elements to be audited and use of-checksheets is detailed in ESD-263.

The inspector concludes that, while the NSC finding is factual, the
finding is of minimal safety significance, because adequate corporate

I audits had been performed using checklists and subsequent audits, both
| internal and corporate, indicate that no fundamental QA program breakdown

occurred as a result of the inadequately described internal auditing
,

j
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(The Pullman internal audit program is further discussed inprogram.
paragraph no. 9 of this report).

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
44. Conclusion,

The NSC audit contains a total of 175 documented findings, of which 110
were findings of apparent discrepancies or program weakness by NSC.

The NRC has completed an examination of 50 of the NSC findings identified
as apparent weaknesses or discrepancies. The criteria used to select
those findings for NRC examination are provided in paragraph 4 of this
report. Of the 50 findings examined by the NRC, three of these were
examined prior to this inspection and are documented in NRC InspectionReport No. 50-275/83-34.

Although, the NRC has identified a potential violation (paragraph 17)
,

'

during this inspection, regarding the qualification of Pullman visual
welding inspectors, this ites is of reduced significance since all but
two of the inspectors had adequate backgrounds _and experience in the
areas of welding or quality control inspection. It does not appear that

,

this problem was chronic or widespread.

It is the staff's opinion that the NSC audit findings do not provide a
basis for concluding that the Pullman-Kellogg Quality Assurance Program'

suffered a major breakdown during the time period prior to the NSC audit.
( Furthermore, based on this significant sample of the most important NSC
-

findings it is concluded that examination of'the remaining items is not
4

warranted.

45. Management Meetina

On November 18, 1983, the inspectors met with licensee representativesdenoted in paragraph 1.
The inspection scope, observations, and findings

'

were discussed. The licensee acknowledged the potential item of
noncompliance identified in paragraph 17.

,
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- Attachment 1

) ordner/or,. se c. Report No. PAR (DCNP)-NDE-2
c o w s u tti m o sucewenas Page 1 of 3

November 22, 1983ram amov a, wisc on sin

Subiect

1. Independent delta-ferrite measurements on 25 rolected
stainless steel welds to verify compliance with Code and
Regulatory Guide 1.31 requirements.

2. Visual and liquid penetrant examination of field welds
FW110-111-112 in isometric package 2-14-31.

3. Examination of radiographs of 102 weld joints for compli-
ance with Code, verification of adequacy of reader sheets
and evaluation of overall quality of radiographs.

References

1. Outline of nondestructive examination work to be performed
at Diablo Canyon, November 14-18, 1983 by NRC contract
personnel (Exhibit 1).

2. Contract No. NRC-05-82-249
Task Order No. 56

3. PAR: NRC/IE-82/83
(

Writer of Report

Kenneth A. Ristau, PARAMETER, Inc., NDT Level III, MT, PT,
,

RT and UT

Contract Personnel Assigned

Daniel J. Hunt, Wisconsin Industrial Testing, Inc.,
Level II, MT, PT, UT

Introduction

The NRC outline of work (Exhibit 1) designates 3 welds to be '

liquid penetrant tested and visually examined. '

The 25 stainless pipe welds to be tested for delta-ferrite
measurements were designated by Mr. Dennis Kirsch, NRC Section
Chief. For a list of the welds and results of the inspection,
see, WIT report (Exhibit 3). Also see WIT report for results
of visual and penetrant inspection (Exhibit 4). r

P

Mr. Kirsch also indicated the 102 welds of which radiographs
i were to be viewed (Exhibit 2).
I

,
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) a r a ns alors - se c. Report No. PAR (DCNP)-NDE-2
c o n s u tts wo two weges Page 2
: = c a ov e. wisc onsin November 22, 1983

.

Record of Activities

November 15 and 16 inspections were made by Dan Hunt and
films were viewed by Ken Ristau.

In a short meeting with Dennis Kirsch, day end November 16,
the results of our findings were conveyed verbally, as follows:

1. The delta-ferrite measurements met the NRC requirements.

2. The LPT of all three welds were approved but FWill had
one LP indication running transverse to the weld in the
base material of the pipe. It was approximately 1/2" away
from the weld and about 1" long.

3. The radiographs of the welds were viewed and approved as
adequately meeting Code. Comments were also made by the
writer concerning film quality, detail of reader sheet
documentation and the excellent condition of the radiographs,
nearly 10 years after x-ray date.

Conclusions

[ 1. Having reviewed the radiographs and reader sheets of all
- 102 selected piping welds identified in Exhibit 2, the

writer found reader sheet documentation detailed and clear.
Radiographs were readily available, in good order and of
very good quality. Radiographs are approved as meeting the
requirements of applicable Codes.

2. All 25 welds selected for delta-ferrite measurements met
the requirements of Code and Regulatory Guide 1.31 (See
Exhibit 3).

3. Visual and liquid penetrant examination of FW110 and 112 were
acceptable. FWill weld was also acceptable but an liquid
penetrant indication was noted in the pipe base material
(See WIT Penetrant Report, Exhibit 4).

:
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List of Exhibits

1. Outline of Nondestructive Examination Work to be Performedat Diablo Canyon, November 14-18, 1383, by NRC Contract
Personnel.

2. Field Welds Chosen for Radiograph and Reader Sheet Review. m

3. Delta-Ferrite Measurements.
4. Visual and Liquid Penetrant Examinations.

Prepared by:
.

. Att.ftcC/ A b5
'Kenneth A. Risfab, Level III

f
Reviewed by:

||. .
'

Walter J. Folef, Q/A Engineer
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Exhibit I to'*- -

Report No. PAR (DCNP)-NDE-2-

I

November 8, 1983

OITTLINE OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION WORK TO BE PERFORMED AT
DIABLO CANYON, NOVEMBER 14-18, 1983, BY NRC CONTRACT PERSONNEL

GENERAL INFORMAT]ON:

Location: Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. I and 2
San Luis Obispo, California

Licensee: Pacific Cas and Electric Company
Docket No. 50-275 and 50-323

Purpose: 1. Perform independent delta-ferrite measurements on about 25
selected stainless steel welds to verify compliance with code
and Regulatory Guide 1.31 requirements.

2. Visually examine and perform liquid penetrant examination of
field welds FW-110, Ill, 112 in isometric package 2-14-31.

3. Examine about 100 weld radiographs and verify reader sheet,
radiograph and evaluation adequacy. *

Site Contact: Mr. Marvin Mendonca, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
805-595-2353

RV Contact: Mr. Dennis Kirsch, NRC Section Chief, 415-943-3740

Work Hours: 0730-1630, November 14-18, 1983

REQUIREMENTS:

To be furnished at the Diablo Canyon Site by the licensee:

Hard hats and safety glasses
Insulation removal
Scaffolding erection
Escorts to locate welds in the plant
Assistance to assemble documentation (radiographs)
Electrical power and extension cords for portable test equipment
Working space for one or two persons to examine radiography records
Viewer to examine radiographs
Use of lunchroom and sanitary facilities
Use of Xerox machine as back-up

[ Calibrated severn gauge
|

To de furnished at the Diablo Canyon Site by the NRC:

Assistance as required by the Senior Resident Inspector *

| Telephones in the NRC trailer j
' Xerox machine for copying

.
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To be furnished by the contractor:

and,qu'lified radiograph/ Certified level II or III liquid penetrant a

interpreter examiner to conduct visual and' liquid penetrant
examinations and an examination of about 100 radiographs for adequacy

Two copies of certifications and qualifications of all contractor
personnel, and documentation verifying certification and qualification
of liquid penetrant cleaner, penetrant and developer used shall be
given to the NRC contact upon arrival at the Diablo Canyon Site.

Measurements performed shall be in accordance with the latest editions
of the ASME code. Two copies of all data sheets will be furnished to
the NRC contact at the conclusion of the work.

,A letter report including a description of the work performed, the data
obtained or examined, and evaluation of the adequacy of licensee's
documentation shall be prepared and delivered to the NRC Region V
office by November 25, 1983. An exit meeting will be held with the NRC
contact at the conclusion of the work to discuss the scope and
findings.
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Field Welds Chosen fbr Radiograph ~*
.

and Reader; Sheet Review
'f

ISO Field ISO Field ISO Fie}d ISO FieldDrawing Weld Drawing Weld Drawi~ng Weld Drawing Wcid
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-
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'
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'
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'
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f}1 7 '

7 -5 22 1-7-9'- 42A ,. i l-12-8 (/ 100
,
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' ' '

,. '

. . , . ,/
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. -
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*-
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'

~
' -
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.
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'

-
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